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Abstract
The dissertation focuses on the texts of a religious movement known as
Tianshidao (the Way of the Celestial Masters) from the 2nd to the 5th century CE.
Tianshidao is presented as a multifaceted tradition that should not be reduced
by a predefined essence or a teleological vision of history. Instead of
reconstructing one coherent cosmology, the author interprets the texts as
representing various alternative cosmologies. They are compared according to
the theory of cultural bias of Mary Douglas, in terms of grid and group. Special
attention is paid to the employment of the bureaucratic imagery and the
representations of time which are interpreted in the context of the cultural bias
and the various modes of relationship towards the institutions of Tianshidao
and the state. The author also analyses the millennialist character of the
movement which was noted by previous research and distinguishes between
various types of millennialism.

Key words
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Abstrakt
Disertace se zaměřuje na náboženské hnutí Tianshidao (Cesta nebeských
mistrů) ve druhém až pátém století n.l. Tianshidao je představeno jako
mnohotvárná tradice, která by neměla být redukována předem definovanou
esence či teleologickým chápáním dějin. Autor se nepokouší o rekonstrukci její
kosmologie v celku, ale interpretuje jednotlivé texty jako představitele různých
kosmologií. Srovnává je na základě teorie cultural bias (známá též jako „teorie
kultur“) Marry Douglas pomocí ukazatelů grid („mřížka“) a group („skupina“).
Zvláštní pozornost upírá na používání byrokratických představ a reprezentací času,
které jsou interpretovány v kontextu teorie kultur a ve vztahu k institucím
Tianshidaa a státu. Autor také rozebírá milenialistický charakter hnutí, který
byl zkoumán v minulosti, přičemž rozlišuje různé typy mileanialismu.

Klíčová slova
Tianshidao, taoismus, raně středověká Čína, kosmologie, milenialismus.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The object of this study is the cosmologies of a tradition called Tianshidao 天師
道 or the “Way of the Celestial Masters” from the second to the fifth century
AD. The tradition is also called the Covenantal Authority of the Correct Unity
(Zhengyi mengwei zhi dao 正一盟威之道), or simply the Correct Unity (Zhengyi 正
一) which is also a term that is used for a religious tradition claiming succession
from this early medieval tradition, that is still extant. According to the
traditional narrative, Tianshidao was established in 142 when a certain Zhang
Ling 張陵 (also called Daoling 道陵) was appointed as the first Celestial Master
by the Most High Lord Lao (Taishang Laojun 太上老君), a deity identified both
with Laozi, the author of Daodejing 道德經, and also with the Dao as the
ultimate reality itself.1
This dissertation uses the Tianshidao texts dating from the second to the fifth
century not to narrate the history of the movement in detail but to reconstruct
its cosmologies. Instead of reconstructing a general doctrine of Tianshidao, the
texts are interepreting as representing different cosmologies. The way of
interpretation stems from a personal fascination with two features that also
sparked the interest of the previous researchers: The transformative potential
and the bureaucratic imagery of the Tianshidao.
By the transformative potential one refers to the possibilities of change created by
a given worldview. The change can take various forms – it can be projected
onto the physical and/or spiritual levels, it may involve a broad social
transformation or can be limited to spaces or situations separated from the
mainstream culture. Creating alternative lifestyles opens a way for the
reflection of the mainstream culture and a possible way for its transformation.
According to some of the previous researchers, the Tianshidao spawned an
alternative culture contrasting to the common religious practice (Strickman
1979) and contributed to the process of empowerment and the creation of the
self-consciousness of the class of scholars-officials (Stein 1963; Tanigawa 1985;
Holcombe 1994). Some studies focused on the visions of transformation that are
commonly labeled millennialism.2 One of the goals of this dissertation is to show
the variety of attitudes in Tianshidao towards the vision of the end world
Throughout this text, dao is translated in two ways: 1) As “the Way” referring to the correct
way to manage one’s life, body, family or territory, or 2) as “Dao” when referring to the highest
deity or a group of deities representing the primordial powers related to cosmogony and
cosmos maintenance.
2 The terms millennial and millennialism is used instead of millennaran and millennarianism, based
on the definition in The Oxford Handbook of Millennialism (Wessinger 2011).
1
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transformation and the nuances between different types of millennialism in
general.
The nature of transformation is partly characterized by the relationship to the
institutions. Religious movements create their own institutions while
supporting or opposing the preexisting structures. In the case of Chinese
religions, this relationship can be partly illustrated by the use of bureaucratic
imagery. By bureaucratic imagery one means the use of terms borrowed from the
world of the imperial administration for the classification of both the spirits
and the ritual specialists, adopting forms of the official communication for the
communications between the two, as well as official garment and other
elements. The co-opting of the bureaucratic elements by various Daoist
movements was previously noted by Henri Maspero (1950) and studied in
greater detail by Anna Seidel (1983) and many followers. Throughout the
Tianshidao texts, the bureaucratic imagery takes on different functions that can
be related to the transformative potential. This generates the following
questions: In what way do bureaucratic elements work as symbols? What
meanings do they carry? Are they predominantly positive? How is the
bureaucracy of early medieval China different from the Western notion of
bureaucracy?
An important focus of the interpretation is on the ways of conceiving of time
because these are closely related to different sorts of institutions and various
visions of transformation. The author uses the term representations of time
associating the Durkheimian collective representations.3 The representations of
time used in the analyzed texts will be related to their attitudes towards the
institutions of Tianshidao and the state.
The first chapter explains the ways bureaucratic imagery was interpreted by
various authors. The interpretations are organized according to the dialectic
triad: Thesis represents the interpretations seeing the religions in China as
supporting the dominant political organization, an idea that is traceable back to
Hegel. The Antithesis is represented by the interpretations that explore the
ways of escape from or opposition to the social structure and dominant culture.
Some studies see the development of the new movements and institutions as a
synthesis of the earlier elements and describe their integration in the political
structure and dominant culture.

According to Durkheim (1912), these refer to “ideas, beliefs, and values elaborated by a
collectivity. […] Collective representations help to order and make sense of the world” and
work in relationship to the institutional order“ (Scott 1998).
3
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The second chapter presents the way of treating the Tianshidao texts in this
dissertation in contrast to the important recent study of Terry Kleeman (2016).
Kleeman sees the texts as produced by a church-like community with clear
structure and uses them to reconstruct its hierarchy and rituals. This
dissertation takes the texts as representing cosmologies and focuses on the
differences between them. A method used to demonstrate these differences is
the “cultural theory” also known as the “grid/group theory” developed by
Mary Douglas and her followers. A reflection is made on the topic of dialectic
evolution of Tianshidao.
The third chapter introduces the problem of millennialism, its variety, the
relation to the Chinese culture, and the possible ways of relating millennialism
to the cultural bias. The chapter also presents different types of time
representations in use by the time Tianshidao was established.
The fourth chapter presents the cosmology of early Tianshidao institutions
according to the records of the early medieval historians and also the oldest
preserved Tianshidao text from the Zhang Pu stele.
The following chapters are dealing with the cosmologies of the texts that claim
adherence to Tianshidao or give account on the Tianshidao practice. The texts
are introduced in general terms and their date is determined according to the
previous scholarship. The way one approaches the problem of translation
differs according to the nature of the text and the previous scholarship. The
texts that had been translated are quoted from the translations when their
interpretation convenes to that of the author of the dissertation. In the case of
most of the previously untranslated texts, one focuses on the cosmological
features emphasized above and translates short excerpts of the texts to
demonstrate the main points. An exception made in the case of the text called
The Celestial Master of the Correct One gives Secret Instructions to Zhao Sheng
(Zhengyi tianshi gao Zhao Sheng koujue 正一天師告趙昇口訣, DZ 1273) which is
translated in full length for the sake of demonstrating its complicated structure
related to the conception of time and the problem of “failed prophecy.”
The conclusion contains a summary of the relationship between the types of
millennialism and the cultural bias, as well as an outline of the relationship
between the bureaucratic imagery in the Tianshidao texts and the history of the
official administration. In the very end one offers a reflection on the way of
conceptualizing the evolution of religions not only in China, a polemic with
John Lagerwey’s model of rationalization, secularization and interiorization.
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2 DIALECTICS OF BUREAUCRATIC
IMAGERY
The question of the nature of bureaucratic imagery has been one of the
important topics of the discourse on the religions of China in general. The
projection of the bureaucratic hierarchy into the world of the spirits was
highlighted by Mori Mikisaburō in 1943. Therefore, a brief introduction to the
three key approaches to this problem that developed in the studies of religion
in Taiwan is required. Arthur P. Wolf (1974) saw the relation between the social
structure and religious imagery as mirroring – to him gods, ancestors, and
demons symbolized the officials, the relatives and the foreigners. Emily M.
Ahern (1981) mentioned that the object and its mirror image actually do not
match so neatly and explained the discontinuities between them by attempts of
the common folk to “repair” those elements of the administration which they
were not satisfied with. The bureaucratic imagery according to her also works
as an educative game that help the commoners orientate in the world of state
administration. Relating the bureaucratic imagery solely to the state
administration was criticized by Stephen Feuchtwang (1991) who saw it as a
metaphor for the power relations in general. But in the relation to state
structures, he rather stresses its supportive function.
These three basic approaches – which can be called mirroring, reflective
function and affirmative function – are all based on the division between the
folk religion and the state administration. This point of view will be important,
however, to understand the deeper connotations of the use of bureaucratic
imagery in the specific context of Chinese culture, one needs to put the western
terms [religion] and [bureaucracy] in brackets for their functions often
intermingle in Chinese institutions.

2.1 [Bureaucracy] and [religion]
This interconnection is as old as the earliest written sources – the oracle bones
of the Shang 商 dynasty produced in the thirteenth century. Keightley (1978)
described the system of sacrifices at the Shang court as hierarchical, contractual,
rational, routinized, mathematical, and compartmental; which is very close to
the classic definition of bureaucracy of Max Weber (1921). The only difference
he found is that Weber stresses the technical expertise of the modern
bureaucrats according to which they are appointed to the hierarchy, whereas in
the Shang aristocracy the positions were occupied according to the family
hierarchy. Therefore Keightley found a new word – “generationalism” – to
replace “bureaucracy” which sounded anachronistic to him.
14

During the Eastern Zhou 東周 period (770–256 BCE), the generationalism was
gradually replaced by systems of administration closer to the Weberian ideal
type of bureaucracy. Creel (1964) argued that the state of Chu 楚 set a model
which was later coopted by other states and ultimately perfected by Qin 秦 – a
centralized state with the ministers employed according to their skills and
talent, with the titles that were not hereditary, and territory divided in the
administrative units instead of fiefs.4
Although the administrative functions of the new class of officials prevailed,
the religious functions did not disappear either. Jean Levi collected narratives
that have shown the image of a local official as a powerful figure that educated
the masses, protected the locality from natural calamities, communicated with
the local deities, pacified them or punished them by destroying their cults and
expelling their servants – the spirit mediums wu 巫 (Levi 1986, 89, 93–4). The
source of their power to command the deities derived from the authority or the
charismatic power (de 德) of the ruler which was imagined as radiating from
the center to the villages (Levi 1987, 46). The founder of the Qin empire, Ying
Zheng 贏政) gave himself the title of the First August Thearch of Qin of which
the terms “august” (huang 皇) and “Thearch” (di 帝) had been reserved for the
Three August Rulers of the golden past and the Five Thearchs (or the divine
royal ancestors in general) respectively.5 This placed him above the local deities
together with his officials, or “organs” (guan 官).6
Another type of legitimization of the status of the officials according to Levi
lays in the cosmology that presents the cosmos as ran by bureaucratic deities.
The Commentary of Zuo gives an account of the Five Officials, deities that
administer the five phases7 (Zuozhuan 左傳, “The 29th year of Duke of Zhao“,

For the problems related to the definition of bureaucracy and its application on Chinese data,
see Weber 1921, Creel 1964 and Eich 2015. Weber calls Chinese bureaucracy “prebendal” or
“patrimonial” while Creel argues that Chinese imperial bureaucracy actually fits Weber’s
definition without problems. Eich points out that Weber’s definition emphasizes technical
superiority of the bureaucrats while the Chinese model stresses moral expertise.
5 The term Thearch connects the two meanings of the word di otherwise translated either as
“god,” “ancestor” or as “emperor”. With the gradual prevalence of the Confucian ideology
during the Han dynasty, the ruler was often called the Son of Heaven. This title stressed his
human nature and thus it implied his dependency on the service of the skillful ministers and
the web of offices.
6 The bodily metaphor became important in the later texts focusing on the description of
human body (see chapter 8).
7 The five phases were advocated by the School of Naturalism or the School of Yin-Yang and
4

Five Phases (yin-yang wuxing jia 陰陽五行家). Naturalists understood the political issues
through the natural regularities such as the change of seasons (Needham 1956). The origins of
the principles of yin, yang and the five phases may be traced back to the Shang ritual
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Zhaogong ershijiu nian 昭公二十九年; Levi 1987, 41).8 According to Levi’s
interpretation of a Confucian classic, the Rites of Zhou, the worldly offices are
organized in a way that reflects the organization of the cosmos – there are
offices for the four seasons, Heaven and Earth etc. (ibid., 42–6).9
The bureaucratic organization was also projected to the subterranean sphere,
the world of the deceased. Terry Kleeman (1984) and Anna Seidel (1987)
followed the research of Ikeda (1981) and gave an account of the image of the
netherworld preserved by the texts found in the Eastern Han 東漢 (25–220 CE)
tombs (from the end of the first to the end of the second century), mainly the
land contracts (diquan 地券), and the grave-securing writs (zhenmuwen 鎮墓文).
These texts were produced to protect both the deceased and their relatives from
allegations of usurping the land against the law, and to transfer the names of
the deceased from the registers of the worldly bureaucracy to registers of the
subterranean bureaucracy. The living has its center in Chang’an 長安, the
capital, while the dead takes orders from Mt. Tai 泰山 and the other four of the
Five Marchmounts (wuyue 五嶽) . The writs rely on the authority of the Envoy
of the Celestial Thearch (tiandi shizhe 天帝使者) capable of commanding the
lowly subterranean bureaucrats. These are exhorted to check their records
repeatedly to avoid any possible inaccuracies. The anxiety related to the errors
committed by the subterranean bureaucracy was an issue already in the late
Warring States 戰國 period (475–221 BCE), as Donald Harper showed in the
case of a resurrection from 297 (Harper 1994).
Both the spirits and the ritual specialists mirror the form of officials. As Levi
(1994) mentioned, both state officials and the Daoist priests were exorcising the
malevolent local spirits. The official documents endowed by the power of the
Thearch resemble the talismans endowed with the power of the Daoist deities.
Anna Seidel had explained this relation in this way: “The [Daoist] badges of
priestly investiture and communication with the unseen world, the talismans
符, charts 图, registers 籙, writs and tallies 契 are not magic wands invented
from scratch or derived from some preexisting folk religion or medium cult;
they are, rather, elaborations upon the Han theme of imperial treasure objects,
the presence of which guaranteed the imperial mandate“ (Seidel 1983, 292).

arrangement of time and space that corresponded to the proto-bureaucratic politico-religious
order of that time (Wang Aihe 2006).
8 When mentioning classic texts like this reference is made to their versions and order of
chapters from in the www.ctext.org.
9 This scripture became a source for a reform of offices during Wang Mang‘s interregnum
between the Former and Later Han dynasties (9–23 CE).
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These sacred documents embody the interconnection between the human and
cosmic offices. This has become a stable element of the Chinese cosmologies.
Paul Katz (2009) who studied the relation between the legal procedures and
rituals in modern Taiwan called this relation a continuum – more specifically
he talks about a “legal continuum” that connects the justice of the courts with
that within a family and the divine justice as the final instance for those whose
who suffer injustice. According to him, the legal continuum is based on the
“ideology of justice” – the strong belief in the existence of justice in the world
both within and without human legal structures.

2.2 Hegel’s China: A World of Substance
This continuum of justice together with the intertwining of the administrative
and religious functions of the public offices can be used to stress the view of
China as a cultural system that is closed – introverted yet incapable of selfreflection and evolution. This view was most explicitly presented in Hegel’s
Philosophy of History (1824). Hegel’s view of China can be summarized as such:
China is the embodiment of the first stage of his famous three-step dialectical
process – as a world of substance, i.e. the reason which is not yet aware of itself,
the world in which nature and spirit are undifferentiated, the world which has
not been subjected to a contradiction, or in the words borrowed from Joachim
de Fiore: the world of the Father without a Son. China is the beginning of the
history of the Spirit, it is a starting point of the “Journey to the West” – a way
towards self-determination. The history of China itself is a mere sequence of
events, but not an evolution. The basis for this constancy is the patriarchal
system that subjects the individual to the “substantial being” of the family and
the state. The only subject that is awake is the despot who rules over not only
the people but also the local deities. The religion, which is a field in which the
worldly spirit is able to realize the absolute Spirit, exists mainly in the form of a
state cult. The teaching of Buddhism is focused on the ultimate reality which is
abstract to the point it corresponds to a pure nothingness.
On one hand, the flaws of this nineteen century view of China are obvious –
Chinese culture is used simply as a projection screen for a Europocentric vision
of world history. But the view of imperial China as an unchanging monolith is
still strong both in the common knowledge in the West and the Chinese
Marxist history that treats it en bloc as the third, i.e. feudal stage of the history
of mankind.10 The key aspect of Hegel’s view that remained important in the
academic debates on Chinese culture was the inseparability of the state and
For a discussion on the Marxist view on the Chinese Middle Ages, see for example Holcombe
(1994)
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religion. John Lagerwey (2010) wrote that “China is a religious state and
Chinese society is a religious society. The religious dimension of the Chinese
society and the Chinese state are inseparable from each other, not taking that
dimension into account makes it impossible to make sense of anything Chinese:
the state, local society, history.”

2.3 Antithesis: Transcendence and the
Independent Scholars
There is only one religion in China that Hegel values for its tendency towards
emancipation from the dominant substance – Daoism. There is no universal
definition or understanding of this term (see below) but to Hegel (similar to
many Western readers until the current time), Daoism was mainly represented
by the text of Laozi and its commentary of Wang Bi 王弼 (226–49), the text of
Zhuangzi 莊子 and the Book of Changes (Yijing 易經).11 The mass movements like
the Tianshidao and the Taipingdao 太平道 were inaccessible to him.
According to Hegel, the Daoists worship the “reason” – which is an
assumption based on Abel Remusat’s translation of Dao as “logos” – and the
principle of trinity which was so dear to him. That is because “Dao gives birth
to one, one gives birth to two, two gives birth to myriad things” (Laozi 42).
Nevertheless, Hegel criticizes the Daoists for immersing in mysticism and
superstitions such as the cult of “immortality”, nowadays mostly translated as
“transcendence” (xian 仙).
If one adopts Hegel’s form of narrating the history of the Spirit and uses it to
argue against his Philosophy of History, this “superstitious” cult of
transcendence can be actually interpreted as an antithetic structure to the
dominant culture. The “transcendents” are the popular heroes of the
anthologies like the Biographies of the Eminent Transcendents (Liexianzhuan 列仙
傳; translated in Kaltenmark 1953) of Liu Xiang 劉向 (77–6 BCE) and the
Biographies of the Divine Transcendents (Shenxianzhuan 神仙傳, translated in
Campany 2002) ascribed to Ge Hong 葛洪 (284–343). Apart from these
hagiographies, there is another genre that focuses on the way to achieve
transcendence, represented for example by the “Inner Chapters” of Ge Hong’s
Master Who Embraces Simplicity (Baopuzi 抱朴子; translated in Ware 1966). The
ideal is to “live as long as Heaven and Earth” (Kaltenmark 1953, 8). To achieve
this, a typical adept of transcendence overcomes the norms set by the
institutions of state and family – living in solitude, refusing appointment to the
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See Clarke 2000.
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state offices, refusing to beget a male progeny to fulfill their role in the cult of
ancestors, eating a diet different from the common nourishment (see Campany
2009).
The patroness of transcendence was a deity dwelling on the mythical Mt.
Kunlun, Queen Mother of the West (Xiwangmu 西王母).12 Her cult was not
limited to the elites as the incident recorded in Ban Gu’s 班固 (32–92 CE) Book of
Han shows (“The Annals of Aidi“哀帝紀 30, and “The Records on the Five
Phases B.a” 五行志下之上 63; see also Espesset 2009). During the fourth year of
the rule of Aidi (3 BCE), thousands of people went on a pilgrimage through 26
commanderies to the capital, exchanging the “tokens” (chou 籌) and “edicts”
(zhao 詔) of Queen Mother of the West. These edicts claimed that those who
carry them would not die.
Some might argue that the opposition is apparent only at the level of
individual practice but does not come with a cosmology that is radically
different from the mainstream. Many scholars stress that the Daoist
cosmologies are based on the official cosmologies of the Han dynasty and
present them as monist in terms of ontology. There is no radical difference
between spirit and matter, everything consists of pneumas (qi 氣, e.g. Seidel
1995, 4).
But there are also characteristics which may lead one to consider the general
character of Daoist cosmologies as being dualistic. There is a crucial difference
between the original pneuma (or pneumas – some cosmologies stress the unity
while others work with the trinity) which predates the division of Heaven and
Earth, and the various pneumas generated by this division starting with the
yang 陽 pneuma forming the Heaven and the yin 陰 pneuma forming the Earth
(ibid., 5). The original pneuma creates or more accurately gives birth (sheng 生)
to the world we live in and the deities that represent it transcend life and death,
while the other deities – mostly the spirits of the dead – are certain to perish.
For example Ge Hong’s alchemy, is based on reverting the cosmogonic
mechanism to transcend the world of life and death and reconnecting with the
original pneuma (Pregadio 2005).
The space for constructing the self that is independent from the center is not
only generated within the esoteric practice of “ways of transcendence” (xiandao
仙道). It has been recognized also in the culture of the scholars-officials,
particularly in the popular topic of withdrawal (voluntary or involuntary) from
office. The topics of transcendence and withdrawal actually intersect – for
12

For this deity, see for example Loewe 1979, 86-126; Cahill 1993.
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example in Qu Yuan’s 屈原 (c. 340–278 BCE) poem “Encountering Sorrow”
(Lisao 離騷) from the Songs of Chu (Chuci 楚辭, Hawkes 1985). Qu Yuan is
presented as being morally pure, dismissed from office due to intrigues of his
colleagues, he leaves the corrupt world for a spirit journey visiting spirits and
deities and finally he commits suicide.
The self-consciousness and pride of the scholars-officials as a class became
more apparent during the Later Han, especially during the reign of Huandi 桓
帝 (r. 147–67), when the court witnessed serious tensions between the powerful
families on one side and the eunuchs on the other. The number of students of
the imperial academy grew as high as 30,000 and the powerful families
supported private schools. This caused a growth in the number of the scholars
who cultivated the doctrine out of the state structures and invested their
capacity in the local communities, sometimes they even depended on farming
as their means of subsistence (Stein 1963, 39; Ch’en 1958; Knapp 2005;
Tanigawa 1985). Their opposition against the eunuchs took form in a
movement called Pure Stream (qingliu 清流, see Crespigny 1980). The crisis
culminated during the proscription of the scholars from the court (169–84)
during which all the high offices were occupied by the eunuchs. The ban not
only irritated the powerful families but also contravened the officially
acclaimed principle of meritocracy that was realized by promoting the “filial
and incorrupt“. Fifteen years of proscription must have undermined the elite’s
trust in the dynasty’s mandate.

2.4 Synthesis: The Mass Movements
The new ideal of an independent scholar was, according to Rolf Stein (1963), a
source of the mass movements that gathered both the popular masses and the
scholars. These movements created their own institutions independent from
the state although modelled upon the state institutions to some extent. Around
184 CE, Zhang Jue 張角 led a mass rebellion under the name Taipingdao 太平
道 (the Way of the Great Peace), also known as the rebellion of the Yellow
Turbans (huangjin 黃巾), which burst into the eastern provinces. Between ca.
191 and 215, Zhang Lu 張魯, the alleged grandson of the first Celestial Master,
ruled over the region of Hanzhong 漢中.
Both movements established their own offices (fang 方 and zhi 治 respectively)
which executed both administrative and spiritual functions without a link to
the imperial source of power. Although they did not overthrow the Han
regime and lasted only for a couple of years or decades, Marxist historians
highlighted the revolutionary potential of these movements. Another
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ephemeral attempt of this kind was made by a Tianshidao rebel called Sun En
around the year 400.
Although the physical space for autonomous thinking was not defended for
long, the Tianshidao realized more of its transformative potential on the level
of culture. Michael Strickmann (1979, 165) described the establishment of the
Tianshidao as a “religious revolution” in terms of a radical rupture with what
has become known as “common religion” – a term including the various
religious practices of state, families and village communities.13 An essential
element of the common religion lays in the offerings of meat and alcohol to the
spirits of the dead. Tianshidao regarded this practice as a worship of demons
and it replaced the cult of Heaven with the worship of the primordial gods,
emanations of Dao. The new deities and their servants were entitled to office.
Sometimes also the local spirits were converted to this bureaucratic system
(Mollier 2006).14
Strickmann views this revolution as a historical event that defines Daoism,
therefore he defines the Daoists as “those, who recognize the historical position
of [Zhang Daoling], who worship the pure emanations of the [Dao] ao rather
than the vulgar gods of the people at large, and […] who safeguard and
perpetuate their own lore and practices through esoteric rites of transmission.
In other words,” he restricts the term to “the Way of the Celestial Master and
the organizations that grew out of it” (Strickmann 1979, 165).
In contrast to Strickmann who sees the Tianshidao primarily as “antithesis to
the false gods that the benighted population worshipped with blood
offerings“ (Strikcmann 1979, 165), Anna Seidel interprets the relation between
Daoism and common religion as a symbiosis between “Apollonian” and
“Dionysian” principles. She also mentions the synthetic character of Daoism
when she describes it as a “combination of Han beliefs which happened to jell
and formed a new soteriological paradigm”. By the Han beliefs she means the
“gray and legalistic“ cosmology of the funeral texts (see above) on the one
hand and the cult of transcendence with the “graceful immortals and their
colourful fairy islands” on the other (Seidel 1987a, 47–8).
The synthetic principle has to do with the transformative potential of
Tianshidao and other Daoist movements. On the level of culture it was
explored by several studies – just a few examples will be mentioned. Michael
The “common religion” is actually a later term coined by Donald Harper (1995).
This “revolution“ is sometimes compared to the emergence of Christianity from the Jewish
tradition. For the comparison between the Daoist and Christian soteriology see Chang Iee-ming
2013.
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Strickmann has shown how the tradition of Shangqing 上清 was created as a
response by the southern native elite to the invasion of the imperial court
together with powerful families fleeing from the ransacked capital in the North.
He described the tradition as a synthesis of the Tianshidao structure and the
“southern occult tradition“ (1977). Richard Mather interpreted the reforms of
Kou Qianzhi 寇謙之 (365–448) as similar to the protestant movement within
Christianity (Mather 1979). Catherine Bell explained the reforms of Lu Xiujing
陸脩靜 (406–77) as the ritualization of the canon and textualization of the ritual
(Bell 1988). Peter Nickerson described the development of the Tianshidao as a
slow change “from sect to guild” (1994, 63). Stephen Bokenkamp interpreted
the creation of the Lingbao 靈寶 tradition as a result of a long evolution of the
ideas about the afterlife (2007).
These synthesis are limited to the sphere of religion and/or culture in general.
Even though religion is important for Hegel as it is a sphere in which the
World Spirits recognize the Absolute Spirit, the main object of his interest is the
state, in which this knowledge is realized in a concrete form. As was noted
previously, the Tianshidao rule over Hanzhong did not last long, only some
thirty years. However, there are many examples of the Tianshidao or other
Daoist teachings being used as a legitimation of the rule of the Thearchs who
underwent Daoist initiation – Taiwudi 太武帝 of the Northern Wei 北魏 in 440
(Mather 1979), Wudi 武帝 of Northern Zhou 北周 in 567, Xuanzong 玄宗 of
Tang 唐 in 721 and 748, Zhuangzong 莊宗 of Later Tang 後唐 in 923 (Lagerwey
1987). Apart from these individual examples, there were whole dynasties
founding their legitimacy on the relation with Daoism: The ephemeral ChengHan 成漢 dynasty (304–47) in the South-West (Kleeman 1998), the Tang
dynasty claiming succession from Laozi (Bokenkamp 1994, Barrett 2006), the
mutual support between the Yuan dynasty and the school of Quanzhen 全真.
Based on these cases, John Lagerwey went as far as attributing Daoism a role of
“state religion” at least until the Qing dynasty under which its political role
faded although it remained a “national religion” (1987, 253–64). Anna Seidel
called it the “national High Religion of China” although with the attribute
“unofficial” (1995).
These labels may seem somewhat exaggerated and misleading for some since
various rulers of China were showing their favoritism and support to different
religious traditions. One is, nevertheless, tempted to believe that Tianshidao
and the related traditions had a lasting impact on the political culture in China.
An important part of this influence can be seen with the bureaucratic imagery
which helped to shape the ideal of a scholar-official as much as the ideal of the
empire. Some historians recognized their role in sustaining the belief in the
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general principle of the bureaucratic order at the times when its imperial
manifestation suffered a huge and long crisis (Holcombe 1994, Tanigawa 1985).
The basis of the inseparability of the state and religion is not to be understood
simply as a unity of the political and religious functions of the institutions but
as a much looser and more complex relationship between the state and nonstate institutions that is maintained on the level of mimicking, metaphors and
the exchange of ideas.

3 COSMOLOGIES OF TIANSHIDAO
This study is limited to the texts that claim direct affiliation to the Tianshidao
but the nature of this tradition is a rather problematic matter. The most
comprehensive study of the Tianshidao so far is Terry Kleeman’s Celestial
Masters: History and Ritual in Early Daoist Communities (2016, below abbreviated
to Masters). Kleeman took on a challenging task to narrate the development of
the movement in time and to describe the movement’s ritual and structure at
the same time. It seems that the latter task actually prevailed over the former
one as will be shown later. However, this dissertation is indebted to Kleeman’s
work and generally follows the chronology of the scriptures as outlined in his
book.15 Therefore, this will only briefly be recounted here.

3.1 Tianshidao as a Church
Kleeman’s history starts with the Zhang Pu 張普 stele as the earliest source
documenting the existence of the organized community in Hanzhong. It
continues with the story of Zhang Lu’s way to Hanzhong where he built up the
“Hanzhong theocracy” (ca. 191–215). Its institutions are partly described by the
official histories (imperial chronicles) and the missing parts of the puzzle are
filled with the cosmology of the Xiang’er Commentary to Laozi (Laozi Xiang’erzhu
老子想爾注), the text of an unknown author written before 255.
After the fall of the Hanzhong regime, Kleeman finds the community scattered
in the northern and central Chinese territory of the Cao Wei 曹魏 (220–66). This
period is characterized by the lack of affiliation to a central authority and the
“apocalyptic turn“ of the movement (Masters, 118), in addition there was a
missionary fervor thanks to which “it seems that at this time it [Tianshidao]
made striking inroads among elite families“ (ibid., 209), mainly those who had
adhered to the vision of the Great Peace of the Yellow Turbans. The main
sources are what Kleeman calls “encyclicals”: The Yangping Parish (Yangping zhi
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Not all scholars agree on this chronology, see Kobayashi 1990, Liu Yi 2005.
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陽平治, dated by Kleeman to 220–231) and the Commands and Precepts for the
Families of the Great Dao (Dadao jia lingjie 大道家令戒, dated to 255) found
together in the Scripture on the Precepts and Protocols Taught by the Celestial
Master that forms part of the Correct Unity corpus (Zhengyi fawen: Tianshi jiao
jieke jing 正一法文天師教戒科經, DZ 789) – together with a heptasyllabic poem
Teaching of the Celestial Master (Tianshi jiao 天師教).
The apocalyptic orientation seems to escalate during the Jin 晉 dynasty (266–
420) as is illustrated in the Demon Statues of Lady Azure (Nüqing guilü 女青鬼律,
DZ 790, below abbreviated to Demon Statutes). The events in the South-West
happening at roughly the same time are covered in Kleeman’s earlier book,
Great Perfection: Religion and Ethnicity in a Chinese Millenial Kingdom (1998). In
this book, Kleeman reconnected the fates of the Tianshidao followers from
Hanzhong with the Shu region in his history of the Cheng 成 (304–338) and
Han 漢 (308–347) dynasties. Both dynasties were established by the Li 李 family
that, according to Kleeman’s hypothesis, was adhering to Tianshidao.16
The destruction of Chang’an in 317 marks the beginning of Eastern Jin 東晉
(317–420) and a more long term occupation of the North by the non-Chinese
armies. In the Southern area of Jiangnan to which many elite families fled from
the North, Tianshidao was practiced and was combined with the local
traditions. The fourth and fifth centuries saw the emergence of the new
traditions of Shangqing (around 364) and Lingbao (around 400). Kleeman
pictures these in the Masters as the branches of the Tianshidao. They brought
important innovations but the essence of the Tianshidao remained unaltered:
“The Celestial Master system of registers was compressed, and the novitiate
shortened, but they were never displaced, and no pastoral religion ever
replaced it on the local level,“ until the emergence of the Quanzhen 全真 school
in the twelfth century (Masters, 218).
Kleeman thus basically claims adherence to Strickmann’s definition of Daoism.
Furthermore, he portrays the movement as a “church” based on the hierarchy
of “registers” (lu 籙) which forms the essential part of the tradition. The
registers are tokens of initiation, texts written on long pieces of undyed silk
worn at the waist. They “installed a group of protective spirits in the believer’s
body and imposed a code of precepts, both of which increased with
rank“ (Masters, 5). The registers were proving the status of the individual in the
There are two reasons for this assumption: 1) Li Hu 虎, the grandfather of the founder of the
Cheng dynasty called Te 特, submitted to Cao Cao in Hanzhong, 215. 2) Li Xiong 雄, the
founder of the Han dynasty, was supported by Fan Changsheng 范長生, a leader of a religious
community whose structures resembled those of Tianshidao (Verellen 2000).
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church and conveyed access to esoteric texts, talismans, and rituals. They fall
into two basic categories: Outer registers (wailu 外籙) transmitted from the
libationers (jijiu 祭酒) to the novices (lusheng 籙生, see Masters, 274–82), and the
inner registers (neilu 內籙) that mark higher stages of initiations and specific
functions in the church administration. The registers played an important role
in the ritual of sending up petitions (shangzhang 上章), during which the adept
communicated with the heavenly bureaus in the form of a written text that was
delivered by the register spirits exteriorized from the adept’s body (Masters,
353–73).
One of the main sources for Kleeman’s understanding of the registers is The
Abridgement of the Daoist Code by Master Lu (Lu xiansheng daomen kelüe 陸先生道
門科略, DZ 1127, below abbreviated to Daoist Code) written by Lu Xiujing. Lu
Xiujing is known mainly as a proponent of the Lingbao tradition who compiled
the first Daoist canon and reformed the rituals. Although he clearly had
ambitions to reform the community and its practice, Kleeman takes his Daoist
Code as the essence of the codes of the original Tianshidao.
To be able to present this unitary vision of Tianshidao, Kleeman identifies some
texts as representing the essential teaching (the encyclicals and the Daoist Code)
while he discards those that do not fit into the coherent vision of the system as
products of outsiders who were either not well versed in the teaching of the
tradition (the biography of Zhang Daoling in the Divine Transcendents), of
splinter movements (The Inner Explanation of the Three Heavens, Santian neijie jing
三天內解經, DZ 1205, below abbreviated to Inner Explanation) or of persons
hostile to the community (Scripture of the Intoned Precepts of Lord Lao, Laojun
yinsong jie jing 老君音誦誡經, DZ 785, below abbreviated to Intoned Precepts).
The advantage of such a choice is the possibility to reconstruct a coherent
system of practices of Tianshidao. The disadvantage is a loss of the vision of
plurality of cosmologies with their differences.17
To be clear, the goal of this dissertation is neither to disprove nor to prove that
the system of registers or anything else was a stable element of Tianshidao.
Even if there was such an essence, that would not guarantee a stability in terms
of cosmology which is the primary concern here. Nor is one opposed to the
attempts to reconstruct something like a general cosmology of the Tianshidao
for the sake of narrating the general history of Chinese religions. One’s

Peter Nickerson (1996a, 9) works with the Daoist Code in a similar way when giving acount of
the second century Tianshidao based on this sixth century text. He identified the petitioning
ritual as the core of the tradition. Tianshidao was identified as “church” also by Anna Seidel
(1970).
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intention is to deal with the texts individually as much as possible, so that one
can juxtapose the cosmological elements that are accented in them. The history
of ideas needs to focus on the on the continuity of given ideas as much as on
the moments when the thinking goes beyond its own limits.

3.2 Daoist Communities of Practice
An alternative to Kleeman’s arborescent narrative may be found in an earlier
work of Gil Raz, The Emergence of Daoism: Creation of Tradition (2012) that
offered a polythetic definition of Daoism and described its social structure as
loosely connected “communities of practice” instead of a church-like
organization. This perspective emphasizes the permeability of the individual
schools, their construction ex post, and osmosis between them (Raz 2012, 4–6).
His definition is not based on Tianshidao but on the following elements that
sometimes are not necessarily always present in the phenomena traditionally
labeled as Daoist: 1) Dao and its emanations as overarching and effective forces,
2) communication between them and humans, possibility of transcendence, 3)
esoteric transmission of the practice, 4) rejection of practices that do not revere
the manifestations of the Dao, and 5) an eschatological vision differentiating
Daoism from the mere search for transcendence (ibid., 18).
Although a definition of Daoism is not a primal focus of this study, a
consideration of these various attempts is beneficial as it opens different ways
of thinking about the context from which the Tianshidao cosmologies might
have grown and it does not exclude the texts like Inner Explanation and Intoned
Precepts from our perspective.

3.3 Dialectics of the Tianshidao
Kleeman’s idea of a solid essence of the Tianshidao does not exclude
innovations of the ritual and also some changes of the worldview. The most
striking example of the latter is the apocalyptical turn in the third century. This
is illustrated by the change of the meaning of a crucial term related to
millennialist beliefs in China, the Great Peace (taiping 太平 or daping 大平). In
the Xiang’er Commentary to Laozi, the Great Peace is described as a “world
where violence of any form is unknown and there is reasonable equanimity
among citizens“(Masters, 106–7). It is a realizable goal that depends on the ruler
and his ministers. But according to Kleeman’s reading of the encyclicals, the
“Great Peace will only be reached after millenarian disasters that will kill off
thirty to forty percent of the community as unworthy” (ibid., 117–8). The chosen
ones who will see the Great Peace are called “seed people” (zhongmin 種民) and
entering their ranks, according to the Demon Statutes and other texts, is possible
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only through the erotic rituals of “merging the pneumas” (heqi 合氣).18 The
rituals of “merging pneumas” were later criticized not only by the texts of
Shangqing but also by some texts claiming affiliation to Tianshidao. This
specific type of millennialism related to the “arts of bedchamber” (fangzhong zhi
shu 房中之術) is thus related to a limited period of the history of Tianshidao.
The use of the term Great Peace actually differs throughout all the texts. In the
works of Lu Xiujing, it returns to the idea of a realizable – Lu considers it in
regard to the welfare of the state and the family (see chapter 13.3). In the case of
Kou Qianzhi’s patron Taiwudi, the Great Peace is presented as an already
realized goal, as he called himself the “Perfect Ruler of the Great Peace” (taiping
zhenjun 太平真君).19
It is tempting to view the changes of the meaning of the Great Peace as a
marker in the evolution of the cosmology of the early Tianshidao. The
cosmology of Hanzhong then appears as a thesis – world of unity between the
worldly and the celestial justice. The cosmology of the encyclicals and the
Demon Statutes represents the antithesis – the real and the ideal become
detached, the world is doomed and the individual seeks escape. And the
cosmologies of the new orthodoxies represent different attempts for the
synthesis which overcomes the self-destructive tensions of millennialism. The
structure of this study is actually based on this dramatic arc but there are
several problems to be highlighted in advance.

3.4 Traps of dialectics
The first problem is the liberty one takes when deciding about the beginning
and the end of a story, about the data which are utilized and that which are
rejected. The dialectic triad of thesis-antithesis-synthesis is a narrative structure
which can be projected on the phenomena of one’s choice, the only rule that
seems necessary is their chronological order. The way we interpret B as the
antithesis of A, and C as their synthesis depends mostly one’s point of view
and the rhetoric skills. A can at the same time fulfill the role of antithesis or
sznthesis in a different narrative. When analyzing a historical phenomenon, it
depends on one’s decision whether one focuses either on the synthetic,
integrative and continuous moments or the moments of contradiction,
disintegration and discontinuity. As was seen above, Michael Strickmann
Kleeman does not exclude the possibility of the existence of the same sort of millennialism in
the Hanzhong era: “It may be that the Xiang’er was intended as a more public document that
avoided this topic, or that it was indeed mentioned in the half of that commentary that has
been lost. But it seems likely that with the dissolution of the Hanzhong community and the
promise that it held, the movement has taken an apocalyptic turn“ (Masters, 118).
19 Kou’s use of this term is more complex, see chapter 19.
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interpreted the foundation of the Tianshidao as the antithesis to the common
religion, while Anna Seidel took it for a synthesis of the common religion
(funeral practice of Later Han) and the alternative trends (cult of
transcendence), while it can be also taken as a thesis, about the beginning of the
story of the evolution of the Tianshidao.
Another issue is the notorious problem of teleology (see for example Adorno
1966). The dialectic triad is similar to the human notion of growing up: Thesis
corresponds to the childhood, antithesis to the rebellious age of puberty,
synthesis to adulthood. If the synthesis is taken as superior to the previous
stages, one is unable to understand them and appreciate all the possibilities
they offer, therefore, they may be interpreted in the way that fits to the scheme
of a unidirectional progress. For example, Hegel in the Philosophy of History
links the various cosmologies to the narrative about the self-realization of the
Spirit which culminates in the rationality of the enlightened West. Even though
writing a history of the Tianshidao is not a blatantly eurocentristic enterprise, it
could easily become a narrative that implicitly presupposes a development
towards a genesis of rationality that, if not defined otherwise, overlaps with
our version of rationality.20
One is inclined to take the meaning of history as a mystery that cannot be seen
in totality, however, something can be learnt about it at every moment,
especially moments of crisis. Therefore, it is useful to take the dialectic triad as
a narrative structure centered around a moment of crisis, using some ideas
from Victor Turner (1969; 1974), Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann (1969).
The central point of the story is the exposure of an inner conflict in the world
that was not apparent before. This rupture opens the way for a dramatic arc. As
in a drama, the conflict is acted out by people who play different roles and the
roles are related to institutions. Thus the thesis can be described as a situation
in which the roles are accepted as well as the institutions being taken as
legitimate. As Berger and Luckmann describe it, the institutions construct a
“social world” and their legitimizations are interconnected in a “symbolic
universe” which is internalized by an individual. The result is that the
institutions are perceived as objective and forming part of a “natural” order.
The crisis reveals a discrepancy between the experience with the institutional
order and its legitimization. The perceived cognitive dissonance goes hand in
Max Weber has shown that the rationality of Enlightenment is not the only type of rationality
and he classified several types or rational actions that relate to various “ways of life”
(Lebensfuehrungen, Weber 1930). On the contrary, Weber developed the idea of “rationalization”
as a process of disenchantment and bureaucratization (Kalberg 1980). The monopolization of
rationality by Enlightenment was described by Adorno and Horkheimer (1944).
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hand with the crisis of social roles which are thus criticized or even abandoned.
The actor out of role is dwelling in a liminal zone (Turner 1969) which is on one
hand frightening, on the other hand this situation offers a transformative
potential. The frightening side is the contact with the “nocturnal side” (Berger
and Luckmann 1969) – the social order may be perceived as moral chaos, the
institutions are alienated. This positive aspect is that the distance enables the
actors to think and act outside the institutional order and, eventually, to change
it. The dissolution of the social roles is often related to the experience of
communitas which strengthens the feeling of equality between the actors of the
process (Turner 1969; 1974).
The synthesis then appears as a way to solve this conflict by re-creation of the
order that is perceived as legitimate and also somehow incorporates the
experience of the crisis. One cannot emphasize enough that this process is not
unidirectional: The crisis can result into many different cosmologies or various
solutions at the institutional level. Sometimes the results appear more like a recreation of the original order with some cosmetic changes, at other times the
antithetic elements seem to prevail.21 As Adorno suggests, some conflicts are
irresolvable so the synthesis appears as a way to hide the “irreducible
difference.” Therefore he gives preference to narrate the history as a sequence
of antithesis instead of presenting the dominant cosmologies as coherent
systems for “the whole is the false” (Adorno 1966).

3.5 Comparing the cosmologies
The cosmologies reconstructed from the texts of the Tianshidao are not
philosophical systems of Hegelian type, they rather resemble the
“configurations” that are given to us in an incomplete form (Adorno 1966).
They can be approached in two ways: 1) As representing the fragments of a
general Tianshidao cosmology, or 2) as representing different cosmologies
sharing some elements and characteristics. The latter was chosen because the
institutions of the Tianshidao developed at a very turbulent time, the
communities mostly lived separately and the institutional order and its
legitimization must have undergone changes and adjustments. Comparing the
texts can show the dialectic relations between them, to identify the oppositions,
to track the changes of attitude towards the institutions, and to describe the
synthetic effort made to overcome the cognitive dissonance.
E.g. Turner (1969) shows that, on one hand, the so called normative communitas (monastic
orders, communes etc.) need the elements of the structure to prolong the effect of the
communitas. On the other hand, a functioning structure should contain some anti-structural
elements – mainly symbols and rituals – that strengthen its unity (ideological communitas) and
enable change.
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As was previously mentioned, the intention is not to compare the cosmologies
on the basis of some ideal state, a desired outcome of the dialectical process. To
be able to compare them to each other without resorting solely to an intuitive
way of interpretation (although it is always implicitly present), this comparison
will be built on a foundation provided by the “cultural theory” also known as
the “grid/group theory” developed by Mary Douglas and her followers like
Bruce Malina, Michael Thompson, Richard J. Ellis and Aaron Wildawski.22 It
will be briefly introduced below and some adjustments which have been made
to it by the author of this dissertation will be mentionned.
Douglas believes that there is a correlation between cosmology and social
experience – theory and practice. The social experience creates the social bias
which is a tendency towards a certain type of cosmology. The individual is not
seen as a robot that plays according to the rules of the institutions and roles,
but rather as a being that shapes its own worldview and recreates the
institutions according to it.
To demonstrate the crucial aspect, the social experience, Douglas developed a
graph consisting of two factors: grid and group.
Group is “defined in terms of the claims it makes over its constituent members,
the boundary it draws around them, the rights it confers on them to use its
name and other protections, and the levies and constraints it applies” (Douglas
1978, 191). The strongest group experience can be found in the situation of
common residence, shared work, shared resources and recreation, control over
marriage and kinship – e.g. in a ghetto, sect etc. At the zero group end, the
boundaries of the group are not clear – people know people who know other
people and the horizon is infinite. In the graph, a group is defined by the
horizontal dimension where it is growing from the left to the right side.
The vertical dimension represents the grid which strengthens from down to up.
“The term grid suggests the cross-hatch of rules to which individuals are
subject in the course of their interaction. As a dimension, it shows a progressive
change in the mode of control. At the strong end there are visible rules about
space and time related to social roles; at the other end, near zero, the formal
classifications fade, and finally vanish” (ibid., 192). The high grid is
characterized by strong social classification and insulation. The low-grid
experience is the opposite, also marked by a high level of competition, control
Inspired by the work of Basil Bernstein, Douglas started working on her model in 1968. In the
Natural Symbols (1970) and the second edition (1973) Douglas presented two different versions
of the grid-group model. My work refers to the later elaboration of her “Cultural Bias”
(Douglas 1978). For more information about the evolution of the model, see Fardon (1999) and
Spickard (1984).
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which sunk below the surface, and the market-oriented environment that
produces the gap between the successful and the losers.
Grid is further explained by four sub-factors: Insulation, autonomy, control,
and competition. Insulation is defined as a strong social classification. When
insulation decreases, a further three factors come in play. Stronger autonomy
marks the individualistic environment. Low control marks the situation in
which one is controlled by the others whereas the high control stands for the
situation when one controls them. The competition depends on to which level
the rules are negotiable.
Douglas divided the whole graph into four quadrants to sketch out the main
types of cultural bias:
B

C

WEAK GROUP / HIGH GRID:
Isolation.

STRONG GROUP / HIGH GRID:
Positional arrangement (or hierarchy).

A

D

WEAK GROUP / LOW GRID:
Individualism.

STRONG GROUP / LOW GRID:
Enclave.

A: Stresses the individual freedom and reduction of the regulations. The social
borders are provisionary and open to negotiations.The cosmology is oriented
towards individual spirituality. Ritual is understood as obsolete. E.g.:
Successful entrepreneur in the modern West or the so called Big Man in New
Guinea.
B: People live under the pressure of the hierarchy and have very limited
possibility to participate in the collective decision making. The cosmology and
ritual forms are either adopted from the elites. Sometimes permeated by
fatalism, it may also turn to millennialism and ecstasy as a form of escapism.
E.g.: Cargo cults.
C: The individual is placed in a given position with clear benefits and
obligations. The strength of the group demonstrates the level of identification
with this arrangement. Cosmology stresses the cosmic harmony and the
correspondence between the human and cosmic order. E.g.: Traditional China.
D: The environment is ruled by a nominal equality between the members. The
inner conflicts are concealed if possible because there is no way to solve them
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apart from expulsion of the individual. The bigger the group grows, the bigger
is the possibility of friction. Cosmology and ritual stresses the boundary
between “them” and “us” and may tend toward millennialism. E.g.: A small
tribal village or an apocalyptical sect.
This two dimensional scheme might seem reductive but actually reveals more
ways for understanding the ways of thinking that seem to be distant to our
present reality, than the dualistic or linear way of comparing the “modern”
with the “traditional.”

3.5.1 Some adjustments
This model has been applied to the historical data of different fields by many
researchers. Some of them felt the need to develop the model or adjust it for
their own purposes and came up with their own typologies.23 It might be said
that each author, or collective of authors, has his or her individual bias.
Douglas, as a British anthropologist raised in Catholic circles, has “A Feeling
for Hierarchy” (Douglas 2002) – she tends to stress the positive value of the
hierarchy (quadrant C) and to criticize the modern individualism that creates
the culture of winners (A) and losers (B). Bruce Malina (1987), an American
historian of early Christianity, draws a strong line between the modern
individualist West (meaning the USA) on the left side of the graph and the rest
of the world and history on the right side. The difference between the upper
and lower halves for Malina does not refer to social classification but to the
level of identification of the individual with the general values and norms. For
Thompson, Ellis and Wildawski (1991), social and political scientists, there are
five and only five so called “ways of life” – individualism, fatalism, hierarchy,
egalitarianism and autonomy (in the center).24 These are all measured by their
attitude towards resources and distribution of wealth.
Instead of creating a new typology, an attempt will be made to present the
grid/group scheme in a way which would not be limited to a specific point of
view and which would be more helpful for a student of the history of
cosmologies.25 This adjustment includes three steps.

See for example Douglas 1982a; Malina 1986; Thompson, Ellis, Wildawski 1991.
For the autonomy see Thompson 1982b. The authors admit that there are also combinations
of the five ways of life but they construct them as “alliances” of the proponents of the basic five
groups. This view is impossible to apply to the study of cosmologies.
25 This study has a specific point of view since it is focused on the transformative potential in
relation to the bureaucratic institutions and their legitimation. And of course this writer also
has his own specific cultural bias that arises from his social experience – e.g. the experience of
the “divided society” that has been very vocal in many countries for the last decade and this
might be one of the motivations for trying to understand the thinking of the “Other”.
23
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The first issue is the definition of the grid by the above mentioned four factors.
These factors can often contradict each other – e. g. a king might be a person
who enjoys a high level of control over the lives of others but is at the same
time subjected to a traditional social classification. In such cases, it is necessary
to measure grid by subtracting one factor from the other which will not
provide one with a clear picture of the situation that is sought. Therefore it was
thought appropriate to limit the definition of the grid as a level of
determination and acceptance of a social position. Control and autonomy –
very often complementary terms – should be treated independently and can be
visualized as the third dimension of the model. Competition is also a difficult
factor because it can actually be found in every social context but in some it is
hidden under the surface – e.g. at the aristocratic court where every position is
determined by birth, the possibilities of switching positions are marriage or
murder.
Secondly, one needs to acknowledge that the four quadrants are not the only
four possibilities but rather a mental device which helps when orientating the
graph. The grid and group are not to be understood in absolute numbers but
should be used only in comparative relations – e. g. cultural bias of A can be
understood as high-grid in one context but can be perceived as low-grid in
another one. Therefore the context should be always clearly defined, whether
the comparison is made on a synchronic or diachronic dimension.
For example, in the typology of Mary Douglas, traditional Chinese society was
used as the representative of quadrant D but upon closer observation of China,
one might find the representatives of the four quadrants there again. Katrina
Mc Leod (1982) made such an attempt when comparing the four most famous
schools of thought of the Warring States period: Confucians (Rujia 儒家),
Mohists (Mojia 墨家), Daoists (Daojia 道家), and Legalists (Fajia 法家).26
But McLeod compares only the differences between their political programs
while claiming that all of their proponents belong to the same social class – shi
士. This has to do with the third problem which is related to the dimension of
group and the concept of social experience. In a complex society, the individual
is participating in not one but many social contexts that correspond to different
social bias therefore it becomes very difficult to assume the total levels of grid
and group of the individual.
Since this dissertation is focused on the cosmologies as shared worldviews,
rather than on the psychology of individuals, it is proposed to use the
26

Roughly, McLeod takes Daoists as A, Confucianists as B, Legalists as C, and Mohists as D.
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grid/group model for demonstrating the cultural bias itself instead of the
unfathomable social experience. (Katarina McLeod is actually also comparing
the cultural bias instead of comparing the social experience.) Turning the focus
to the cultural bias also means analyzing cosmologies of the texts without the
necessity of knowing the exact social context. Some texts provide information
about the ideal social organizations, others present criticism of the social
situation of their times, some text only state certain cosmological views without
a clear reference to the society but the cultural bias can be taken as a point of
intersection of both levels. However, the more that is known about both of
them, the more sure one can be about the culture bias.
Since the social contexts can be separate environments that altogether form
what we have called a social world, the corresponding cosmologies likewise
can be incomplete and compartmentalized. The writer calls these contexts
arrangements. The arrangements do not necessarily refer to the social groups –
or a class as in the study of McLeod – because there are also arrangements with
the level of a group close to zero. The arrangements can be seen as different
games that the individual enters when dealing with specific contexts –
participating in some activities, dealing with certain types of media, taking part
in organizations etc.
The variety of arrangements is not only observable in modern society but in
every social world that is more complex than a small tribal village. The author
believes that even there arrangements can be found– be them temporary
(rituals), or otherwise limited (secret brotherhoods, relationships outside the
main family lineage etc.). Such a variety is a need of the human psyche and
thus necessary for the continuity of every social world.27 From this point of
view, Tianshidao may be viewed as providing an alternative to the social
(dis)order in the chaotic situation of the Period of Division.

4 GREAT PEACE AND THE TIME
REPRESENTATIONS
The case of “apocalyptic turn” within the Tianshidao (see above, chapter 3.1, or
Masters, 118) has revealed that millennialism is an important topic in the
narrative about the transformative potential of Tianshidao. The early
Thompson, Ellis, and Wildawski (1991) call it the “requisite variety condition“ – in the
context of their theory of the five viable ways of life it means that in every society there is
always more than one way of life, the more ways there are the better for the society’s
sustainablity.
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Tianshidao has been generally portrayed as a millennialist movement but as
Michael Puett has shown on the case of articles of Anna Seidel (1970) and Livia
Kohn (1998), different scholars interpret this general label quite differently
(Puett 2004, 2–7).28
Anna Seidel takes Chinese millennialism as a specific type of millennialism in
contrast to the Jewish messianism and Christian millennialism. Her
understanding of it is based on the notion of Great Peace. The term was already
present in the late Warring States period and became an important topic in the
early imperial political texts as well as in the medieval religious movements.
Anna Seidel distinguished between its use in the texts before and after the
emergence of the millennial movements at the end of the Han. The traditional
term refers to the social harmony brought by a good government and also
refers to the harmony between the spheres of humanity and Heaven that is
manifested by harmonious movement of the seasons and adjustment of yin and
yang (see for example the The Debates about Salt and Iron, Yantielun 鹽鐵論,
chapter “Floods and Draught,” Shuihan 水旱 2).
Around the fall of the Han dynasty, this ideal was adopted by the popular
movements and combined with the idea of the Mandate of Heaven (tianming 天
命). The passing on of the Mandate of Heaven from one dynasty to another one
implies a time of chaos and break down of the political order (Seidel 1970, 162).
The Celestial Master was “a founder of a church which made the creation of
[Taiping] a priestly and liturgical task, transposing it onto a spiritual level”
(Seidel 1970, 168). Anyway, the members of the Tianshidao believed that the
Great Peace is to be established by politico-religious administration (ibid.), as
re-construction of the lost cosmic order, Seidel claims (ibid., 173). In this way,
Tianshidao and other popular movements maintained the ideal of imperial
unity throughout the centuries of disunity, according to Seidel.
The problem of this understanding lays in the generalization. The shift of
meaning of the Great Peace described by Kleeman reveals that the
millennialism takes on different forms and carries various accents. Also, as will
be shown later, there were different ways of understanding Great Peace
already before the emergence of Tianshidao and Taipingdao.

The cultural specifics of the “Chinese millennialism” were pursued by the earlier studies
which mentioned features like the concept of cyclical change related to the cycle of five phases
and astronomical observations (Bokenkamp 1994), and the belief in messianic persons like Li
Hong or Maitreya (Seidel 1970; 1984; Zürcher 1981). For a general survey in the history of
Chinese millennial movements see Overmyer 1981; Seiwert 2003.
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While Anna Seidel emphasizes the continuity with the tradition and the
autochthonous nature of Chinese millennialism, Livia Kohn sees Chinese
millennialism as a product of combining the domestic cosmology and the
elements of the cosmologies originating probably in the Mediterranean area.29
The former is characterized by the cyclical notion of time and the idea of
harmonious cosmos, the latter are working with the linear time and the image
of a God-creator.
There are two basic problems with this approach. First, the “cyclical” and
“linear” are geometric metaphors that do not always fit the autochthonous
representations of time (Leach 1953). The linear systems are usually oriented in
two or three dimensional space – some narratives draw the line falling in value,
others make it rise in value, genealogical systems might change it into a vertical
connection between the ancestors in Heaven and descendants on Earth. The
“cyclical” time is usually characterized by alternation between two poles (ibid.),
for example the exchange between the phases of yin and yang. This motion
should not be reduced to a cycle because the circular and linear are intertwined
in it – the alternation forms a sine curve.
This notion brings one to the second problem: The two types of time are not
restricted to the specific regions. In every culture there are various cosmologies
in use, as well as various representations of time that combine linear and
cyclical aspects. To mention only some of the time representations in Han and
early medieval China, there were genealogies, the systems of dynastic order
(five phases, three dispensations), the zhaomu 昭穆 system of the royal /
imperial ancestral cult, the abstract systems of five phases, eight trigrams or
sixty-four hexagrams, sixty-nine divisions of daylight, twelve double-hours,
ten-day periods, the sexagesimal system of heavenly stems and earthly
branches, twenty-four seasonal nodes of the solar calendar, the lunar months,
annual festivals, the lunisolar years, the orbital periods of the planets, the cycle
of twenty-eight lunar mansions xiu 宿, and also the collective units that
synthetize the previous systems into a large cycles like ji 紀, yuan 元 etc. (see
Sivin 1966; 1969; Loewe 1995; Bokenkamp 1994).
It seems necessary to deal with the problems described above in the following
way: First to define millennialism in a general way and then to indicate its
variability, to delineate the variability of meanings of the Great Peace and to
relate it to the various representations of time. Modern scholarship (Wessinger
2011) abandoned the idea of cultural specificity of millennialism and presents it
For the foreign, in this case Buddhist, influence on Chinese millennialism see also Kobayashi
Masayoshi (1996).
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as transcultural phenomena. This study accepts this view and attempts to
explore the relationship between millennialism, institutions and the cultural
bias.

4.1 Types of millennialism
The Oxford Handbook of Millennialism defines millennialism in a following way:
Millennialism is the audacious human hope that in the imminent future there will be a
transition – either catastrophic or progressive – to a ‘collective salvation‘, which will be
accomplished by a superhuman agent and/or by humans working in accordance with a
divine or superhuman plan.”30 Belief or hope is an essential part of the definition which
makes sense because millennialism cannot be traced by purely behavioral phenomena
such as ritual or social organization. The hope is often related to a specific future date of
the ascent of the new world order, the “millennium.” (Wessinger 2011)
Several variables are hidden in this definition. The first one is the level of
importance of the outer agency that is inversely proportional to the level of the
agency of the believers. It is possible to imagine a scale spanning from one
extremity that represents the millennialist cosmologies in which people are
mere recipients of the transformation, to the other extremity representing those
cosmologies that require the active involvement of the believers. Although the
level of activity is high in the latter, the belief in a superhuman (divine, natural
etc.) plan that the believers help to realize is still present. The scale of
importance of the outer agent is naturally connected to the level of fatalism.
Also the aspect of the “collective salvation” is a matter of extent – it can
oscillate between a small number of the elect and a universal salvation. On the
level of worldview, exclusivism and inclusivism can be related to dualism and
monism respectively.
The third variable aspect of the definition is the nature of the transformation of
the world – abrupt or gradual, catastrophic or positive, political, material or
spiritual. This variable has to do with the value ascribed to the present world
and the self-confidence of the millennial community.

For the authors of the handbook, the superhuman agent is apparently an important marker
that distinguishes religious millennialism from the purely political utopian movements. In the
writers point of view, this criterion blocks us from seeing the parallels between the religious
and secular cosmologies which might further the understanding of the contemporary
phenomena through the examples of the pre-modern world. Therefore, inspired by Steve
Rayner’s study about the cargo cults and The Workers’ Institute of Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Zedong Thought (Rayner 1982), one prefers to exchange the “superhuman agent” for an “outer
agent” which can also be human but cannot be directly contacted by the believers.
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For the sake of simplicity, two ideal types of millennialism will be outlined.
The belief in a catastrophic change executed by an outer agent that brings
salvation only to the electi will be labeled hard millennialism and the belief in a
gradual positive change which takes the form of rather continual processes in
which the believers have active roles will be called soft millennialism. It does not
mean that there cannot be other types of millennialism, for example a
combination of exclusivism and gradual change brought by both believers and
outer agents.

4.2 Millennialism and the cultural bias
Anna Seidel saw the millennialist movements as the outbursts of irrationality
that is embedded deeply in the human mind:
The longing for paradise on earth and for the savior, the messiah, who promises to lead
us to it, is one of those most elementary hopes which lie deeply hidden in man. The
powerful emotional energy of these yearnings is, in a normal society, tamed and
channeled by rationality and common sense. It is only in times of crisis and
bewildering change, when ordinary behavior patterns are disrupted, that these
yearnings can come to the surface, often with explosive force, and sweep away whole
societies into irrational phantasies and inspire radical and often violent solutions to the
problems at hand. (Seidel 1970, 162)
If one links rationality to the social world in which the individual operates, the
times of crisis refer to times in which a behavior usually considered rational is
not sufficient for dealing with the social changes. This crisis can be linked to
poverty but as Michael Strickmann has shown in the case of Shangqing
tradition, it can appear also among the wealthy and educated classes
(Strickmann 1978, 176). What then is the source of millennial thinking?
Mary Douglas related millennialism to two types of social experience. In
Natural symbols (1970), Douglas related it primarily to the high grid and weak
group – that is the situation of weak solidarity combined with a high level of
social classification and alienation from the decision-making processes. Other
scholars labeled it fatalism (Thompson, Ellis, Wildawsky 1991). This
arrangement can foster beliefs of the imminent end of the dominant and
capricious social world order which must be brought by an external agent since
the weak solidarity prevents people from organizing themselves and
implementing the change.
In her later work, Douglas ascribed the millennialist tendencies mainly to the
opposite type of low grid and strong group – a small group or enclave (Douglas
1978). It tends to see itself as a pure community that is facing a chaotic or a
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corrupt world behind its borders. Such an arrangement is also endangered by
the inner conflicts that might lead to witch-hunting of various forms. Therefore
a millennium may turn out to be a perfect way to save such a community from
both the outside world and inner conflicts.
These two types are in the opposite corners of the grid/group diagram but
what they have in common is the disproportion between grid and group or the
inner classification and outer border, disproportion between hierarchy and
solidarity. People cannot successfully organize themselves in either case which
brings about frustration and a hope for change. David Ostrander (1982) called
it an “unstable diagonal” which stands in contrast to the “stable diagonal”
connecting the social experience of high grid and strong group (hierarchy and
solidarity) with that of a low grid and weak group (individualism).
It is interesting to explore whether this theory proves correct when applied to
the Tianshidao texts. A preliminary counter-argument is that the millennial
tendencies can be found in the stable diagonal as well as in the unstable one. It
is possible for example to compare the world of the contemporary urban
individualists with imperial China. In such a comparison, the former
represents the arrangement of strong group and high grid and the latter
represents the arrangement of weak group and low grid. The millennialist
visions can be observed in both of them. In the modern capitalist society it
takes the form of the awareness of the unsustainability of the system that is
exhausting the resources and creating huge inequalities. In the case of imperial
China, it is possible to highlight the notion of cyclical dynastic changes of the
world accompanied by the calamities. In all four quadrants of Douglas’ model,
millennialism can stem from some kind of awareness of the limits of any given
social world. This anxiety can produce hard or soft millennialist cosmologies as
well as cosmologies supporting the status quo. Collapses of the dynasties as
well as the economic crises can be explained as parts of the self-resurrecting
capacities of these social worlds. Today it is often said that “it is easier to
imagine the end of the world, than to imagine the end of capitalism,“ whilst
centuries ago they used to say “the king is dead, long live the king.”
However, comparing two cultural worlds in this way implies too high a level
of generalization. One of the tasks of this dissertation is to observe the
millennial thinking in the specific arrangements defined by cultural bias. These
arrangements are not necessarily identical to the dominant social order, they
might as well represent its alternatives. On the theoretical level, one can relate
the millennialist variables to the four types of cultural bias.
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A) The millennialism defined by low grid and weak group is characterized
by the escape from the constriction of social hierarchy, institutions and
collectives. Therefore it will presumably advocate a radical change – a
personal transformation and the final downfall of the social world. The
personal transformation demands activity while the end of the world is
brought by outer agency or natural law.
B) The high grid and weak group millennialism will advocate a type of
exclusivism which one calls competitive exclusivism – the individuals
need to adhere to some predefined rules and compete for salvation. The
change of the world might be pictured as radical but the way to attain it
is based on strict observance of the predefined rules and purification
from the corrupting elements. The distance from the collective implies a
rather passive role in the society.
C) The high grid and strong group is characterized by a different type of
exclusivism that one will call collective exclusivism – every member of the
group will partake in the salvation. In this case there might be various
levels of salvation. The collective demands from the individual adopting
an active role defined by his or her position. The nature of the
transformation depends on the relationship between the group and its
environment – it can be a slow process of perfection but it can also imply
destruction of the opponents.
D) The low grid and strong group is characterized by rejection of the
collective exclusivism combined with the opposition against the
institutional hierarchy. The vision of transformation can express this
opposition and is brought by an external agent. If there is a place for
activity, it is devoted to building the collective spirit rather than
hierarchy (although this kind of activity can also become a matter of
competition).

4.3 Representations of time
The comparison between the different sorts of millennialism in terms of
cultural bias leads to the general problem of various representations of time.
These are related to cosmologies and institutions, e.g. the ancestral cult forms a
genealogical representation of time that stresses the everlasting renewal of the
patriarchal structure by redistribution of family roles and sometimes it
competes with other representations of time, like those advocated by the state,
economic, or religious institutions.
This chapter summarizes the basic repertoire of the time representations at the
time of the establishment of the Tianshidao. The writer finds inspiration for the
comparison of the various representations of time in the regimes of historicity
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developed by François Hartog (2003): pastism, presentism, eschatologism, and
futurism. Pastism conceived of the present as the reverberation of a mythical
past, presentism emphasises the present time as the peak (or end) of the history,
eschatologism takes time as a process of salvation, and futurism envisages the
present as a step toward a better future.

4.3.1 Clockwork cosmos
One of the earliest use of the term “Great Peace” is found in the Annals of Mr.
Lü (Lüshi chunqiu 呂氏春秋, around 239 BCE). Although the book is of a
syncretic nature and combines the worldviews of different schools of the
Warring States period, it might be said that it conveys a coherent message
about the principles of the ideal government. It is based on abiding by the
rhythm of the heavenly and earthly processes, and harmonizing the
movements of stars, seasons, agriculture, politics and ritual.
The age of the Great Peace is put in relation to the establishment of the perfect
ritual music (book 5, chapter “Great Music”, Dayue 大樂; Knoblock and Riegel
2000, 137). Music is a perfect metaphor for such an effort and the ruler can be
seen as a conductor: “Others sing the lead, I provide the harmony” (book 18,
chapter “Examining Responses”; Shenying 審應, 439). His main task is to choose
the right ministers and maintain the ritual activity. This relatively passive role
of the ruler loaded down with ritual responsibilities matches with the point of
views of the sponsor of the book, minister Lü Buwei (呂不韋 290–235 BCE) who
was acting as a regent for Ying Zheng 贏政 (259–210 BCE), the king of Qin.
The Great Peace of the Annals is not to be understood as either past or future
moment of history but a sustainable state that can be achieved by the
continuous effort of the ruler and his ministers. This never-ending continuity
finds expression in a mechanistic conception of cosmos that is similar to
clockwork. The metaphor is not the best fitting since the various clock
mechanisms in China were invented much later but it is used for the complex
series of gears resemble the way time was divided by calendar. A year was
divided into many correlating sections: yin and yang halves, four seasons, five
phases, eight winds, twelve solar positions, twenty four nodes of pneuma,
thirty-six ritual weeks xun 旬, and seventy-two periods of agricultural activity.
The calender just like the clockwork also needs maintenance and this is
provided by the ruler. To keep solar and lunar years aligned, he adds the extra
months. Also he becomes a ritual actor that spends most of his time and
capacity choosing the vestment and food appropriate for the season and
performing rituals in the Hall of Light (mingtang 明堂) – a model of the
universe. This tendency can be found also in the later sources of the imperial
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times, e.g. the Huainanzi (淮南子, 2nd century BCE) or the Luxuriant Dew of the
Annals (Chunqiu fanlu 春秋繁露) by Dong Zhongshu 董仲舒 (179–104 BCE,
Loewe 2011). It forms an important part of the so called Han Confucianism that
is less often but more accurately called “correlative Confucianism” since it
played an important role not only during the Han times (Knapp 2005, 226, n. 5).
Its main tool to control the ruler by his ministers is searching for the omens –
such as the eclipses, draughts, floods or portents like the appearances of the
fantastic animals like dragons – and interpreting them as signs of bad or good
government. In the Later Han dynasty, the demand for decoding the will of
Heaven was fulfilled by the Confucian apocrypha – the “prognostic weft” texts
(chenwei 讖緯, Dull 1966).
The clockworks cosmos dates at least to the Qin dynasty and is related to the
almanacs of lucky and unlucky days used among the population (see Harper
1985). These are relatively simple compared to the complex systems developed
by the court astrologers who aimed at the integration of various types of cycles
– five phases, tropical years, sexagenary cycle, Yijing and so forth. An eminent
example is the system of Liu Xin 劉歆 (c. 50 BCE–23 CE) of 23.638.040 years
described in his Calendar of Three Dispensation (Santongli 三統曆). The system
comprises repetitive cycles of draught and floods. The idea of repetitive
calamities became prominent in the later millennial thinking that adopted Liu’s
terms like the “yang nine” and “hundred and six” to denote the calamities
(Bokenkamp 1995).
In his analysis of the Huainanzi 7, Michael Puett (2002) showed how the
clockwork conception could be related to a certain level of fatalism, in this case
borrowed from the “Inner Chapters” of Zhuangzi. This subjective point of view
suits the sponsor of this work, Liu An 劉安 (179–122 BCE), who represented the
ideological opposition to the autocratic rule of Wudi 武帝 of Han (141–87 BCE).
The project of Huainanzi is rule based on adopting oneself to the natural
processes and hence becoming like a spirit (shen 神) without leaving this world.
The ideal is not reserved only for the ruler but anyone who is willing to study.
The time of Huainanzi is not presented as a sustainable development as in the
case of the Annals but as a decline from the Golden Age of the rulers like Fu Xi
伏羲 who managed to rule without applying the punishments (chapter
“Compendious Essay,” Fanlun Xun 范論訓 8).

4.3.2 Autocratic presentism
The role of the ruler based on the adaptation to the normative peaceful order
was not suitable for the aggressive style of Ying Zheng who reclaimed rule
over the Qin and disposed of Lü Buwei. Ying conquered the remaining central
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states to turn their social order upside down and create a new unified social
world, the first imperial dynasty was established in 221 BCE, and he adopted
the title of Thearch.
Autocrats like him or Wudi of Han made their contemporaries portray them as
the sages who realized the Great Peace – see the steles of Kuaji 會稽
commemorating the achievements of the First Thearch, and those
commemorating Taiwudi of the Northern Wei (408–52) at the Marchmounts
Hua 華 and Song 宋 (Zhang and Bai 2006). In their attempts they did not want
to feel limited by either hierarchy, identity, or historic precedents and thus
portrayed themselves in a divine fashion (see the poetry of Sima Xiangru 司馬
相如) and cooperated with the masters of formulas (fangshi 方士) providing the
potions of long life and immortality. Such worldview entails a possibility of
transcending the world of commoners bound by the genealogic or agricultural
representations of time. The feng 封 and shan 禪 rituals performed by the First
Thearch and Wudi of Han at the foot of Mount Tai were a strong
demonstration of both achieving the Great Peace (see the “Virtuous Debates of
the White Tiger Hall”, Baihutong delun 白虎通德論 5) and their ambitions to
transcendence.
The ambition to rule and transcend the world contrasts with the clockwork
cosmic model that advocates humility and adaptation to the cosmic order. The
term presentism seems quite suitable here but there is also a strong emphasis on
eternity – the First Thearch predicted his dynasty to last for ten thousand
generations.

4.3.3 Genealogic time
The autocratic interpretation of ruler-ship was criticized not only by the ancient
texts today usually labeled as “Daoists” (Daojia 道家) and “Naturalists”
(Yinyangjia 陰陽家) that often adopted the clockwork representation of time,
but also by the Confucians (Rujia 儒家) who advocated the familial metaphor
related to the genealogic representation of time instead. According to
Confucian scholar Lu Jia 陸賈 (d. 170 BCE) the ruler is a son to Heaven and a
father to his subjects. According to the Great Learning (Daxue 大學), the correct
way to establish the Great Peace is the cultivation of oneself and one’s family
relationships initially and then progressing towards the broader spheres of the
world. The familial relationship between Heaven and the ruler combined with
correlative thinking enabled Dong Zhongshu and his followers to emphasize
the resonance (ganying 感應) between them expressed in the aforementioned
heavenly portents.
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This notion of hierarchy between Heaven and man entails not only the
responsibility towards both Heaven and the subjects but also a vision of
genealogic continuity, and the respect towards ancestors and the past in
general. It is often related to the pastist interpretation of the Great Peace that
places the Great Peace in the times of the aforementioned Three August Rulers
and the Five Thearchs (for example a quote in Lunheng 論衡, chapter
“Criticisms on Confucius,” Wen Kong 問孔; Forke 1907, 392–417), and to the
epoch of kings Wen, Wu and Cheng (Zheng Xuan 鄭玄, Shipuxu 詩譜序), or the
Duke of Zhou (the Debates on Salt and Iron, Yantielun 鹽鐵論, chapter “On
Deluges and Draughts,” Shuihan 水旱 2).
This discursive strategy of pastism can aim at modelling the present after the
historical precedents (widely used for political aims by Wang Mang 王莽, 4
BCE–23 CE) or criticizing it as a decline from the Golden Age (Huainanzi). An
analogy can be drawn to the “cold societies” described by Lévi-Strauss as
systems in which every change in the social order must be presented as the
attempt to restore the original harmony that was established in the time of the
Golden Age.

4.3.4 The futurists
The limits of the pastism were shown for example in the famous story of the
Outer Chapters of Zhuangzi, where studying the old texts is referred to as
“reading the dregs and sediments” of the old sages (Zhuangzi, “The Way of
Heaven,” Tiandao 天道 9). Another attack came from the camp of the Legalists
(fajia 法家): Han Fei (韓非, 279–233 BCE) criticized the Confucians for using the
examples of the sage rulers of the past without concerning their historic
background and stressed the need for adopting new measures for his
contemporary situation (see his chapter “Five Vermin,” Wuchong 五蟲).
This line of argument leads to the futurist approach based on the belief of
human ability to build a better world in the future. There are also cases of
officials like Dong Zhongshu and Kuang Heng 匡衡 (202 BCE–8 CE) who
depicted their rulers as those who were about to establish the Great Peace.
These claims are usually part of a strategy aiming at changing the course of
state politics.
The theories of Wang Fu 王符 (82–167) and He Xiu 何休 (129–82) present their
times as the era of “ascending to peace,” shengping 昇平. According to Pearson,
“Wang Fu’s cosmological views emphasized the primacy of human activity
which guided the forces of Heaven and Earth into creative achievement”
(Pearson 1979, 110). He Xiu in his Explanation of the Gong Yang Commentary of
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the Annals (Chunqiu Gong Yang jiegu 春秋公羊解詁) makes it a middle step on
an evolutionist scale of history that consists of “three ages” (san shi 三時): 1)
The age of “decline and disorder” (shuailuan 率亂) in which China is split
between the warring states, 2) the age of “ascending to peace” in which there is
a border between China and the barbarians, and finally 3) the age of the Great
Peace during which the barbarians join the Chinese ranks (jue 爵) and all under
Heaven will be united.

4.3.5 Outsider’s point of view
The views of time and cosmic order presented above are related to either the
rulers or the ministers who emphasize the social order and continuity of the
institutions they personally belong to. But there are also examples of people
who stayed outside or on the margins. The Analects and the Inner Chapters of
Zhuangzi, to mention just the most famous examples from antiquity, give voice
to the subjective experience and reflect upon the fate of the individual. The
problem of fulfilling one’s ambition and mortality is mostly reconciled by some
kind of acquiescence to the fate. Confucius talked about understanding and
therefore accepting the will of Heaven, Zhuangzi and Huainanzi advocate
embracing the natural rhythms.
But such texts are related to charismatic leaders supported by their followers.
The best example of a cosmology of a real outsider is that of Wang Chong 王充
(27–100), the unemployed scholar famous for his Discourses Weighed in the
Balance (Lunheng 論衡; Forke 1907; Pokora 1971). The life outside of the official
and family structures (see the chapter “Autobiography,” Ziji 自紀; Forke 1907,
64–82) predisposed the author to reflect on the contradiction between the
competing theories (both prominent and popular) and point out their
imperfections and inner contradictions. He disproved the possibility of
immortality (chapter “The Daoist Untruths”, Daoxu 道虛; ibid., 332–50), and
argued against the narratives of the Golden Age (“The Equality of the Ages,”
Qishi 齊時; ibid., 471–80) as well as the possibility to criticize the ruler by the
way of the heavenly portents (“The Fabrication of the Resonance,” Ganxu 感虛,
and many others).
Wang Chong’s worldview is basically grid-oriented – he advocated universalism
and hierarchy but did not actively participate in the social order and did not
enjoy any kind of solidarity apart from the friendship of his fellow-scholars.
Such cultural bias leans neither towards pastism, nor to futurism, because every
period seems to have its pros and cons depending on the subjective point of
view. The Great Peace can be achieved when the various factors are satisfied, it
is not a merit of an individual. Wang Chong dismisses the ability to tune yin
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and yang by means of ritual music and does not accept the heavenly omens as
proof of the mandate of Heaven (ibid.). In his view, the spheres of Heaven and
human are separated.
A similar separation corresponding to Wang Chong’s own experience is
reflected also in his theory of fate. In the chapter “What is meant by
destiny”(Mingyi 命意; ibid., 136–45) he distinguishes between the correct fate
(zhengming 正命) or received fate (shouming 受命), i.e. received at birth, the
encountered fate (zaoming 遭命), i.e. accidental events, and the following fate
(suiming 隨命). The longevity and fortune depends on the coincidence as a
concurrence or collision of various factors: The individual fate, the bodily
nature (“On Original Nature,” Benxing 本性; ibid., 384–91), the fate of the state,
the temporal conditions, troubles, accidents, and opportunities. The experience
of arbitrariness is interpreted in a rather fatalistic way, emphasizing that the
achievement of the official post as well as the fulfilment of the Great Peace does
not depend on the talent of a scholar or ruler respectively (chapters “Accidental
Encounters,” Fengyu 逢遇; “The Time of Government,” Zhiqi 治期). The fate is
thus not subjected to any simplistic vision of the history but to a complex
system of various condition and therefore unpredictable.
The distance from the institution combined with profound education led Wang
Chong to a specific sort of fatalism, an attitude that seems similar to that of our
contemporary intellectuals who excel in analyzing the very complex problems
of the world but for various reasons do not engage in solving them. The sole
ability of analysis and proving one’s point can become a meaning of life for
some of us but the alienation from the process of construction of a meaningful
social world might lead to depression.
At the end of his life, Wang Chong wrote the Book on Nourishing [One’s] Nature
(Yangxingshu 養性書) despite that he had reproached the Daoists for believing
in techniques of that kind. The book did not survive so we can only speculate
about Wang Chong’s turn to some kind of cosmology that provides more hope
in the universe in which death is the only certain thing.

4.3.6 Transcendence
As was seen in the case of Wang Chong, the position of an outsider enables the
individual to analyze the dominant representation of time. It may on one hand
trigger skepticism, nihilism, and anomia but on the other hand it may generate
new cosmologies that prevent such negativism. Such cosmologies provide the
subject with the possibility of escape and keep a distance from the normative
time representation and to defend the meaning of the individual existence. In
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early medieval China, these cosmologies are often related to Buddhism that
advocated the belief in reincarnation and epistemic skepticism, and to the ways
of transcendence, usually labeled as Daoist, that provide both the means of
symbolic separation from the common lifestyle and the methods of selfdivinization.

Symbolic separation
The separation from the dominant representations of time is expressed by the
practices of both the adepts of transcendence and the transcendent beings
known from the narratives. Since symbolic separation is being discussed, it is
not important to distinguish between the real and virtual practice at this
point.31
First, the xian transcend the genealogic time related to the distribution of the
family roles and the rites of the ancestor cult. The adepts are leaving their
families, living in celibacy. Leaving the world without an offspring who would
secure a proper burial and feed one’s soul was seen as a taboo that was
believed to lead to the transformation into an unsettled ghost. But the adepts
believed in transcendence of death that frees one from this hopeless faith. It is a
noteworthy fact that the cult of transcendence was growing parallel to the
growth of the cult of the filial piety in the early Middle Ages.
The souls of the dead feed on the vapors of the meals of the common people
that consist primarily of grains. The xian are said to abstain from grains and
feed on the pure pneuma which supports their longevity. This practice is not
only symbolically separating them from the cult of ancestors but also from the
world of agriculture that is deeply related to the calendric time with its
lunisolar cycles and prescribed activities for specific seasons.
The agricultural work is also related to the lower social status and tied to a
specific locality. The xian are transcending the locality by superhuman powers
like the ability to travel long distances in an instant and the knowledge of the
events of the distant places and also by control over the deities of the local cults.
The deities are usually dead people from the past so their cult can be explained
as an extension of the ancestor cult. Both ancestors and local deities feed on

Short survey undertaken by the author mostly based on the minute analysis of Robert
Campany (2009). The topics and practices of transcendence can be found in the above
mentioned Songs of Chu, Huainanzi, Biographies of the Eminent Transcendents, Biographies of the
Divine Transcendents and the Master Who Embraces Simplicity and also in the Ten Questions
31

(Shiwen 十問) unearthed in Mawangdui. Zornica Kirkova explored the topos of transcendence
in Chinese poetry (Kirková 2007).
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grains and meat, so the transcendents stand higher above them in the cosmic
hierarchy.
The xian manifest the independence from not only the peripheries but also the
political center by refusing to serve as officials. The literature of transcendence,
e.g. the Ten Questions (Shiwen 十問), or the Master Who Embraces Simplicity,
warns the adepts against engaging in politics for it shortens one’s lifespan. The
dynastic representation of time is often described in a sceptic or pessimistic
way. Some texts like the Huainanzi portray it as a decline from the Golden Past
of the rulers like Fu Xi who was travelling freely between Heaven and Earth
(chapter “Peering into the Obscure”, Lanming 覽冥 8 and 9). Other texts like the
Central Scripture of Laozi (Laozi Zhongjing 老子中經, see below) emphasize the
clockwork aspect of the time and claim that the times of political chaos and the
times of the sagely rule are coming back in turns just like the seasons and other
natural phenomena. The xian transcend the political changes just like they are
not harmed by other dangers related to the culminations of yin and yang.
Already in the famous passage of Zhuangzi 1 there is a description of the beings
of the Mt. Guye who are harmed neither by cold nor by fire.
The ultimate symbol of escape from the dominant time representations is
escaping death. It takes various forms in the literature: Some transcendents like
the Yellow Thearch flew up to Heaven in a spectacular way, others were
“liberated by means of the corpse” (shijie 尸解) – basically by feigning death.
Some texts talk in more abstract ways about the “liberation from the forms”
(xingjie 形解, The Outer Chapters of Zhuangzi, Tian Zifang 田子方 1). Escaping
death is also narrated as escaping the influence of the bureaucratic spirits
responsible for exacting one’s allotted lifespan – the most famous of them being
the Supervisor of Fate (siming 司命).

The third element
In general it can be said that these represenations of time or – as Wang Chong
would put it – all types of fate – genealogical, agricultural/local,
political/central, and natural/clockwork – are related to cycles in which the
individual is subjected to death in the end. The ways of transcendence are
opposing those representations of time based on repetitive alternation between
two or more phases, often presented as oscillation between the extremities like
winter and summer, cold and warmth, passivity and activity, political chaos
and the Great Peace, yin and yang etc. Edmund Leach (1953) claimed that the
representations of time based on alternation lead to the illusion of life and
death of the subject being just two phases of a cycle similar to that of day and
night.
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How can this oscillation be overcome? The crucial point lays in considering a
third element in the movement: The object of exchange between the poles that
actually represents the time flow. The genealogical time in the patrilocal society
depends on the exchange of wives between the families (ibid.). The family
relations and the sexual intercourse among other things form powerful
metaphors of time and its ambiguity – both the exchange of wives between two
clans and the exchange of bodily fluids between men and women are seen as
procreative on one hand and dangerous on the other hand. In another article,
Leach explained the ritual warfare as parallel to the exchange of wives (Leach
1965). Giving daughters to the neighbor, impregnating a woman, giving birth
to a child, gaining new territories by war, working in a field or investing one’s
capacity in the state administration – all of these activities imply the provision
the missing element to a system and at the same time entail renouncing life
forces piece by piece. And that is exactly the point on which the theories of
transcendence are built on.32
The establishment of time is represented by the trinity also in some of the
Chinese sources. Laozi 42 puts it in a very abstract way: “Dao gives birth to one,
one gives birth to two, two gives birth to three, three gives birth to ten
thousand things.” In the later systems, we find different sorts of trinities.
Heaven–earth–man was a prominent one in the discourse about the cosmic and
social order within the correlative Confucianism. It implies a hierarchy that
ensures both the importance and the limits of the mankind.
This triad can be associated with the normal biological way of procreation
related to the “cycle” of life and death. Heaven and Earth represent the stable
poles, the human is the means of exchange between them, a dynamic element
but also an object of consumption. The passage of Laozi 7 can be translated as
“The reason why Heaven and Earth endure is that they do not give birth to
themselves” (天地所以能長且久者，以其不自生，故能長生) and in this context
it implies that people do not endure because they procreate and thus are
replaceable whereas Heaven and Earth are not.
But there were also attempts to replace this trinity with alternative elements to
express the possibility of different ways of use of the procreative forces – to
transcend the fate of mortals together with the genealogic and clockwork
modes of time.

In the ancient Greek thinking, procreation is understood as bestowing a portion of man’s life
energy to a woman and then giving the life of woman’s body to the child (Leach 1953). As will
be seen, the Chinese ideas are not very distant from it.
32
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Central Scripture of Laozi
A good example of a cosmology that is alternative to the time representations
based on the alternation between extremities is the Central Scripture of Laozi – an
amendment to the Daodejing. Kristofer Schipper (1995) dated the text to the end
of the Han dynasty and came up with a radical suggestion: “Everything relates
to the evidence that, for Daoists, ordinary history and geography had little
importance and were not essential for the nature of things. Only mythical
dimensions of time and space were, so it seems, seen as real.“ At the end of his
article, he concludes that “[Daoists] apparently always and only thought of the
Cinnabar Field“ (ibid, 140).33 These claims make discerning the differences
between the cosmologies of the vast set of sources labeled as Daoist (some
always, others only sometimes) impossible. Nevertheless, Schipper pointed out
brilliantly the contrast between the two times that is expressed through the
pantheon of the Central Scripture. What follows is an interpretation of the
scripture based on Schipper’s understanding and focused on the
representations of time.
Clockwork pantheon
On one hand, there is the time related to the cult of ancestors, the cult of
Heaven, five phases, the deities of calendar, and the penalizing deities like the
Supervisor of Fate (siming 司命), and the Supervisor of Registers (silu 司錄) of
the living and dead. The adept is warned against visualizing or entering in any
kind of relation with the two supervisors and the deities of calendar, they are
merely to be reconciled and then distanced. The clockwork time has its critical
nodes during which the adept is advised to perform sacrifices, hide at home
silently laying on the ground, nourish one’s body by pneumas, and in some
cases also prepare a potion to escape the cyclical calamities. The times of
poverty and calamities are repetitive as well as the times of the sagely rule
during which the Way can be taught. All the lesser cycles reach conclusion
after 360.000 years when the civilization falls into chaos, people become like
animals and all forms lose clear shapes. Therefore, the Great Peace is not an
ideal state of being for an individual, it is a mere culminant moment in the
cycle of regular changes which is obviously transient. The only peace the adept
can actively strive for is the harmony of the inner spiritual forces that serves as
a precondition for transcendence.
To prepare his or her way to transcendence, the adept has to harmonize these
deities related to the calendar. On exact days defined by the twelve lunar
months and the jiazi 甲子 system, he or she performs sacrifices at the temple of
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One reason for this claim is the absence of dates in most of the texts of the Daoist Canon.
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the ancestors, on the outskirts of the capital, to the altar of the soil and Ji, the
god of cereals, to the Earl of Wind and the General of Rain. All of these temples
and shrines are located within the adept’s body. Therefore one might induce
that the escape from the clockwork cosmos leads through the minute
knowledge of its temporal and spatial arrangement.
Primordial pantheon
On the other hand, there is a regressive time that leads the adept to the
procreative forces of the origins of the cosmos. It is represented by the deities
emanating from the Great One (Taiyi 太一) that are organized in a family-like
hierarchy – the text claims that deity A is a son of deity B yet it stresses that it is
not its son at the same time. This paradox reflects the opposition to the
normative genealogic time and a need to express the unity of the body of gods
emanating from one source. At the same time it conveys another important
message – whatever comes to live by a standard biologic procreation, is
doomed to death, whereas the beings created from the pure primordial pneuma
(yuanqi 元氣) are not.
The Great One is closely related to the primordial pneuma since it represents
the state of unity before the separation of Heaven and Earth. It is found in
many parts of the text at different positions of the bodily microcosm. It was
worshipped as the highest deity by Wudi of Han and other rulers of the
Former Han. However, hand in hand with the growing influence of
Confucianism at the court, it was removed from the official pantheon and
survived in the alternative cosmologies like that of the Central Scripture and the
Yellow Turbans (Bujard 2009).
The hope of escape from the clockwork cosmos and joining the “holy family” is
embodied in the Child Cinnabar (Zidan 子丹, see paragraph 37, Schipper
translates as the Northern Cinnabar) it is mentioned in many parts of the texts,
sometimes being nourished by its mother, the Jade Maiden, sometimes
ascending to Heaven for the audience with the Lord of the Dao. The Child is
identified with Laozi himself: “One’s [or, my, i.e. Laozi’s) body is the
Primordial Yang, its style name is Child Cinnabar“ (Puett 2010, 241). During
the meditation, the adept is instructed to identify with the Child – and thus
identify with Laozi. Laozi is at the same time a primordial god, a little child
and an adept of transcendence (receiving instructions both from his father
Master Yang and a Perfected Man) at the same time.
The primordial yang is the most powerful life energy hidden in the culminant
point of yin, the Great Yin, that lays on the North Pole and during the year
returns as the winter solstice. In the Book od Changes, it is represented by the
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trigram zi 子, therefore Schipper translate Zidan’s name as the Norther
Cinnabar.34
Verticality
In the Central Scripture, the transcendence is expressed among other ways by
the contrast between the vertical and horizontal orientation. During the
meditation, the adept’s body is in the horizontal position, oriented according to
the cardinal points – head is pointing to the South, feet to the North – whereas
the hierarchy of the pure deities is built on the vertical plane – the first two
deities described by the text are the Uppermost Great One (Shangshang Taiyi 上
上太一) or the Father of Dao, and his son/not-son, the Limitless Most High
Primordial Lord (Wuji Taishang Yuanjun 無極太上元君) also known as Lord
Dao. The former is said to be prior to Heaven and Earth, and the latter’s name
Limitless refers to his spatial position beyond extremities (ji 極).
Thus the body lays in the position of Earth, while the highest deities are said to
be placed above the adept’s head, and the Child Cinnabar is able to ascend to
Heaven and connect the two dimensions. His parents are not associated with
Heaven and Earth like the biological parents, but to the Sun and Moon (also
called Master Yang and Great Yin) that dwell in the celestial realm. But they are
found also within the microcosm of the adept’s body where they are identified
with the pairs of organs like kidneys, lungs and eyes.
Regressive time
The ascent of the Child from the body to the realm beyond the poles and to the
time before the division of Heaven and Earth can be seen as a travel out of time
and space. Schipper sees the regressive vision of time as the essence of Daoism.
As a generalization it sounds a little far-fetched but it is possible to find
regressive visions of time also in other texts that deal with the return to the
earlier stages of the cosmogony. In the Far Roaming (Yuanyou 遠遊, in the Songs
of Chu; Hawkes 1985), the poet “grieved by the parlous state of this world’s
ways” is roaming freely through the extremities of the cosmos and in the end
travelling against the flow of time, through the realm of Inaction (wuwei 無為)
reaching the Great Beginning (taichu 太初). The medieval alchemical texts
develop on this idea on the level of production of the divine potions (Pregadio
2005). Also in the Ten Questions the goal of the breathing exercises is to make
“spirit flowing into the form” which is a process that occurs in the first month
of gestation (Harper 1997, 394).
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Great Yin is mentionned as an abode of ghosts and spirits in the Far Roaming – see below.
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The Child Cinnabar is born in the area of kidneys which is called the Pure
Water (qingshui 清水) and thus related to the North. This area is in the vicinity
of the lower abdomen, i.e. the lower cinnabar field, center of the procreative
energy. The place between the kidneys is a storehouse of the yin energies of the
body, most notably the essence (jing 精) that manifests itself in the form of
semen or menstrual blood.35 Loss of the essence leads on one hand to the
biological procreation, on the other hand it marks the passage of time and leads
to death – it is the third element in the model of time represented as alternation
between two poles.
The Central Scripture and other texts claim that the essence can be used in ways
different from the biological procreation. When it is used as the nourishment of
the cosmic forces that dwell in the body, it is not lost and starts the process of
transcendence. The scripture contains explicit admonitions against the
lascivious desires that block the adept from attaining the long life (paragraph
24; Lagerwey 2004). The essence tends to leak out through the gate of destiny
(mingmen 命們) located underneath. The position of the gate corresponds to the
Northern area of the Heaven, where the most important deities reside – the
Great One (in the adept’s body it is found on the back of a turtle swimming in
the inner ocean) and the Supervisor of Fate. Moreover the realm of the cinnabar
field is supervised by Confucius himself! All of these elements point at the
strong connection between sex, fate and morality.
To conclude, it may said that the quest of the adept is 1) to protect himself (or
herself?) from the harmful influence of the deities and demons related to Earth
(local deities, deities of the stove etc.) and to the clockwork calendar, 2) to
recognize both the transcendent deities and the deities of the common religion
within his body, organize them according to the quasi-genealogy and visualize
them, 3) to prevent his essence from leaking, so he can 4) nourish the corporal
deities, most notably his or her true self, the Child Cinnabar / Lord Lao, who 5)
leaves the body, roam freely in the cosmos and unite with the highest gods of
the unity.
The key to transcendence is to understand the relations between the Father and
Mother of Dao which together with the Child form an alternative trinity,
purely celestial and exempt from the biological cycle of procreation and death.

The character refers to the refined parts of rice (Robinet 1993, 86). Part 4 of the Xici 繫辭
commentary to the Book of Changes identifies the essence and pneuma as two things that form
living beings.
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Inscription to Laozi
The cosmology of the Central Scripture can be seen as escapist and quietistic, cut
off from the world of politics and family. But at the same time, as noted by
many scholars in the past, it shows a strong resemblance to the imperial
cosmologies of Wudi of Han and shares many common features with the
imperial Inscription to Laozi (Laozi ming 老子銘) erected at Ku 苦 county of Chen
陳 region in 165 by a local official Bian Shao 邊韶 at the behest of Huandi 桓帝
of Han (r. 147–67).36 What is the nature of this overlap?
If we take a look at the Inscription, a multifaceted description of Laozi can be
found. At the beginning, there is a biography of Laozi as a historical figure who
had the official position as archive-keeper under the rule of king Yuan 元 of
Zhou (eight century BCE) and who later lectured Confucius (sixth century BCE)
on the rituals – therefore he enjoyed an extremely long life. In the next part, he
is presented as a much older being that shares “the beginning and the end with
the three luminaries – sun, moon and the stars“ (與三光爲終始). The text
reminds us after the Daodejing that explains the long life of the Heaven and
Earth by the fact they “do not give birth to themselves“ (不自生, Laozi 7) – they
were not born in the human way. The Stele of Mother od the Sage (Sheng mu bei
聖母碑), erected also under the ruler of Huandi of Han in 153, claims that Laozi
“was born before the time without forms and rose before the Great
Beginning“ (生於無形之先，起於太初之前).
Nevertheless, Laozi keeps his human roles at the same time – he is portrayed as
the master of the sage rulers and the adept of the transcendent arts,
“concentrating on the cinnabar field and the Great One in the scarlet chamber”
(存想丹田大一紫房).
This variety of roles ascribed to Laozi by both the Inscription and the Central
Scripture – a cosmic deity existing since the primordial times, the child of Father
and Mother of Dao, the transcendent Child Cinnabar, the adept of the
transcendent arts, and the teacher of the rulers – may be puzzling but seems to
be his important feature that makes him an object of worship for people of
different social positions. The ruler identifies with the divine nature of Laozi
but at the same time is a student of Laozi – the teacher. The subject can find
himself both in the role of student or a teacher to the ruler. The adept is lead to
identify with Laozi – the child to find the relation to Laozi – the god. The
merging of the spheres of ruler and adept is visible also in the vision of passing
The earliest record of the inscription is in Hong Kuo’s 洪适 (1117–84) Explanations of Li-script
(Lishi 隸釋). For the full translation in French see Seidel 1969, for English see Csikzentmihalyi
2006, 105–12. See also Campany 2002, 205; Kohn 1998; Raz 2014.
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through (jing 經) the bodily and celestial realm – an internalized movement of
an autocratic ruler who, rejecting the passive dwelling in the center, seeks
active control over the world.37

Individualism
The similarity between the cosmologies of the readers of both texts is based on
individualism that goes beyond the worldly hierarchy expressed by the
Heaven-Earth-man triad and the ancestor sacrifices (Puett 2010). The selfdivinization can be found in cosmologies of rulers as well as those who seek an
escape from worldly problems. But there are nuances in terms of their
motivations.
In the case of the First Thearch and Wudi of Han, the quest for immortality is
related to their political success and claims of the attainment of the Great Peace.
It is a way to demonstrate the radical difference between them and their
subjects and predecessors, on the other hand, and also a way to support the
image of the establishment of the eternal rule. On the contrary, the times of
Huandi of Han could not be mistaken for the Golden Age. His transcendent
ambitions seem to fulfil two functions: First, the individual escape from a
dangerous structure, that is for him being clenched between the powerful
families, eunuchs and officials, and second, the official establishment of an
alternative to the Confucian orthodoxy as an ideological tool in the struggle
with the intellectual elites.
While these cosmologies may be called individualist, we should not limit our
imagination to that of some kind of a hermit archetype.38 As was seen in the
case of Wang Chong, the alienation from the structure and the group solidarity
is not supportive for the creation of an alternative cosmology. The cosmology
of the Central Scripture might be related to a more or less loosely connected
community of practitioners (Raz 2012) or a lineage of masters and disciples as
is known from the Ge Hong’s tradition of the Great Clarity (Pregadio 2005).
The ultimate goal is reached by individual endeavor but the individual might
be supported mentally or physically by masters, disciples or even the local
worshippers (Campany 2009).

Gil Raz is reducing this multifacetedness when claiming: “However mythical, remote, and
extra-human this portrayal is, it remains a portrayal of a successful adept, and not a god
distinct from reality” (Raz 2012, 87). “Emperor Huan, therefore, did not revere Laozi as a
cosmic god, but rather as a successful adept who had attained extra-human status through
practice” (ibid, 88).
38 For using of this term in Chinese context see Vervoorn 1990.
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4.3.7 Great Peace: Do It Yourself
The individualist cosmologies of the Central Scripture and the Inscription to Laozi
took us away from the concerns about the Great Peace in the socio-political
sense but they do not represent the only kind of alternative thinking of their
times. The mass movements of the second century like the Tianshidao and the
Taipingdao combined care for the individual with socio-political ambitions.
Before proceeding to the texts of the former, a look at the time representations
used by the latter would be appropriate. The main sources of information on
this movement are the official chronicles. There is also the Scripture of the Great
Peace (Taipingjing 太平經) but it is formed by various layers of different dates
and therefore is difficult to link directly to the movement (Hendrischke 2006,
31–43; Espesset 2013).39
The Taipingdao was based on the characteristic feature of correlative
Confucianism, which is the unity of the moral and the natural both represented
by heaven. The supreme expression of the moral aspect of this union is the
Western Zhou dynasty idea of mandate of Heaven passed from one dynasty to
another. The natural/clockwork aspect is expressed in the idea of the
movement of the five phases. Implementation of these principles is found in
the memorials of Xiang Kai 襄楷 who in 165 and 166 admonished Huandi for
indulging in lust and for entrusting the reign to the eunuchs instead of
accepting the Scripture of the Great Peace brought to the court of his predecessor
Shundi 順帝 (126–45) by Xiang Kai’s master Gong Chong 宮崇. Xiang Kai
argued that this behavior led to sinister occurrences in Heaven (de Crespigny
1976, 20–21).
Some twenty years later in 184, the Yellow Turbans employed the vision of
natural change when legitimizing their rebellion by claims like “the phase of
Han is exhausted already, the yellow family shall take the office; the great
movement of Heaven is nothing a ruler is capable to endure” (漢行已盡，黃家
當立，天之大運，非君才力所能存也, Pei Songzhi’s commentary on The Record
of the Three Kingdoms, “The Book of Wu” 吳書 1; “Records of Wudi” 武帝紀 19).
The yellow color symbolized the phase of Earth that is born from the phase of
fire, assumed by the Han dynasty,40 and is also linked to the deity worshipped
by the rebels, the Great One of the Central Yellow (Zhong Huang Taiyi 中黃太

The movement was described by Hendrischke 2000, Levy 1956, 2006 and Michaud 1958. For
the Scripture of the Great Pace, see Kaltenmark 1979, Mansvelt-Beck 1985, Petersen 1989-90, 1990,
Hendrischke 1985, 1991, 2004, 2006, 2009, 2012 Espesset 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2004, 2009, 2013.
40 This happened after the long discussion explained by Loewe (1995). Wang Mang was the first
who came with the yellow color as an emblem of post-Han rule (Espesset 2009).
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一).41 The leader of Yellow Turbans Zhang Jue 張角 is said to have adopted the
title of Yellow Heaven (Huang Tian 黃天, see the Book of Later Han, Houhanshu 後
漢書, “Records of Xiaoling di”孝靈帝紀 192 and the “Records of the Five phases”
5.15–16). This title is related to other titles of Jue and his brothers Liang 梁 (or
良) and Bao 寶 – dukes of Heaven, Earth and mankind respectively. The triad
of Heaven–Earth–man is one of the central topics of the extant Scripture of the
Great Peace. Another explanation for the preference for yellow is that Zhang Jue
was known for worshipping the Huang-Lao 黃老 (The Book of Later Han, “The
Arrayed Biographies of Huangfu Song and Zhu Jun” 皇甫嵩朱雋列傳 2), i.e. the
Yellow Thearch and Laozi as the patrons of the art of governance and the
longevity techniques. The Yellow God is related not only to the Earth but also
to the center of Heaven which is in the northern part of the sky at the vicinity of
the Northern Dipper (Espesset 2009).

Communal practice
What can be learnt about the practice of the Yellow Turbans from the records
found in the official chronicles?
In the beginning, Zhang Jue from Julu called himself “the great worthy and kind
master”, worshipped the Yellow [Thearch] and Lao[zi] and brought up disciples. They
kneeled and did obeisance, confessed their transgressions and healed illnesses by the
talismanic water, spells and preaching. The sick were mostly healed, therefore the
common folks trusted and followed him. Jiao thus sent eight of his disciples to the four
quarters to teach and convert the people by means of goodness, so the foolishness was
disseminated. Within more than a decade, his disciples counted more than ten thousand
in number and united across the commanderies and kingdoms. From Qing, Xu, You, Ji,
Jing, Yang and Yan, there was no one who would not accept [his teaching] completely.
Thus he established thirty-six squares [administrative units], square being also a title
for generals. Big squares had more than ten thousand people, small squares had six or
seven thousand, both had great marshals standing in command. They spread the rumor
saying: “The blue Heaven is already dead, the yellow Heaven will assume the position.
On the year of jiazi [184], the world will be blessed greatly.” With the white soil they
wrote the characters jiazi on the walls of the capital, on the doors of eunuchs and on the
office doors of the provinces and commanderies.
初，鉅鹿張角自稱「大賢良師」，奉事黃老道，畜養弟子，跪拜首過，符水咒說
以療病，病者頗愈，百姓信向之。角因遣弟子八人使於四方，以善道教化天下，
轉相誑惑。十餘年閒，眾徒數十萬，連結郡國，自青、徐、幽、冀、荊、楊、兗、
豫八州之人，莫不畢應。遂置三十六方。方猶將軍號也。大方萬餘人，小方六七
千，各立渠帥。訛言「蒼天已死，黃天當立，歲在甲子，天下大吉」。以白土書
41

Elsewhere entitled Yellow August Great One (Zhong Huang Taiyi 中黃太乙, ibid.).
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京城寺門及州郡官府，皆作「甲子」字。(The Book of Later Han, “The Arrayed
Biographies of Huangfu Song and Zhu Jun”皇甫嵩朱雋列傳 2)
The Summary of Canons (Dianlüe 典略) by Yu Huan (魚豢, fl. third century)
quoted by the Records of the Three Kingdoms provides a little more information
about their healing methods:
As to the Way of Great Peace, the master(s) held a nine-segment staff while creating
talismans and spells, told those suffering illness to kowtow and contemplate their
transgressions, then gave them talismanic water to drink. For those who had only
suffered their illness for a few days and recovered, he would say: “This person has faith
in the Way.” Those who did not recover were then those who did not have faith in the
Way.42
太平道者，師持九節杖為符祝，教病人叩頭思過，因以符水飲之，得病或日淺而
愈者，則云此人信道，其或不愈，則 為不信道．( The Record of the Three
Kingdoms, “Book of Wei” 魏書 28, “Biography of Zhang Lu” 張魯傳 2)
The belief in transgressions being the cause of illness implies a general belief in
a moral cosmos that punishes and rewards the subject according to his or her
behavior. The human norms are not distinct from the laws of nature which
corresponds to the theory of resonance between Heaven and the ruler. But
there is also the emphasis on the belief in the correct teaching which sets the
believers apart from the commoners. This attitude is related to the expectations
of the change of the world at the year jiazi that became the year of the Yellow
Turbans uprising. A dividing line is thus set between those who welcome and
actively help to bring the ascent of the new world and those who remain in the
old corrupt one and defend it.

Jiazi millennium
Let us see the Taipingdao in the aforementioned dimensions of millennialism –
the extent of belief in the superhuman agency, the extent of the salvation, and
the nature of the change. The rebels proclaimed that there was no time to wait
for the establishment of the Great Peace by means of the Han dynasty
institutions, therefore they adopted an active attitude to change the world. But
at the same time, this change was legitimized by the vision of the automatic
change related to the calendar. Human agency is taken as indispensable but
suitable only in cooperation with the self-cleaning mechanism of the cosmos.
Although their project was not entirely exclusivist, as they believed in a
salvation of the whole country, a line dividing the insiders from the outsiders

42

Based on the translation in Kleeman 2016.
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can be found on the level of personal belief and health that is also related to the
adherence to the newly established rituals.
In the year of jiazi, the rebellion was disclosed and therefore had to break out
untimely. The Zhang brothers were executed in the same year but the
movement continued for more than two decades (see Levy 1956; Michaud
1958). It seems probable that certain beliefs and practices were preserved and
accommodated in the new context and some might have become a part of the
Tianshidao (see next chapter).

4.4 Conclusion
Two dominant representations of time were identified – the clockwork model
and the genealogical model – and some alternatives to them. The clockwork
model is based on the image of alternation between yin and yang and the five
phases, the seasonal changes and the movements of the heavenly bodies. Its
peak moments are called times of Great Peace and its lowest depths are the
times of chaos when the heavenly mandate is lost. This model can be used in
many ways – to criticize the ruler and trigger reforms aiming at the attainment
of the Great Peace, to charge the ruler by a ritual agenda related to the
maintenance of the clockwork and shift the burden of the actual rule on the
backs of the ministers, to demand dynastic change, or to present one’s rule as
the Great Peace to legitimize autocracy, to mention just a few.
The genealogical time representation is related to the normative distribution of
the social roles along the lines of the patriarchal structure. It emphasizes the
positioning of the individual in a hierarchy and also provides a strong
metaphor in the political discourse in which the ruler becomes the Son of
Heaven responsible for the welfare of the people and the cosmic order.
The alternatives to these models are based on the transcendence of both of
them. Their proponents are found both at the top level of the social hierarchy
and among the subjects, yet they share common features and some of their
proponents are known to have cooperated with each other. Both types of
adepts seek independence from the fate related to the ups and downs of the
yin-yang cycles. With a certain extent of simplification it is possible to
summarize that while the autocrat wants to establish an eternal rule and
present himself as a god, the adept of the lower rank seeks a connection with
primordial deities and the cosmogenetic procreative energies while using the
body as a model of the cosmic order.
All of these time representations are present in the Tianshidao cosmologies.
One text analyzed in this study, the Intoned Precepts, also incorporates the
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Buddhist model of reincarnation. It was decided to leave this model aside for
its general character is widely known and the text does not use it in a very
complex way.
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5 FIVE PECKS OF RICE
This chapter offers an analysis of the early Tianshidao institutions as
documented in the earliest Tianshidao document, the Zhang Pu stele, and as
described by historians of various backgrounds. The Way of the Five Pecks of
Rice (Wudoumidao 五斗米道) is the sobriquet given to the movement by the
official historians. Their accounts will be summarized rather briefly as they
have been deeply analyzed in previous studies (lately Masters, 21–62). All the
sources used in this chapter follow in the chronological order:
1) The Zhang Pu stele dated to 173 and recorded in the Explanations of the
Li-script (Lixu 隸續 3/8-9) by Hong Kuo 洪适 (1117–84).
2) Record of Thearchs Ling and Xian (Han Ling Xian erdiji 漢靈獻二帝紀) by
Liu Ai 劉艾 (living at the end of the Later Han and serving at the court
of Cao Cao 曹操, 155–220), quoted by the Book of the Later Han.
3) The Summary of Institutions (Dianlüe 典略) by Yu Huan 魚豢 (fl. 220–32)
quoted by the The Record of the Three Kingdoms and The Book of the Later
Han.
4) The Tianshidao texts Yangping Parish (Yangpingzhi 陽平治, 220–32) and
the Commands and Admonitions (Luxiansheng daomen kelüe 陸先生道門科略,
255).
5) The Record of the Three Kingdoms (Sanguozhi 三國志), describing the events
in Wei 魏, Shu 蜀 and Wu 吳, compiled after 280 by Chen Shou 陳壽
(233–97) and commented on by Pei Songzhi 裴松之 (372–451)
6) The hagiography of Zhang Daoling in the Biographies of the Divine
Transcendents (Shenxianzhuan 神仙傳) ascribed to Ge Hong 葛洪.43
7) The Record of Kingdoms South of Mount Hua (Huayangguozhi 華陽國志) by
Chang Qu 常璩 (ca. 291–ca. 361).
8) The Book of the Later Han (Houhanshu 後漢書) compiled by Fan Ye 范曄
(398–445) and commented on by Li Xian 李賢 (654–84).

5.1 Mysterious Founders
The information given by these sources is scarce and often contradictory or
confusing. Let us take the event of the establishment of the tradition as an
example: According to the Yangping Parish and the Commands and Admonitions
tradition, the tradition was started by a divine revelation to Zhang Ling

43

The text is preserved in two late variations, one in the Taipingguangji 太平廣紀 8, 56–7

(translated by Campany 2002) and the other in the Sikuquanshu 四庫全書, both
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precisely on the first day of the fifth month of the Han’an 漢安 reign period, i.e.
June 11 of 142. The latter locates this event to the Redstone Castle 赤石城 in Qu
渠 district of Linqiong 臨邛 county of the Shu 蜀 commandery, not far from the
present day Chengdu, Sichuan. The force showing itself to Zhang was
described as the pneuma of the “royal spirit of the August Thearch of the
beginning of the Han” 漢始皇帝王神氣, according to the former source, while
the latter calls it simply the Dao. The matter or revelation is identified as the
way to transcendence guaranteed by the five pecks of rice in the case of the
Yangping Parish, and in the Commands and Admonishments it is the Way of the
Covenantal Authority of the Correct Unity (Zhengyi mengwei zhi dao 正一盟威之
道).44 Both sources take the 24 “parishes” (zhi 治) as an essential attribute of
these institutions.
The first official chronicle that mentions Ling‘s name is The Record of the Three
Kingdoms. Its “Books of Wei” contains the “Biography of Zhang Lu”, man of
Feng in the kingdom of Pei, who is identified as Ling’s grandson.
His grandfather Ling had sojourned in Shu, studying the Dao in the Swan-call
Mountains.45 He fabricated books of the Dao, using them to beguile the commoners.
Those who received the way from him would contribute five pecks of rice and for this
reason, men of the day called them “rice bandits.” When Ling died, his son Heng 衡
propagated his way. When Heng died, Lu continued to propagate it. (Translated in
Masters, 23)
The story is repeated with minor variations by the Record of Kingdoms South of
Mount Hua and The Book of the Later Han but a quite different account is found
in earlier sources. According to The Record of Thearchs Ling and Xian, in 184 – at
the time of the Yellow Turban Rebellion – there was a rebellion in Ba 巴
commandery (the area defined by the Yangzi valley from modern Fengjie to
Yibin, the middle and lower Jialing river, Fu a Qu rivers) led by “the wicked
spirit medium Zhang Xiu 張脩“ (unrelated to Zhang Lu or Zhang Ling) also
called the “Master of the Five Pecks of Rice,” who was healing illness for the
price of this exact amount (equal ca. to nine liters of rice). Zhang Xiu figures in
a similar role in the account given by Yu Huan. According to it, Xiu established
the Way of the Five Pecks of Rice in Hanzhong and used very similar methods
of healing as Zhang Jue (leader of the Yellow Turban Rebellion) did in the East,
To mention a few examples of alternative translations of this term, there are Dao of Orthodox
Unity Enforced by Oath (Seidel 1969), the Way of Correct Unity and the Coventant with the
Powers (Nikcerson 1997), the Way of the Correct and Unitary Covenant with the Powers
(Kleeman 2016), etc.
45The Book of Later Han and The Record of Kingdoms South of Mount Hua give the name Mt Crane44

call, Hemingshan 鶴鳴山, instead of Swan-call Mountains, Humingshan 鵠鳴山.
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he only added a couple of practices that are otherwise linked to the Tianshidao,
so there are reasons for suspicion that he was either a member of the Yellow
Turbans or a member of the Tianshidao or both. In The Record of the Three
Kingdoms, Xiu accompanied Lu on his way to Hanzhong and later was killed by
him.46
A much later hagiography of Zhang, here called Daoling for the first time, is
found in Biographies of the Divine Transcendents (Campany 2002). It portrays
Zhang as a former student of the Imperial Academy, who wished to compound
a potion but was too poor to buy the ingredients and unable to make a living
by farming. Therefore he moved to Shu to teach local people who were “pure
and generous” to make money to cover the costs of the alchemy. He obtained
the revelation of the Scribe Below the Pillar, i.e. Laozi, and the Lad from the
Eastern Sea, a figure related to the transmission of alchemical texts (Kroll 1985;
Campany 2002, 356).
The contradictions among these sources raised many questions about the real
founder of the Tianshidao: Was it Zhang Ling, Zhang Xiu, or Zhang Lu? Or
were there more founders in different regions? And if this was the case, did
their teachings intermingle at some point and become one or did they continue
separately? Did Zhang Ling exist at all? Did Tianshidao absorb the members of
the Taipingdao?
The later Tianshidao sources stress the unitary vision of the tradition that is
based on the entitlement of Zhang Ling as the first Celestial Master in 142 and
they omit the remarks about Xiu. The entitlement of Zhang Ling became
essential for Strickmann’s definition of Daoism, as was shown in the
Introduction. However, the texts differ in terms of importance attributed to the
successors of Ling. As can be seen in the following chapters, some advocate
praise Zhang Lu, some venerate the trinity of the Three Zhangs (Ling, Heng

Pei Songzhi argued that the note on Zhang Xiu in Yu Huan’s account was a mistake for
Zhang Heng. Chang Qu identified him as a member of the Taipingdao. See the discussion in
Ren 1987, 76, n. 11; Ōfuchi 1991, 46-49; Liu Ts’un-ren 2002; Lü Pengzhi 2008, 17-19 and
Kleeman 2016, Chapter “Zhang Xiu and Liu Yan.” Kleeman prefers the account of the The
Record of the Three Kingdoms for three reasons: 1) Its author was a native from Hanxi in the Baxi
commandery, the place from which Zhang Lu drew many followers of the Ba ethnicity. 2)
Because Chang Qu attributes the rebellion in Sichuan to Ma Xiang instead of Zhang Xiu and
dates it to 189. 3) The Yangping Parish attributes the foundation of the five pecks of rice tithe to
Zhang Ling. Therefore, Kleeman takes Zhang Xiu to be a local religious leader or a member of
the Yellow Turbans. He could certainly be correct but his arguments cannot solve this
conundrum resolutely. It is also possible that the Wudoumidao was either a product of Xiu or a
mélange of the practices of the two Zhangs. See Masters, 28–37.
46
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ang Lu) sometimes accompanied by their wives, other texts worship Ling’s
other disciples like Zhao Sheng 趙昇, Wang Chang 王長 and others. 47
These questions remain since the earliest source of Wudoumidao does not
address this issue. Nonetheless, something can be learnt about the nature of its
early institutions from the language it uses.

5.2 Demon Soldier
As noted earlier, the earliest document of the Tianshidao activity is the stele
preserved by Hong Kuo under the title The Inscription of the [Five Pecks of] Rice
Medium Libationer Zhang Pu (Mi wu jijiu Zhang Pu tizi 米巫祭酒張普題字). The
crucial terms that clearly relate it to the Tianshidao are:
1) Jijiu 祭酒 – “libationer”, a term later used for the authorities of the
Wudoumidao administration in Hanzhong.
2) Tianshidao fa 天師道法 – “the law/religion of the Way of the Celestial
Master.”48
3) Zhengyi 正一 – “the correct Unity“, the alternative name for the Tianshidao.
4) Guibing 鬼兵 – “demon soldier”, the term used in the sense of a) spiritual
forces supposed to help Wang Ningzhi 王凝之 (d. 399, see Book of Jin, Jin shu 晉
書, “Arrayed Biographies” 50 列傳第五十 37), b) demonic armies led by the
divinities of the common religion in the fifth century’s The Abridgement of the
There are many reasons to stress the disparity of the communities and teachings identified as
Tianshidao apart from the controversy surrounding its founder. There might have been more
than one source of the tradition – Anna Seidel’s research (1970, 1984) has shown that there were
dozens other millennial movements in Sichuan, some of them quite similar to the Tianshidao
(see her translation of the Laozi bianhua jing in Seidel 1969), some believing in the messiah with
the surname Li. Also, what happened to the original community or communities in Sichuan
after Zhang Lu had moved to Hanzhong? Some of its members might have migrated too but
those who stayed might not have respected or been aware of Zhang Lu’s institutions. This
disparity led some researchers to believe there had been a split in the tradition. Chang Chaojan
(2004) and Kobayashi Masayoshi (1990) define this split by the attitude towards the practice of
the ritual of merging pneumas. Chang relates the group that practiced the ritual to Zhao Sheng,
the legendary disciple of Zhang Ling known from the Biographies of the Divine Transcendents,
and he ascribed the group that focuses on the moral precepts to Zhang Lu. Also he claims that
47

the first group adheres to the Yuntai 雲台 parish, while the latter to the parishes of Yangping,
Lutang 鹿堂 and Heming. The adherence to either one or another is problematic since there are
texts that combine the merging pneumas with the adherence to Zhang Lu, see Scripture on the
Transformations of Lord Lao in Wuji Era (DZ 1195).
48 This term together with the others prove the link between the authors of the stele and the
Hanzhong Wudoumidao and Commands and Admonishmens, but, as Gregoire Espesset (2016)
wrote, it does not prove the adherence to Zhang Ling since the term Celestial Master is also
used in the Scripture of the Great Peace, that is more or less related to the Taipingdao.
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Daoist Code by Master Lu (DZ 1127). The term can be related to the Hanzhong
terminology – the “demon troopers” (guizu 鬼卒) mentioned by Fan Ye and
Chang Qu (The Book of Later Han, “The Biography of Liu Yan, Yuan Shu and Lü
Bu“ 劉焉袁術呂布列傳, and The Record of Kingdoms South of Mount Hua 2, “The
Record on Hanzhong” 漢中志 5), or the “demon clerks” (guili 鬼吏) mentioned
by Yu Huan. These terms denoted the followers of Zhang Ling and Zhang Lu.
The text contains several ambiguous characters and a lacuna:
喜平二年三月一日天表(老)鬼呉(兵)胡九□□□仙厯道成𤣥(玄)施延命道正一元(炁)
布於伯氣定召祭酒張暜萌生趙廣王盛黃 (長)楊奉等諭(詣)受微經十二卷祭酒約施
天師道法无極哉 (Version of the Complete Library in Four Sections, Siku quanshu
四庫全書)
I translate it as follows:49
Second year of the Xiping era, third month, first day [April 1, 173]. Hu Jiu, demon
soldier of the Heavenly Elder […]. [The path to] transcendence was walked through,
the Way was accomplished, the mystery was dispensed and the life was prolonged.50
The correct and unitary pneumas of the Dao have been distributed among the
hegemonic pneumas, and it has been decided to summon the libationers Zhang Pu,
Meng Sheng, Zhao Guang, Wang Sheng, Huang Chang and Yang Feng to come to
receive twelve scrolls of arcane scriptures. The libationers vow to spread the law of the
Way of the Celestial Master without limit.
Hong Kuo takes the stele as a memorial of a person called Hu Jiu entering the
Wudoumidao. This assumption is based on the use of the term “demon clerk”
Based on the translation of Kleeman (Masters, 75–6): “Second year of the Xiping era, third
month, first day [April 1, 173]. Hu Jiu, spirit soldier (guibing) of the Heavenly Elder,
[announces]: You have followed a path to transcendence and your Dao is complete; the mystic
dispensation has extended your lifespan. The correct and unitary pneumas of the Dao have
been distributed among the hegemonic pneumas, and it has been decided to summon the
libationers Zhang Pu, Meng Sheng, Zhao Guang, Wang Sheng, Huang Chang and Yang Feng
to come to receive twelve scrolls of arcane scriptures. The libationers vow to spread the faith of
the Celestial Master Dao without limit!”
50 Kleeman translates 𤣥施 as “mystic dispensation” and finds it also in the Petition Expressing
Gratitude (xieen zhang 謝恩章) of the Protocols of the Outer Registers (Zhengyi fawen taishang wailu
yi 正一法文太上外籙儀, DZ 1243, 6a). The petition was sent after the bestowal of the register of
49

hundred and fifty generals – 75 yin and 75 yang (see the Code of the Great Perfected, Taizhenke 太
真科, quoted in DZ 463 10/5b-6a) – upon the novice (Masters, 158–9). According to the theory
of Kristofer Schipper (1985), the combination of yin and yang registers is the basis of the
Tianshidao marriage rite that he also relates to the ritual of merging pneumas. The ultimate
proof is missing though. The Code of the Great Perfected does not relate the two types of generals
according to gender but to functions such as martial/civil, internal/external. Chang Chaojan
(2004) distinguishes between the text about registers and the texts about merging pneumas as
between two separate traditions.
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and “demon trooper” in the early chronicles. But Kleeman argues that this
interpretation of guibing does not fit well in the text of the stele. He sees Hu Jiu
as a divine emissary of a higher deity called the Heavenly Elder,51
communicating directly with the community and presiding over the ritual of
ordinance of the six libationers (Masters, 77). The assumption that the main
event commemorated by the stele is the transmission of the esoteric scripture to
the libationers seems correct and regarding Hu Jiu as one of the novices does
not make much sense because the following sentence talks about the
accomplishment of the way to transcendence.
So what sort of divine emissary are we talking about here? The term gui refers
to the spirits of the dead as well as the demons related to natural forces or
malevolent powers without specific form often linked to a specific location
(Harper 1985, Poo 2003). It is a potent and dangerous entity that can be either
exorcized or appeased. In contrast to the chaotic gui, the term bing refers to a
soldier, i.e. a member of a hierarchical organization with no fixed location but a
strong relation to the political center. This higher authority could have been
Tianshi, the Celestial Master, also translatable as the Celestial General. Hu Jiu
thus seems to be either a dead member of the Tianshidao, or a powerful local
spirit that was converted to Tianshidao, i.e. incorporated to its structure. This
structure makes the impression of transcending one’s lifespan and penetrating
into the netherworld. It is hierarchical, at least in terms of the inner initiation to
the rank of a libationer. As was shown in earlier studies (Stein 1963, Kleeman
2005), the libationer used to be an honorary title bestowed by the state on the
village elders. The term literary translates as “to sacrifice alcohol” and is
related to the opening oblation at the village banquet to the god of the soil (she
社).52
The community associates people of different surnames but distinguishes
between the “correct and unitary pneumas of the Dao” and the concurrent
“hegemonic pneumas” that are presumably incorrect and disunited –
hegemony is the opposite of the legitimate rule. The vow to spread the “law of
the Way of the Celestial Master” reveals that the community is not closed but
aims for expansion beyond the social, spatial, and temporal limits – one may
51

Kleeman found the Heavenly Elder mentioned also a) in the sense of Laozi (The Scripture of

the Conversion of Barbarians, Huahujing 化胡經, quoted in DZ 1139, 9/7b), b) as a title of certain
Pingchang 平長 in the Master Redpine Petition Almanac 赤松子章曆 (DZ 615 1/1a), c) as a deity
that “determines the register” in the Supreme Secret Essentials (Wushang miyao 無上秘要, DZ
1138, 98.5a1, 6a4).
52 It was also used as a honorific title for the chancellor of the Imperial Academy (taixue 太學,
Hucker 1985).
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deduce that the ultimate goal is the transformation of the whole known world
accomplished by the united forces of the men, ghosts and higher divinities like
the Heavenly Elder.

5.3 Institutions of Hanzhong
The official chronicles give the following account on the establishment of the
Wudoumidao regime in Hanzhong. According to Chen Shou, Zhang Lu’s
mother bewitched the “pastor” of Yi province (present day central Sichuan),
Liu Yan 劉焉 (d. 194), by her youthful appearance and the “demonic way”
(guidao 鬼道) that she possessed (The Book of Shu 31/867). For this reason and
for the sake of independence from the court controlled by general Cao Cao, Liu
entitled Lu the Marshal Supervising Volunteers (duyi sima 督義司馬) and sent
him to Hanzhong region to attack the local grand warden Su Gu 蘇固 and to
block the way between Shu and the capital. Lu was sent there together with
Zhang Xiu but killed him later (The Book of Wei 8/263-64 and The Biography
of Liu Yan, Yuan Shu and Lü Bu). When Liu Yan died, his son Zhang, the new
governor of Shu, had Lu’s mother and other family relatives executed for Lu’s
disobedience.53
Lu then occupied the valley of Hanzhong which was naturally defended by the
mountains to the north and south which lay across the routes linking Sichuan
with the Wei river valley. The area had an original population of several tens of
thousands of households which later grew because of refugees fleeing from the
rebellion in Liangzhou. The population was of different ethnic origins, the
Chinese sources mention the Han, Yi and Ba.
Lu is said to have assumed the title Lord Teacher (shijun 師君) and started
instructing people in the “demonic ways”. The Han court, unable to control
him, entitled Lu the Leader of Court Gentleman Quelling the Barbarians 鎮民中
郎將 (The Book of Later Han and The Record of Kingdoms South of Mount Hua) and
the Grand Warden of Hanning (漢寧太守) in exchange for tribute (The Book of
Wei 8/263-64). Lu’s rule lasted 25 years until the annexation by Cao Cao, the
general who set the foundation of the Wei dynasty (220–266). Lu surrendered
and therefore was entitled General Quelling the South and marquis of
Xiangping. Cao Cao also enfeoffed his five sons as nobles (The Record of
Kingdoms South of Mount Hua, The Record of Hanzhong).54 According to Tao
Chang Qu relates this event to the adherence of the leaders of Ba ethnicity Du Huo, Pu Hu,
and Yuan Yue to Zhang Lu.
54 According to Chen Shou, the reason for the enfeoffment was the presention to Cao Cao of a
full storehouse, Lu became the marquis of Langzhong and Cao Cao took his daughter as a wife
for his son Pengzu. To learn more about the fate of Lu’s children see Masters 49–51.
53
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Hongjing 陶弘景 (456–536), the editor of the Shangqing scriptures, Zhang Lu
died in 216 and was buried close to the Cao Cao’s capital Ye (Declarations of the
Perfected, Zhen’gao 真誥 4/14b6).
According to Yu Huan, some Hanzhong institutions were established by Xiu,
others were added later by Lu. The practice of the former seems to have been
focused on healing whereas those of the latter were related to charity, criminal
law and prohibitions. With regard to the healing practice, Yu Huan likens it to
that of Taipingdao which was based on contemplating the transgressions and
kowtowing, using the talismans and spells, and the enigmatic nine-segment
staff. The practice typical for Hanzhong involved contemplation of
transgressions in the “quiet rooms” or “oratories” (jingshi 靜室), and praying
for the ailing performed by the demon clerks. The form of prayer was called
“the handwritten letter to the Three Officers“ 三官手書 and consisted in placing
one copy of a document with the patient’s name and confession of crime (zui 罪)
on a mountain, burying another one in the earth, and casting the last one into
water. The five pecks of rice were the price for the whole procedure.55
The institutions established by Lu after Xiu’s death are as follows (according to
the Summary of Institutions, The Record of the Three Kingdoms and The Record of
Kingdoms South of Mount Hua): The “righteous huts” (yishe 義舍) were
providing the travelers with rice and meat but warning them against eating
more than necessary under punishment in the form of illness caused by
demons or the “demonic way” (guidao).56 This institution was probably based
on the distribution of the rice amassed in the form of tithe (Masters, 56–8) and
might have served as a means of proselytizing among the refugees.
The system of punishments was based on pardoning the small transgression
three times (The Record of Kingdoms South of Mount Hua) or redemption in the
form of reparation of roads (including a symbolical play with the word dao).57
The prohibitions focused on alcohol and killing animals in spring and summer.
The seasonal bans follow the Monthly Prescriptions – instructions found in the
Annals of Mr. Lü as well as the Record of Rites, that is a part of the Confucian
canon.

According to the Biographies of the Divine Transcendents, the system of the social control
combined with the healing had been previously founded by Zhang Daoling (Campany 2002,
349–56).
56 For the historical analysis of she, see S 1963 and Eichhorn 1954.
57 According to the Biographies of the Divine Transcendents, Zhang Daoling imposed the same
work as a corvée labour on his subjects under the threat of illness he could send down on them.
See Campany 2002, 349–56.
55
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According to the Record of the Three Kingdoms, Zhang Lu entitled himself the
Lord Teacher and instead of the normal offices he used the libationers to
administer all affairs. These were recruited from the demon troopers after they
had received “the main body of the Way” and had charge over the divisions of
troops. Given these facts, one may assume that the number of libationers was
relatively small. The elite among them who had at their disposal larger armies
were called the Great Libationers at the Head of Parishes (zhitou jijiu 治頭大祭
酒). All libationers were supposed to preach about morals and some were also
given ritual titles. According to Yu Huan, the “supervisors of depravity”
(jianling 姦令) presided over the lectures of the Laozi, and the “demon clerks”
(guili 鬼吏) performed the healing rituals described above.58
The official records use the term zhi 治 (usually translated as “parish”) that
refers to a unit of the Wudoumidao adminitration or its seat. The term
normally denotes both cure (of an illness) or administration (of a territory). In
the given context, it was used also for repairing the ways. The third century
text The Yangping Parish is named after the seat of the Lord Teacher that defines
the correct practice together with the parishes of Lutang 鹿堂 and Heming 鶴鳴.
The text distinguishes between three types of parishes when addressing “the
Five Pneumas, Central Pneumas, Supervisors of Deities, Circulating Pneumas
of the Four Sectors, Left and Right Overseers of Deities, and Parish-heading
Libationers of the twenty four parishes, the Leaders of the alternate parishes 別
治, and the unassigned parish 散治 citizens both male and female, young and
old“ (Masters, 114). Kleeman found the functions of the Supervisor of Deities 領
神, and the Left and Right Overseers of Deities 監神 among the 24 parish offices
listed in the Tang Daoist encyclopedia Sack of Pearls of the Three Caverns
(Sandong zhunang 三洞珠囊, DZ1138), which also contains the title of the
Circulator of Deities 行神 that might be related to the function of the Circulator
of Pneumas for the Four Sections 四部行氣. The first one was in charge of
selecting those worthy of promotion, demoting the “false and evil,“ and
punishing the offenses and disobedience. The second one was in charge of

This interpretation is consistent with The Record of the Three Kingdoms. Kleeman translates
Summary of Institutions in a way which confuses the supervisors of evil with the demon clerks:
“He also caused people to be unauthorized prefects [called] libationers. The libationers were in
charge of using the Five-thousand Characters of Laozi, having [the followers] recite it together.
He called these unauthorized prefects ‘demon clerks.’ They were in charge of praying on
behalf of the ailing.” The writer translates it as: “He also caused people to be evil-supervising
libationers. These libationers were in charge of using the Five-thousand Characters of Laozi,
having [the followers] recite it together, he called these supervisors of evil. The demon clerks
58

were in charge of praying for the ill.” 又使人為姦令祭酒. 祭酒主以老子五千文,使都習,號為姦令.
為鬼吏主為病者請禱.
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investigating the accusations and converting and instructing people to follow
the precepts. The third one was in charge of distributing the pneumas and
propagating conversion to illuminate the teachings of the Dao“ (Masters, 118–
24).
The bureaucratic functions were attributed to the mortals as well as the
spiritual forces. We already saw the term “three offices” referring to the offices
of Heaven, Earth and waters which were recipients of the confessions of
transgressions. The Three Offices are well known from the later texts as the
investigators and punishers of human transgressions. The sources of the fifth
and sixth centuries – Lu Xiujing (Daoist Code), Tao Hongjing’s Secret Instructions
for Ascending to Perfection (Dengzhen yinjue 登真隱訣, DZ 421), and Wei Shou’s
Book of Wei (Weishu 魏書) – claim that the members of the Wudoumidao used a
text called The Protocol of the Twelve Hundred Officials (Qian‘erbaiguanyi 千二百官
儀) that enlisted the spiritual officials specialized in solving specific problems.
Tao Hongjing gives a few examples of spirit officials that were called for help
in case of nightmares, to pray for fortune, or in the need to expel the opposing
pneuma infused after the death of a relative 死喪逆注氣. As several studies
have shown (Liu Lin 1989; Cedzich 2009; Wang Zongyu 2009), the later text
titled The Official Titles of the Canonical Petitions (Zhengyifawen Jingzhangguanpin
正一法文經章官品, DZ1218) preserved some material from the Protocol.59 The
Official Titles contain a list of gods with their names, official titles, functions,
number of subordinates, the place where they lived and sometimes also the
tokens that the mortals were supposed to pay for their services.60 Using the
texts like the Protocol or the Official Titles implies the bureaucratic form of
communication between the spirit and mortal officials known as “sending up
petitions” (shangzhang 上章) that is a more direct form of communication with
the spirit forces than the letters to the Three Offices mentioned above. These
rituals are mentioned by the Demon Statutes, Daoist Code and Intoned Precepts
and the later sources.
Tao Hongjing also quotes “The Hanzhong Method for Entering the Parish and
Holding Audience in the Oratory“ 漢中入治朝靜法 and the "entering the
oratory and having an audience with the gods" 入靜朝神 (Secret Instructions for
Ascending to Perfection, DZ 421). These are rituals performed by the individual
practitioner in the “quiet rooms”, based on praying to the gods distributed to
The text is dated roughly to the Southern and Northern Dynasties period but contains traces
of the Song dynasty revision, see the summary of the text by U. A. Cedzich in Schipper and
Verellen 2004, 133–4.
60 For a detailed study of the petitioning ritual, see Maruyama 1986; Chang Chaojan 2010;
Masters, 353–72.
59
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the four directions – all the lords and elders 諸君丈人 in the east, the Most
Mysterious Lord of the Superior One 太玄上一君 in the north, the Celestial
Master in the west, Lord of the Dao and Virtue 道德君 in the south. The adept
asks for dispelling of the disasters, recovery from illness, enlightenment of the
mind and senses, longevity, happiness, wealth etc. The adept also expresses his
will to change his or her ways.

5.4 Conclusion
If one can trust the accounts given by our sources, the institutions of
Wudoumidao were aimed at the integration of the whole population and to
opening the offices to everyone able to study the Way – at least nominally. The
integration went across the ethnic differences, the only dividing line seems to
be that between the practitioners and the outsiders. The conversion of the
outsiders seems to be pursued by both soft means such as the righteous huts
and hard means, as Yu Huan recorded: “Migrants who took up residence in his
territory did not dare to not practice this [faith]“ (Masters, 30).
These institutions as well as their names (zhi 治) associate the level of
administration with those of health and morality. The original number of
parishes, 24, is the number of seasonal nodes, as well as the number of corporal
spirits according to the later texts.61 The harmony between time and human
activity is also seen in abiding by the monthly prescriptions. This genre is
characteristic for the clockwork conception of the universe that was seen earlier
but here the worldview seems to be balancing between the clockwork
technocracy and the anthropomorphism based on morality. On one hand, the
collective time is structured by rhythm and the individual fate relies on the
bureaucratic hierarchy that interlinks the community and the netherworld. On
the other hand, one’s lifespan depends on moral conduct for the diseases are
seen as punishment for transgressions and the repentance takes the form of
community service and charity. As in the case of the Zhang Pu stele, this
system is based on incorporation of the demonic/chaotic forces into the
military/bureaucratic order. The term “Covenantal Authority of the Correct
Unity” probably also express this integration. A specific feature of the
Hanzhong Daoism is that the system of justice of this world is intertwined with
that of the netherworld by the unified body of bureaucracy. Later on when the
Tianshidao members find themselves under the rule of other governments, the

The Daoist Code also mentions the symbolic number of charity huts – 36 – the number of the
ritual weeks in the year. This was also the number of the units established by the Taipingdao.
61
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human and spiritual bureaucracies are disconnected which has substantial
consequences for the level of cosmology.62
The overall impression from the Hanzhong institution is of a coherent (we
could also say totalitarian in the sense of integration of all levels of experience)
system seeking sustainability and expansion. This holistic approach to society
attempts to create a meaningful ethical cosmos in which there is no discrepancy
between social structure, cultural values and physical nature. The grid and
group seem to be in balance – the hierarchy is justified by administering the
welfare to which everyone contributes to through the levy of rice, and the
individual, regardless to his or her ethnicity, is strongly integrated into the
community by means of ritual and public confession. The sustainability is
related to the rhythmical view of the cosmos that was already seen in the
Annals of Mr. Lu and the correlative Confucianism, cosmologies linked to the
bureaucratic mentality that regulates various aspects of human life and extends
this regulation to the whole universe.
The standard imperial bureaucracy depends on its relation to the center of the
power. The bureaucracy of the Wudoumidao neither depended on the imperial
authority, nor presents itself as a new dynasty in the manner of Taipingdao or
Liu Bei 劉備 (161–223) who founded the Shu-Han 蜀漢 state in 211. Zhang Lu
never assumed the title of king. The source of authority seems to be the
bureaucratic web itself which represents the divine powers, i.e. the pneumas of
the Dao whose names and titles differ in the sources.
The preserved records on Hanzhong do not convey any direct manifestation of
hard millennialist claims or behavior – we do not read about any predictions of
the end of the old world, nor a date for the ascent of the new world. There
might be a connection with the Taipingdao but its nature is unknown – the
uprising in Eastern China might just have provoked the uprising in the Ba
region without even sharing the ideology. Nevertheless, the dividing line
between the community and the outer world existed and might have triggered
the growth of apocalyptic thinking, depending on the dynamics between the
two.
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As was observed earlier, the moral cosmos of Hanzhong based on “policing by the spirits”

was not an invention of the Tianshidao. See chapter “Explaining Ghosts II” Minggui xia 明鬼下
of the Mohist Canon (Knoblock and Riegel 2013). Liu Zhaorui (2005) and Terry Kleeman (2016)
also present an appealing theory of the original name of the highest deity of the early
Tianshidao which is Laogui 老鬼 (Old Demon) instead of Laojun (Old Lord). The god of the
Zhang Pu stele could then be called the Old Demon of Heaven and the guibing or guizu would
be the soldiers of the Old Demon.
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6 THE XIANG’ER COMMENTARY
TO LAOZI
The fragment of the Xiang’er Commentary to Laozi (Laozi xiang’er zhu 老子想爾注)
which was preserved in Dunhuang (S 6825) was either created within the
Tianshidao tradition or later appropriated by it. The terminus ante quem was set
in the year 255 in which the Commands and Precepts recommend the believers to
read Xiang’er together with the Scripture of the Yellow Court (Huangting jing 黃庭
經). Further proof of the importance of this text are the “nine practices” and the
“twenty-seven precepts” of the Xiang’er in the Southern Dynasties text
Cannonical Statutes of the Most High Lord Lao (Taishang Laojun jinglü 太上老君經
律, DZ 786, see chapter 11). Rao Zongyi (1956) drew attention to the similarity
of this commentary to the Commentary to Laozi of Sire Above the River
(Heshanggong 河上公) that is also dated to Han dynasty.
The authorship of the text is a conundrum. Rao took it as an expression of
Zhang Ling’s ideas written by Zhang Lu. Ōfuchi Ninji (1991) attributed it to
Zhang Lu, Bokenkamp (1997) and Kleeman (2016) take it as being a work
related to the Hanzhong system written before 215. The writer’s view of this
problem will be discussed in the conclusion of this chapter.
The commentary elaborates on various problems but does not present them in
a systematical order since it follows chapters 3–37 of Laozi in a version that is
similar to the early Han manuscripts found in Mawangdui (Boltz 1982; Ōfuchi
1991, 247–280; Scriptures, 58-62). The task of summarization thus coincides with
the task of intepretation. Firstly, what one sees as the basis of the Xiang’er
cosmology will be presented – the project of integration of the moral and the
corporal. Then the conception of social and individual practice will be outlined
together with soteriology. In the conclusion its relation to Hanzhong will be
reviewed. Throughout this chapter one refers to the full translation of Stephen
Bokenkamp (Scriptures, 78–148), sometimes comparing it to the translations of
Terry Kleeman and in a few cases when the writer’s interpretation differs, a
new translation will be offered.63

6.1 The Unity
Xiang’er advocates a unitary cosmology based on the integration of the society
in which the order is based on the belief in the policing powers of the spirits:

63

Chinese version is offered only with the new translations and in the case of essential terms.
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Knowing that the spirit luminaries cannot be deceived, [people] will fear the celestial
spirits, not laws and regulations, and will not dare to commit wrong. (Scriptures, 138).
Therefore the ruler should abolish corporal punishments and rely on the
heavenly justice:
Those who are sincere by themselves will naturally be rewarded by heaven, and those
who are not will naturally be punished by heaven. (Scriptures, 108)
How does the heavenly justice actually work? The heavenly bureaus keep
records about human behavior and rate it by subtracting or adding the “counts”
(suan 𥫫). These are necessary for cultivating longevity but have to be
combined with a practice of accumulating the essence (jing 精).
When, on the left tally of the celestial officers, one has extra counts of life, the essences
will maintain them. (Scriptures, 114)
The celestial authorities also guard people of high moral standards against any
sort of danger (Scriptures, 85).
One sees a strong similarity with the Wudoumi idea of the correspondence
between illnesses and transgressions here. In Xiang’er it is integrated towards
the general idea of the correspondence between the celestial and human
spheres. All the disasters and celestial anomalies – “light halos around the sun
and moon, encroachments of the stellar officers, and unpropitious alignments
of the heavenly bodies“ (Scriptures, 138) –are attributed to human
transgressions.64 Compared to Correlative Confucianism, the principle of
resonance (ganying 感應) is not thought of as being a natural process but one
operated by a body of heavenly bureaucrats.
This celestial bureaucratic apparatus needs a written code as the basis for
evaluation of human behavior. The Xiang’er repeatedly mentions the necessity
of abiding by the precepts (jie 誡) of Dao. The Dao is subtle and hidden and
following its precepts is the only way to relate to it (Scriptures 97). These
emphasize modesty, self-restraint and moving away from the “deviant texts”
of the concurrent transcendent arts and from sacrifices to the spirits. Following
the practices and precepts generates good deeds and the good deeds are the
source of the essence (Scriptures, 114). Accumulating the good deeds ensures
communication between the bodily spirits, the essences and Heaven (Scriptures,
81).

See also Scriptures, 117: “Heaven and Earth form whirlwinds and rainsqualls as admonitions
for humans, to demonstrate that what does not accord with the Dao will not endure.”
64
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Abiding by the precepts is also called preserving the Unity, which is another
name for Dao.65 The Unity is not limited to a specific place, all living beings
receive it in the form of pneuma, it occupies the space between Heaven and
Earth and continues beyond them (Scriptures, 89). It cannot be appropriated
and used for selfish goals, e.g. nourishing the yang energies at the expense of
yin – refering to the sexual arts of that time that entailed the coitus interuptus for
the sake of nourishing one’s brain by the semen-essence. The spiritual forces
thus produced are not united with the heart – the emotional and moral
compass of the body (Scriptures, 114) and the ruler of the five viscera – so the
effort is in vain (Scriptures, 87).
The Unity itself takes on a form of Lord Lao (Laojun 老君) who dwells on the
Kunlun Mountain (ibid.). The text does not speak about Laozi as the official at
the court of Zhou, but the text does not exclude the possibility of the
appearance of a personification of the Dao in a physical body in a specific
historical context.66

6.2 The Autonomy of the Transcendent Noble
The above project of the integration is put in contrast to the disintegration of
the present world which is characterized by a radical difference between those
who seek a long life and the commoners. This idea is presented in a pastist
fashion:
In high antiquity, when the [Way] was employed, all people were humane and
responsible. (Scriptures, 104).
At that time ministers and children did not fear their lords or their fathers, but only the
spirits of heaven. (Scriptures, 106)
Those who seek long life by accumulating the good deeds are described as the
“men of the Way” (daoren 道人) while the commoners unable of accumulating
the good deeds are called the “walking corpses” (xingshi 行尸). The former may
reach “transcendent longevity” (xianshou 仙壽), hence they become the
“transcendent nobles” (xianshi 仙士) who evade death and “transform their

One prefers the translation “Unity” instead of “One” used by Bokenkamp and Kleeman to
emphasize the integration as an important goal of this cosmology.
66 This idea was certainly present as early as in the second century, e.g. in the Scripture of the
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Transformations of Laozi (Laozi bianhua jing 老子變化經, S 2295) that represents another Daoist
movement of the Sichuanese origin (Seidel 1969; Raz 2012; 2014). This text presents an
expectation of a rapid ascent of the new messianic avatar of Laozi but no expectations of that
kind are found in the Xiang’er.
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corpses” (成其尸). The latter die and thereafter are subjected to the earthly
offices that hold the records of transgressions and they perish.
As will be shown, the ideal of the Xiang’er does not include complete
separation from the commoners but the preservation of certain levels of
autonomy on both physical and spiritual levels without leaving the society.
This ideal is expressed by translating the notorious term ziran 自然 (self-so,
natural, spontaneous) as “self-sufficient” (Bokenkamp 1997; Puett 2004). This is
not only characteristic to Dao (Laozi 25) and Lord Lao (Scriptures, 87) but also to
the transcendent nobility. The balance between assimilation to the society and
separation from it also corresponds with the ideal of centrality that is
mentioned repeatedly – as holding to the center (Scriptures, 114), as the “central
harmony” referring to modesty of ambitions (Scriptures, 79) and gathering
knowledge (Scriptures, 83), or as the “middle way” between “the yang
deviances and yin harm” (Scriptures, 123) that refer to the flooding and draining
effects of emotions and ambitions.
The way to transcendence is practiced on both the psycho-somatic level and the
social level that are intertwined. The former aims at creating the spiritual forces
(shen 神) out of the essence, while the latter creates the merit by the
accumulation of good deeds. This concurrent practice culminates in the
transformation of the spiritual forces into transcendent longevity (Scriptures,
95).

6.2.1 The psycho-somatic level of separation
The body is basically understood as a means to reach the transcendent
longevity, therefore one should not be emotionally attached to it but should
protect it (ibid.). The adept must regulate his or her emotions and sexual
activity, the former practice aims at gathering the pneuma, the latter at
cumulating the essence. Xiang’er tells us that the essence is a variant form of
pneuma (Scriptures, 114), it has the color of the white souls po 魄 which is that
of the original pneuma (Scriptures, 88). Therefore one assumes it has a yin
nature compared to the yang pneuma that fills one’s belly and nourishes the
spiritual powers and corresponds to the clouds (Scriptures, 99) and implicitly
also to the cloud souls hun 魂.67 The psychic/somatic thus corresponds to
yang/yin in this text.

A similar understanding can be seen in the Scripture of the Yellow Court that is related to
Xiang’er in the Commands and Precepts (Robinet 1993). Bokenkamp and Kleeman explain the
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essence as the concretion of pneuma but the crucial term jie 結 (to tie, bind, coalesce) is not used
for the process of making essence out of the pneuma but for the coalescing of the spiritual
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The heart must block the disposal of emotions like passion, anxiousness, anger,
joy and loathing as they harm the five viscera (Scriptures, 98). The men of the
Way should rest in the “clarity and stillness” described as being free from
desire, joy and anger, talking rarely and being self-sufficient (Scriptures, 141).
Entering this state is necessary for holding the pneuma in the body in the same
manner as the tranquility of Heaven and Earth produces clouds and dew. The
emotions are compared to the thunder and wind that cause violent desiccation.
The metaphor is put into practice in a daily exercise taking place in the
mornings and at dawn when “the dew rises and descends, and the pneumas
within the human body also are distributed“ (Scriptures, 99; see also Masters,
89).
As to the sexual activity, the adept should restrain for laboring on it for it is
equal to exhausting the storage of the semen/essence that should be
transformed into the spiritual forces. The sexual act is necessary as a means of
reproduction but should be ceased by the age of fifty (Scriptures, 84).
The abstinence from sex combined with the emotional tranquility enables one
to produce the spiritual forms of life:
Your body should constantly produce life by itself, first and foremost through calming
your essence and spiritual forces. You should not rely on others, but should support
yourself.68
身常當自生，安精神為本，不可恃人，自扶接也。
The expression “produce life by itself” (zisheng 自生) takes us back to the
aforementioned Laozi 7 which claims that “The reason why Heaven and Earth
live long is that they do not give birth 不自生 to themselves”. The commentary
to this part is puzzling:
They are able to model themselves on the Dao and consequently are able to endure for a
long time by producing life by themselves.69
能法道，故能自生而長久也。
As was mentioned in the comments to the Central Scripture to Laozi, the
longevity of Heaven and Earth can be explained by their separation from the
cycle of reproduction. This view is shared by Xiang’er (see below) but in this
forces out of the essence throughout the text. Nevertheless, the relationship of essence and
pneuma can be seen as similar to the relationship of water and steam.
See Scriptures, 129. Bokenkanp translated the expression zisheng 自生 as “give birth to itself”.
See Scriptures, 85. Bokenkamp decided to add the negation to it so it matches with the
original but then it makes no sense in the context of the previous quotation.
68
69
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line the commentary emphasizes the possibility of creating long life by
avoiding sexual intercourse. This goal is presented as being better than the
selfish goals of the sexual arts (Scriptures, 87).

6.2.2 The social level of separation
Eliminating the emotions and refraining from sexual activity is something that
separates one from the majority but there are other characteristics of the Men of
the Dao that set them apart in a more obvious way. To become a transcendent
noble one should refrain from the competition for social status and dissociate
oneself from the practice and values of the commoners. They should not make
any efforts to gain glory, rank, or wealth because the celestial officials count
only the merit that was not “exhausted” by achieving a profane reward. Thus
“through lessening, one receives; through [hoping for] increase, one is beguiled”
(Scriptures, 116). The moral integrity should not be motivated by the fear of
officials and parents but by the fear of the spirits.
The text despises the hierarchy that is based on manifesting one’s virtues:
When [the Way] was employed, every family was filial and benevolent. All people were
of the same type, so the benevolent and filial were not singled out. (Scriptures, 105)
The elites of that time are also criticized for founding their status on mastering
the scriptures instead of practicing goodness. Such behavior discourages
people from seeking longevity and the truth of the Dao (Scriptures, 107). One
should note here that the studies of the massive Confucian canon (together
with the system of recommendations for the office and economic differences)
constituted a huge obstacle in the vertical mobility, especially when compared
to the “five thousand characters” of Laozi.
The commentary forbids participation in making ritual offerings to the spirits
in the ancestral temples. This formed a very tangible separation between the
Men of the Way and the commoners. The views on ritual also interfere with the
politics when the texts claim that Heaven and Earth do not receive ancestral
offerings for they, as well as the men of the supreme virtue, dragons,
transcendents and jade maidens, do not engage in coupling and reproduction
(Scriptures, 84).
On the other hand, the family structures are not denounced as much as the
Confucian values. As noted earlier, the family line needs to be preserved and
that goes hand in hand with the continuation of ancestral sacrifice (Scriptures,
84).
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As was noted in the case of the Central Scripture of the Laozi, the state religion
and the ancestral cult were related to agricultural products and they were
altogether symbolically opposed by the abstinence from grain. This element
can be found in the Xiang’er too, but as in the case of sexual behavior, the text
finds a golden middle way to balance the structure and the anti-structure:
Commoners eat grain, and when the grain is gone, they die. The transcendent nobility
eat grain when they have it, and when they do not, they ingest pneumas. (Scriptures,
112)

6.3 Great Yin and the Great Peace
When a practice of a Man of Dao is complete, the gods of the Dao make him return, he
leaves the world and feigns death and, passing through the Great Yin, is reborn; this is
to “not perish” and therefore be long-lived.70
道人行備，道神歸之，避世託死，遇太陰中，復生去為不亡，故壽也。
As was already mentioned, the Great Yin is a culminant point of yin that
conceals the original yang. As was shown, the adept reaches this point after
having accumulated the yin essences and the hidden merits (otherwise called
yinde 陰德), and also by self-restraint and controlling one’s emotions that have
the drying effect of the extreme yang. This notorious yin orientation of Laozi is
illustrated by emphasizing the nature of females, water and children.
This bright future is reserved for the transcendent nobles and therefore
contributes to their separation from the commoners. But the Xiang’er holds to
the middle way also in terms of salvation. It portrays the Great Peace as the
time when “all will be like those who keep faith with the Dao; all will achieve
transcendent longevity” (Scriptures, 128). Neither the exclusion of the major
population, nor a limited number of the elect is present in this prospect.
The Great Peace is brought by two important forces: The ruler and his
ministers, and the cyclic motion of heaven. The middle way is preserved even
in this balance between agency and fate.
On the one hand the sine curve seems to rule, for it is written that “when
disorder reaches its apex, order invariably returns; the will of the Dao
invariably prevails,” therefore people have to observe the cosmic changes
(Scriptures, 137). Heaven reacts to human behavior and announces the birth of
the future sage king called “the essence of one of the Five Thearchs“ by the
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Compare with Scriptures, 102 and Masters, 85.
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portents among the star lodgings, five planets and the Yellow and the Luo
Rivers (Scriptures, 127).
Although the ruler is called “the child of heaven” which implies his
subordination to heaven, he plays the central role, for he “holds power over
people, so he especially should fear heaven and revere the Dao” (Scriptures,
122). His behavior influences his subjects so if it is patterned on the Dao, he can
convert the whole population (Scriptures, 141). This will bring the Great Peace
(Scriptures, 128 and 137). The officials can play a key role here too for even a
mediocre ruler can reach the Great Peace with their help.

6.4 Conclusion
The cosmology of the Xiang’er reveals a certain level of skepticism towards the
dominant culture but it advocates neither its total annihilation nor escapism
from it, rather a gradual change that begins with the individual. On one hand,
the individual adopts the system of ethics that is independent of the social
rewards and punishments and is motivated by longevity and transcendence.
This possibility is open to anyone without discrimination on the basis of
education. On the other hand, the social structure is seen as necessary for the
reproduction of mankind and spreading the teaching from top to bottom.
However, the Xiang’er does not present much of a real political program apart
from encouraging the ruler to study the Way. A social/cosmic crisis is seen as
purely a moral problem and its solution is based on purification. The purity
becomes a virtual boundary between the men of the Way and the commoners.
The text holds an optimistic vision of the future, it integrates the positive
human agency within the cosmic processes and does not predict any
catastrophes. This soft millennialism could be related to self-confidence of the
author in terms of his potential in terms of social influence. He might have seen
himself as the (future) adviser of the ruler or more specifically the “Teacher of
the State“ (guoshi 國師) – the title assumed by Zhang Lu according to the
Commands and Admonishments and Zhang Daoling according to the Inner
Explanation. This ambition might be related to the title Lord Teacher (shijun) of
Zhang Lu, or more generally to the office of the Celestial Master in general.
Even though there is some ideological resemblance, relating Xiang’er to
Hanzhong seems problematic. One sees an overlap between the principle of
unity of the moral and corporal and also in policing by the spirits but the
political philosophy of the Xiang’er seems to be detached from real-life needs
and administrative routine. In contrast to the Hanzhong institutions that aimed
towards the unification of human and divine justice, in Xiang’er one sees them
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split – people have to choose between the social or celestial rewards. The text is
critical towards the imperial social order but offers no alternative mode of
organization. One finds reference neither to the Wudoumi titles and hierarchy
in the text.
For these reasons, one is inclined to see it as a text produced by a group of
believers living amid the non-believers and focusing on their purity but neither
isolating themselves nor giving up on building their social capital. This could
have happened before or after Zhang Lu’s rule over Hanzhong or even during
that time but in another place.
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7 THE YANGPING PARISH AND
THE COMMANDS AND PRECEPTS
FOR THE FAMILIES OF THE GREAT
DAO
The Yangping Parish (220–231) and the Commands and Precepts for the Families of
the Great Dao (255) reflect the situation in the third century after the annexation
of Hanzhong. In the Daoist Canon they are found together in the Scripture on the
Precepts and Protocols Taught by the Celestial Master that forms part of the Correct
Unity corpus (Zhengyi fawen: Tianshi jiao jieke jing 正一法文天師教戒科經, DZ
789; ZD 8, 317–325) – together with a poem Teaching of the Celestial Master
(Tianshi jiao 天師教) written probably in the fourth century that seems to be
part of the Commands and Precepts (Masters, 143).71 Both texts address the
community members and reprimand them for forgetting their history,
corrupting the institutions, indulging in lust, avarice and pride. Another major
point of criticism is the establishment of independent teaching that does not
respect the authority of the Celestial Master. The shift on the level of
institutions will be discussed first, the exploration of the representations of
time related to them will follow.

7.1 The breakdown of the central authority
The annexation of Hanzhong in 215 resulted in the relocation of Wudoumidao
followers to the regions of the northern and central Wei territory (modern
Shaanxi and Gansu provinces). According to Chen Shou, Zhang Lu “was given
a posthumous title of Forgiven Marquis 原侯 and his son Fu 富 succeeded
him“ (The Record of the Three Kingdoms 8/265; Masters, 48) but it is not clear
whether Fu also succeeded to the position of Celestial Master.72
The Yangping Parish was clearly not written by him but assumes the authority
of the first Celestial Master by using the name of his parish as the title and by
the following claim: “I received the Way on the first day of the fifth month of
the inaugural year of the Han Peace reign period [142]” etc. (324a12–13). The
ascribed authorship of the Commands and Precepts is not particularly clear, it
might be Zhang Ling again, Zhang Lu (Scriptures), or Lord Lao himself (Tang
See the translation of the Yangpingzhi in Masters, 114–5, the translation of the Dadajialingjie in
Scriptures, 165–85, and the translation of the Tianshijiao in Masters, 143–5.
72 Kleeman has no doubts he did (Masters, 51).
71
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Changru 1983); below, this problem will be discussed further. Both texts in
question seem to be products of a direct spirit revelation that shows a need for
the decisive voice at the time of the breakdown of the central authority (Masters,
113, 117, 137).73
The Hanzhong institutions were designed to administer both society and the
individual, both moral and physical welfare. This is impossible under the new
conditions. Their functions and meaning must have undergone serious changes.
The demon soldiers and demon troopers in the sense of community members –
crucial terms for our survey of Hanzhong institutions – are not mentioned by
these texts, nor by the later sources discussed in this work. But the parishes and
the libationers remain the key topic.
The crucial problem highlighet by the Yangping Parish was the creation of the
new parishes instead of obtaining them according to the regulations from the
time of the Jian’an reign period (196–220) or the first year of the Huangchu
reign period (220). The newly established parishes are criticized for not
following the ritual of the three leading parishes of the old system – Yangping,
Lutang and Heming. Thirty-five years later, the Commands and Precepts claimed
that since the fifth year of the Taihe reign period (231), only a few of the
witnesses of Hanzhong survived and the various posts were self-appointed.74
The text prohibits the making of new appointments from that moment on
(Scriptures, 181).
The ethical principles of the Xiang’er are pushed to their limits – not only are
the disciples warned against the pursuit of fame and fortune, they are also
discouraged from “cultivating agriculture and forging the plowshares.” Several
passages also mention the need to limit the yin-yang, i.e. sexual activity. These
prescriptions seem to be a demonstrative way of establishing the strong
boundary between the believers and the commoners. The fate of the
commoners is specified again in the Teaching of the Celestial Master, after death
they will descend to the Yellow Springs – the traditional abode of death known
from the Han dynasty sources – and join the armies of demons. It is the sacred
duty of the believers, apart from following the rules, to convert the commoners.
73

Kleeman explains this means of communication by the institution of the Determiner of

Pneumas (jueqi 决氣) that might be related to the Supervisor of Determinations (lingjue 領决)
known from the Sandong zhunang 三洞珠囊 (DZ 1139). He relates the direct spirit revelation
with the term “Teaching” (jiao 教) and sees its function in offering a way of communication for
those who lost contact with the central administration and in the spiritual evaluation of
candidates of promotion. See Masters, 121,122, 344–347.
74 Kleeman suggests that the Tianshidao enjoyed the support of the Wei family but its power
began to wane in 231 (Masters, 138–40). In 249 the Sima clan took over control of the state.
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The problem of the split between spiritual and worldly justice is faced directly
in the Commands and Precepts that condemn the endeavor of the Yellow Turban
rebel Zhang Jue, and entrust the administration of the social order to the hands
of the Wei dynasty. The believers are exhorted to help the dynasty hold the
mandate of Heaven. This passivity in the socio-political domain is
accompanied with withdrawal from the world and the encouragement of
cultivating one’s inner cosmos as prescribed by the Teaching of the Celestial
Master and the Scripture of the Yellow Court (ZD 8, 322c1).
The link between the political and spiritual functions of the offices was lost but
the unity of moral and corporal remained fundamental. The diseases were
understood to have been caused by the moral transgressions in a strict sense –
the Commands and Precepts instruct the libationers: “If [the illness] returns after
having been eliminated, this is an evil person. You are not to treat them any
more“ (Masters, 140). Moreover, the punishment operated by an outer agent –
the heavenly bureaus (Xiang’er) or the Three Officials (Hanzhong) – is seen as a
way to purge the community from the corrupt libationers. The Yangping Parish
predicts the death of thirty to forty percent of the libationers within the
following three years.
The texts describe the forces of the Dao as a net-like structure capable of
observing the individual through the community regardless of the breakdown
of the institutions of the mortals. The Dao is omnipresent and defies any
attempt at privatization: “If the Dao were present in one body, how could it be
in the body of others?“ (Command and Precepts; Masters, 141).

7.2 The seed people
The cultural bias of the authors (i.e. the transmitters of the revelation) of the
two texts is characterized by the split between the experience of the inner
community and the outer society. The community focuses on building the
collective identity struggles with the inner organization, therefore it is very
susceptible to inner conflicts. The only way to solve these conflicts is by
purging, banishing people from the community or hoping for the intervention
of the outer agency. The contrast between the inner and outer can seem as a
conflict between pure and corrupt, the ideal and the reality, the small
community and the majority of commoners. But the Commands and Precepts
prove that the outer society with its institutions and the authority of the
dynasty is seen as a help for the community immersing in the inner struggles.
The author seems to have given up on building or reforming the traditional
hierarchy and sees its crisis mainly as a moral problem – the community is
criticized mainly for the lack of discipline and purity.
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This strategy based on purge is expressed through the concept of the “seed
people” (zhongmin 種民) – the chosen who will populate the world at the time
of the Great Peace.75 These are being chosen by the Dao together with the
narrator(s) of both texts. But both texts maintain that so far there is no one
worthy of this title. Both texts try to give the impression of the existence of a
final warning after which every believer should correct his or her ways.76

7.3 Time in the Yangping Parish
The Yangping Parish is not working with a long term plan. It recollects the last
few decades since the migration from Hanzhong and expects the heavenly
purge inside the community within a few years. One is not totally convinced
that this purge implies the ascent of the Great Peace (Masters, 118), it seems
related to the regular functioning of the invisible administration.
The Great Peace is not mentioned in the text, although the seed people seem
related to it and are related to it explicitly by the Commands and Precepts. The
nature of the transformation is hard to infer from it though. The main emphasis
is placed on the purity of community which embodies the Great Peace within
the world waiting for the transformation. This transformation might be
achieved gradually, by conversion of the population and the cooperation of the
divine and human. On the contrary, the renunciation of the agricultural work
implies the renunciation of this world and might imply the anticipation of a
near transformation. But it can be also understood as a traditional way of
expressing the contrast between the adepts of transcendence and the
commoners.

7.4 Time in the Commands and Precepts
The second texts works with the conception of time that is much more complex.
It gives an account of the primordial gestation of the world, a history of the
intervention of the Dao in human affairs, and a history of the Wudoumidao
itself. It proposes two quite contradictory visions of the future. On one hand
there is the Tianshidao community in the state of deterioration which is
heading towards a catastrophe that will be followed by the ascent of the Great
The metaphor of the seed is related to the accumulation of the essence that manifests itself in
the form of spiritual forces (Heaven), semen (man) or grains (Earth). See Guanzi, chapter Neiye:
“In all cases the essence of things is what gives them life. Descending it gives life to the five
grains; ascending it creates the arrayed stars. When it floats between the Heaven and Earth, it is
called ghosts or spirits; when it is stored in the breast, it is called sagely persons.”
76 Given that there is a fifteen to twenty-five year gap between the production of these texts,
one might suspect that some community members went through the experience of the failed
prophecy (see chapter 11). Kleeman compares their situation to that of the early Christians
expecting the parousia (Masters, 133–4).
75
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Peace that will be “seen” by the seed people. On the other hand there is the
ascending Wei dynasty promising a pure administration based on the Way and
that the near future will be peaceful.
The several time representations can be distributed according to their relation
to the institutions. The main institutions here are the imperial state connected
to the wave motion of the heavenly mandate and the Tianshidao structures
legitimized by their relation to the primordial forces. These two institutions are
interconnected by the title of the Teacher of the State (guoshi 國師) that reveals
the ambitions of the author to cooperate with the state.

7.4.1 Time of the Dao
The world history focused on the forces of Dao starts with the birth of Heaven,
Earth and all living beings from the Dao. Dao is giving life by distributing the
three “subtle pneumas” (weiqi 微氣): The Mystic (xuan 玄), which is blue and
represents Heaven, the Inaugurating (shi 始) which is yellow and represents the
Earth; and the Primordial (yuan 元), which is white and represents the Dao. The
three pneumas are the root of other kinds of pneuma, the order of the human
body and the family order based on the relation between Heaven (father), the
Earth (mother) and the living beings (children). The inner organs demand
peace to achieve the brightness of the spiritual forces (shenming 神明) that are
intimate with the Dao, therefore to preserve the Dao one has to practice good
deeds.
The harmonious state of affairs was broken at the time of the Lower Antiquity
starting with the Yellow Emperor and continuing with the Xia, Shang, and
Zhou dynasties. This time is characterized by lust, deviance, craving for wealth
and fame from which illness arose. The compassionate Dao resorts to
revelations as a means of help for humanity. The first recipient was Gan Ji 干吉
who is otherwise known as a legendary transmitter of the Scripture of the Great
Peace at the time of the Later Han (according to Xiang Kai) or the Former Han
(according to Biographies of the Divine Transcendents). However, the Commands
and Precepts portray him as a founder of the Way of the Great Peace at the
much earlier time of the Zhou dynasty. His teaching is explained as ineffective
for it relied on offering food to the believers which resulted in them feeding the
spirits of their ancestors.
The next personification of the Dao is Laozi who transmitted the Five Thousand
Characters to Yin Xi 尹喜, the guardian of the pass. Later on he joined the
western barbarians and submitted them to a strict discipline which prohibited
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sexual intercourse and the killing of animals, thus he converted dozens of
thousands. The Chinese did not obtain this “Way of perfection”, i.e. Buddhism.
Dao then manifested itself at the beginning of the Han dynasty, when Zhang
Liang obtained the book of the Master Yellowstone and then became the
advisor of the founder of the dynasty (The Records of the Grand Historian 55).
The final manifestation took place in 142 in the form of the “newly appeared
Lord Lao” who invested Zhang Ling with the title of the Celestial Master. But
people still did not show commitment to change their ways. Moreover, the
“righteous kingdom” of Hanzhong was toppled.
The Dao intended to help humanity through interventions that saved a few
individuals of moral integrity but could not reverse the general course of
decline. This irreversible fate has to be fulfilled:
If you want the morning to come, the sun must first set. If you want Great Peace, there
must first be disorder. Human evil cannot be eliminated. There must first be warfare,
illness, floods, drought, and death. You fellows have an unfortunate fate to have met
with this. Although this is so, fortunate people will not be punished. You practiced the
Way in the past just to prepare for what is coming. For those who die before the arrival
of Great Peace, their children and grandchildren will enjoy the grace of Heaven.77
This vision of the future emphasizes again the purification of the community
by means of heavenly punishment. The Teaching of the Celestial Master describes
the movements of the celestial bodies that predict the ascent of the Great Peace
in a near future and warns that nobody is actually prepared for it. However,
that does not imply that the ascent of the Great Peace is a matter of automatic
motions of the cosmos – the celestial bodies move in reaction to human action.
People are encouraged to help Heaven to realize the Great Peace in the future
and to transform people by means of Great Peace (ZD 8, 323b12–3) .

7.4.2 Imperial sine-curve
Although the political history is a part of the general decline of humanity, the
text accepts the traditional sine-curve fashion of the development of the politics.
The end of the Han dynasty is associated with the typical illnesses of the times
marked by the loss of the heavenly mandate – political chaos fueled by the
warlords, desire for wealth and fame, oppression of the poor by the powerful,
slavery, deception and debauchery. This loss of control provoked rebellion of
the masses which caused the reaction of the celestial bodies.

77

Translation from Masters, 131–2, slightly adapted.
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In contrast, the ascension of the Wei house is marked by harmony and safety.
The Wei house was directly authorized by Heaven to drive out the bandits and
warlords. In addition, the typical portents of the heavenly mandate – the
Diagram of the Yellow River and the Writing of the Luo River were displayed
by Heaven.
With their pure governance and administration based on the Dao, one can travel along
for hundreds of miles and tigers and wolves will hide themselves in submission, and no
one will close his outer gates. (Masters, 136)
The mandate of Heaven in this case was not attained by the pure virtue of the
Wei rulers but is linked to the Tianshidao through an enigmatic person entitled
Teacher of the State.

7.4.3 Teacher of the State
The moments of the narrative that effectively connect the time of the Dao with
the sine-curve of the state, are those when the revelation of the Dao is accepted
by the ruler – so far only one example was shown, the employment of Zhang
Liang by the founder of Han. More important is the role of the narrator who
calls himself Teacher of the State who “in accordance with Heaven and in
obedience to the times […] charged the Martial Emperor [Cao Cao] with
administering the realm” (ibid.). This act is said to have brought peace and
welfare to the state and longevity to the people and the promotion in the rank
of nobility to the narrator’s seven. The last part is decisive for the identification
of the narrator with Zhang Lu whose sons were enfeoffed by Cao Cao
(Scriptures, 266).78 The text apparently intends to ward off criticism over the
fame and high status that seems incompatible with the Xiang’er ideals, when it
asks: “Have you all noted this virtue and realized the source of this perfection?”
(Masters, 136). His worldly achievements are thus to be understood as the grace
of Dao. In the end, the narrator claims he will avoid the world and entrust rule
over the believers to the Wei.

Kleeman prefers this possibility that is attested by the later sources (Inner Explanation and
Sandong zhunang 7/6b10, citing the Tianshi ershisi zhi tu of Zhang Bian) but argues that Master
of the State is usually the title of the Dao itself. Another reason to believe that Zhang Lu was
the imagined author of the revelation is the fact that the texts speaks about Zhang Ling and the
Dao in the third person. In contrast, the image of roaming around the world and seeking the
seed people resembles the performance of Zhang Ling in the Yangping Parish as well as later
texts like the Secret Instructions. For more about the role of the Tianshidao in the struggle for
legitimity of the Cao Wei, see Goodman 1994.
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7.5 Split in social experience
How does the description of the upcoming time of catastrophes that precede
the time of the Great Peace that is to ascend for this generation or within the
next two generations, match with the description of the idyllic government of
Wei that is already present? One way to explain it is by a split of the cultural
bias, one side of it stemming from the experience of the religious community
struggling with its inner order, while the other derives from the rules of the
officially sanctioned politico-historical discourse. The religious side fulfils the
need for narrating the history of its own community to the new generation and
the new initiates, and shows the dreadful course of history towards the
apocalyptic purge that reflects the deterioration of the community. The political
side explains the role of the Dao in the general dynastic history, its relation to
Buddhism and the relation between the community and the state. There is no
criticism of the state hierarchy, only the criticism of the decayed religious
hierarchy. It is the Wei house that dominates the history now, while the sole
function of the Tianshidao is to embody the purity of the Great Peace and
convert the commoners.
This split of focus also corresponds with the anachronistic vision of the history,
in which Gan Ji precedes Laozi. The narrator on one hand acknowledges the
Way of the Great Peace as a source of the teaching of the Dao, but on the other
hand creates a distance between Gan Ji and the political ambitions of the
Yellow Turban Rebellion by inserting a few centuries between them.
The role of the Teacher of the State is to interconnect these discontinuous
spheres but a serious question, whether the Great Peace would be brought by
the wise rulers of Wei, remains significantly unanswered.79 The community
oscillates between the grid-oriented sphere of the state defined by the hierarchy
and the secular power, and the group-oriented religious community
preoccupied with purity. The Great Peace can be understood both in a
catastrophic and exclusivist way – as a punishment for the majority and a
reward for the chosen ones – or as a gradual change in the positive direction à
la Xiang’er Commentary.
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Bokenkamp refuses this possibility (Scriptures, 149–64).
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8 SCRIPTURE OF THE YELLOW
COURT
As noted above, the Commands and Precepts recommended reading the Xiang’er
Commentary together with the Scripture of the Yellow Court.80 Probably the most
famous version of this heptasyllabic poem is the calligraphy of Wang Xizhi 王
羲之 dated to 357, himself a member of the Tianshidao. The text is earlier
though, the prosody and rhymes fit to the Later Han or the Three Kingdoms
period (Schipper 1993, Yu Wanli 2002).
At the very beginning, the scripture presents itself as a revelation of the Most
High (Lord Lao). The declared purpose is “to explain the forms of the body and
all the spiritual forces [dwelling within]” (7a10). Throughout the text, “I” refers
to Laozi as the teacher, “you” designates the practitioner. The early practice
related to the scripture seems to be its recitation (The Arrayed Traditions of
Transcendents 2.21a; Kaltenmark 1953, 177–8) while the visualization of the
inner spiritual forces is probably an upgrade of the Shangqing school (Robinet
1993, 58; Masters, 101). The main goals of the practice are harmonization of the
interior, attaining longevity, regaining youthful appearance and eventually
transcendence.
The text is full of esoteric terms not intelligible without further explanation and
the interpretations of the later commentaries differ substantially. The bodily
interior is described as a landscape with features such as mountains, trees,
passes, lakes, gates, walls, towers, mansions and the Hall of Lights – the micro
model of the universe used in the imperial cult. The crucial venues of this
system – the Yellow Court, the Cinnabar Field, and the Hall of Lights – are the
most difficult to localize, or more precisely, they seem to be localized to more
than one place and the commentaries do not offer unanimous resolution of this
question either (Schipper 1993, 142).81
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The scripture is found in the Daoist Canon under the name The Jade Scripture of the Exoteric

Landcape of the Yellow Court of the Most High (Taishang huang ting waijing yujing 太上黃庭外景玉
經) and number 331. Another version is designated as the “Inner [i.e. esoteric] landscape”
(Taishang huangting neijing yujing 太上黃庭內景玉經, DZ 332). The former seems to be earlier
while the latter is regarded as a product of the Shangqing tradition (Schipper 1975 and 1993,
Robinet 1993).
81 Michael Puett holds that the Yellow Court emphasizes the relations between the forces within
the body and their unity mediated by the center over the identification of the spiritual forces
with the organs (Puett 2010, 245).
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The bodily organs are inhabited by the spiritual beings referred to as “boys” or
“the perfected” usually dressed in different types of red colored clothing. This
antropomorphization of the interior of the body is something that was present
also in the Central Scripture.82 In contrast to the Central Scripture, the inner
pantheon is not formed by the counterparts to the macrocosmic deities
corresponding to the celestial bodies. Another similarity with the Central
Scripture is the presence of the divine couples dwelling in the pair organs – eyes,
lungs and kidneys. Their relationship represents the procreative potential of
the solar and lunar pneumas. They are not called Father and Mother of the Dao
but they are clearly related to the figure of the Child (see below).
The first juan is focused on the arrangement of the inner landscape and
emphasizes ordering it through a system of barriers – passes, walls, and gates –
and cultivating clarity and stillness (qingjing 清爭/凈), spontaneity or selfsufficiency (ziran), inaction (wuwei or wushi 無事), emptiness (xuwu 虛無),
solitude, openness, silence, indifference, absence of desire and virtue (ZD 23,
7b21-c1). The state of the heart is described as the Great Peace (ibid., 7b16–17).
As Schipper has shown, this juan also venerates the deities related to the blind
or “void” spots of the jiazi calendar, that he interprets as the “non-being at the
heart of being”, together with the goddesses of the six ding 丁 (ibid., 7b18;
Schipper 1993, 142–4). The culminating point of this part is the identification of
Lord Lao with the Perfected Man Child Cinnabar / Northern Cinnabar 真人子
丹 dwelling in the Hall of Lights (ibid., 7b10).
The short second juans specifies the transcendence as the flight away (ibid., 8a3)
and opens the topic of the exchange going on between the adept and the
macrocosm. At the end of this part, the principle of gaining longevity is
described as holding the two kinds of souls inside one’s body for the cloudsouls hun wish to fly up to Heaven and the white-souls po tend to sink down to
the (Yellow) Springs (8a15–6).
The third and final juan is more dynamic, compared to the first juan that
emphasizes isolation and calmness. It focuses on the motion and exchange
between the micro and macrocosm. The bodily interior correlates with the
Heaven, its processes are modelled upon the seasons, the way of transcendence
is fueled by the rotational movement between Heaven and Earth (ibid., 8b1–2).
The adept is instructed to feed on the solar and lunar pneumas at specified
times of the day, and to maintain the stillness by means of the heart, the ruler
of the five viscera, in order to make the spiritual forces emit bright radiance.
82

It was found also in the Han dynasty weft texts (Steavu 2016, 118).
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The five viscera generate the three luminaries that join with the three “dries” 焦
above (ibid., 8b14). One is tempted to take 焦 as a mistaken character for the
three pneumas 炁.83 If this is so, the Yellow Court might be the source of the
cosmology of the three pneumas found in the Commands and Precepts.
At one point of the third juan, the seven orifices open to make a channel
between the Celestial Gate and the spiritual lights of the body going through
the throat (ibid., 8b19–c2). This generates the production of the “reverted
cinnabar” (huandan 還丹) in the “clear pool” (qingshui 清水) of the hip basin.
Then the relation between the internal organs and the five phases is discussed
(ibid., 8c4–17). In the end, the adept is invited to bend down to the Great Yin –
the kidneys that are (also) called the ruler of the viscera for they produce the
essence – to perfect his body. The adept brings the two pneumas to the Yellow
Court to see the body of Lord Lao sitting in front of a hut. The adept is
visualizing three spirits entering into a non-existent household through a nonexistent door. Lord Lao who is free of desires, feeds on the dark pneuma, tours
the seven gates and drinks from the great pool, consults the way of
transcendence and the marvelous deeds, eats the miraculous mushroom
(lingzhi 靈芝) and the jade flowers (yuying 玉英), enters the Cinnabar Field with
a white cloth on his head, bathes in the Flowery Pond, and waters the
Numinous Root. At the very end, the Gate of Life opens, the five tastes and the
good pneuma return (ibid., 8c19–9a6).
To summarize, the text proceeds from the phase of preparation to the phase of
transformation. The preparatory part consists of creating order based on purity
and isolation from the outer world – a principle that matches well with the
cultural bias of the Commands and Precepts. The Great Peace is not expected to
come from without, it needs to be built in the inner seclusion. The cyclical time
of jiazi is used for it contains lapses through which the individual can escape.
The escape is portrayed as a physical flight but also entails avoidance of the
fate of the ancestors (split of the hun and po). The adept finds the alternative in
direct communication with the Heaven, according to which he or she orders
the inner landscape into the way which channels the procreative energy into
giving birth to the inner Laozi. Realization of the Dao is not described in terms
of a sine curve, nor on the level of community that might be corrupted, but
purely on the level of the individual.84 There is no prospect of historical
cataclysm and no mention of the seed people. Practicing according to this text
The Tang commentary of Liang Qiuzi identifies the “dries” with the three passes of the body
which does not make much sense if the position above denotes Heaven (ZD 23, 45b19).
84 Puett calls this process “becoming Laozi” through which the adept incorporates the entire
cosmos (2010, 247)
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might have functioned well as a way to escape into the inner world of selfcultivation during the time of the deterioration of the community, even if it was
not the actual background behind its creation. On the contrary, the text can be
read with the emphasis on the arrangement of the inner forces that might be
found as corresponding with the structures of the Tianshidao community. The
text is esoteric enough to provide a spectrum of cosmological meanings for
various arrangements.

8.1 Forming spirits for the Way or a
privatization of the Dao?85
The procedure of cultivating of the inner Child seems to be convergent with the
key principle of the Xiang’er – producing the spiritual forces by coalescing the
essence. There are also other similar moments in both texts: The heart is called
the ruler of the five viscera, the adept is encouraged to preserve his essence by
moderation in sexual activity, both texts also employ the term “preserving the
Unity”. However, there are moments that show a different orientation of the
two texts: The localization and description of Laozi and other gods within the
body seem to contradict the explicit statement of the Xiang’er that the Dao
“does not reside in the human body” (see Scriptures, 89). The Yellow Court does
not share the focus on morality and social order of the Xiang’er. It mentions the
Great Peace but only as a state of mind / heart. The adept does not seem to be
playing a role in a cosmic play, but basically serves his or her own good
embodied in the figure of the perfected man. It is possible that these
discrepancies are the result of a different focus of the two texts but it seems
more likely that they were created independently and the author of the
Commands and Precepts interprets them in a convergent way.

8.2 Unity vs. the One
A comparison with the Central Scripture is inevitable here. It is hard to estimate
which of these texts is older and what relationship is between them in terms of
their evolution. Both share the same goal – reaching transcendence by means of
understanding and management of the interior of the body – as well as the
focus on quietude, the Great Yin, the alternative way of procreation and the
inner child as the embodiment of Laozi. But there are also important
differences that will help us show their distinctions in terms of cultural bias.

“Forming Spirits for the Way: The Cosmology of the Xiang’er Commentary to Laozi” is a title
of an article by Michael Puett (2004).
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In the Central Scripture, the representation of the body contains a major contrast
between the horizontal/earthly dimension representing the common and state
religion and the clock-work time related to birth and death, family hierarchy,
agriculture and work; and the vertical/celestial dimension representing the
quasi family hierarchy of the primordial deities offering an alternative use of
the procreative functions of the body leading to the transcendence presented in
the regressive mode of time. The main deity that is venerated repeatedly on
different locations is the Great One – the deity of the cult of imperial
transcendence. The adept relies on a minute knowledge of the bodily landscape
and the complex calendar composed of different intersecting cycles to escape
from the body and rejoin with the primordial deities in the form of the Child
Cinnabar.
Contrastingly, the Yellow Court does not present such duality within the body,
all the bodily parts are integrated in a centralized order which works as the
means of driving the celestial pneumas and lights inside the body to create the
elixir and/i.e. the Child Cinnabar. The maintenance of the unity of the celestial
and earthly principle is stressed in the idea of keeping the cloud and white
souls in the center. The dangerous forces are mentioned only briefly as the evil
that is expelled by the various spirits (ZD 23, 8c11–12). Yellow Court does not
envisage the transcendence as the escape of the Child from the corpse but as
the flight away in the bodily form with the newly acquired wings. There are no
traces of the regressive time, even though it seems that the time of jiazi is meant
to be overcome (if Schipper’s interpretation is correct). The practice is focused
on the here and now, the Great Peace is realized within one’s heart and the
theme of the macrocosmic Great Peace is not addressed.
The two types of dualism are being compared here, one is presented within the
body, the other on its boundaries. With regard to the Yellow Court, the symbol
of the center, and the trinity of lights and pneumas, the text of the same name
represents the Unity of the physical, spiritual and communal spheres, whereas
the Great One of the Central Scripture represents the individualist escape from
the body/society. The latter corresponds to the experience of the individual
practitioner living integrated within a higher-grid environment yet is
spiritually alienated from it. To transcend this world, he or she needs to cope
with its structure, therefore the instructions focus on the technical details. The
Yellow Court matches with the experience of the strong group guarding its
borders in terms of moral/corporal purity for its instructions emphasize the
universal relations between rather abstract instances.
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9 RITUALIZATION OF INTIMACY
This chapter does not deal with a cosmology of a specific text but with
cosmological implications of ritual (or rituals) known as “merging pneumas”
(heqi 合氣), “3–5,” “3–5–7–9” (sanwuqijiu 三五七九), or the “yellow and red”
(huangchi 黃赤). The Demon Statues of Lady Azure (Nüqing guilü DZ 790) and the
Scripture on the Transformations of Lord Lao in Wuji Era (Laojun bianhua wuji jing
老君變化無極經, DZ 1195, tr. in Dudink 2002) advocate these practices while
the later texts like the Scripture of the Intoned Precepts of Lord Lao (DZ 785)
criticise them. Since these texts do not describe the content of the rituals, one
needs to infer their broad content from the texts that bear the imprint of the
Shangqing school: The Yellow Book of the Attainment of Perfection (Dongzhen
Huangshu 洞真黃書, DZ 1294, below abbreviated as the Yellow Book) and The
Transition Ritual of the Yellow Book of the Supreme Purity (Shangqing huangshu
guoduyi 上清黃書過度儀, DZ 1293, below abbreviated as the Transition Ritual).86
The use of sex as a means of “nourishing life” (yangsheng 養生) is traceable back
to at least 168 B. C. E. when the bamboo strips containing among other things
the instructions for the proper execution of sexual intercourse were buried in
the notorious tomb three in Mawangdui (Harper 1987). In the Han library, such
texts were labeled as “intra-chamber” (fangzhong 房中). These techniques were
criticized in the Xiang’er Commentary for taking the yin essence from women
which is probably related to the principle of “reverting the essence to repair the
brain“ (huan jing bu nao 還精補腦). However, other texts of the Tianshidao
corpus incorporate the intra-chamber arts and connect it to the cosmology of
the Yellow Court and the concept of the three pneumas of the Dao (Commands
and Admonishments).
Regarding the names of these rites, the merging of the pneumas is probably the
most general name which seems to be used mainly by the outsiders and the
texts that advocate these techniques never use this term. The term which
describes merging of the pneumas of Heaven and Earth as well as those of
husband and wife, had been mentioned already in Wang Chong’s Discourses
Weighed in the Balance (ch. The Nature of Things, Wushi 物勢).
The term also appears in the following line taken from the Yellow Court: “When
3 and 5 merge pneumas, they join in the One as their root“ 三五合氣要本一
(8a5). In general, the 3 stands for the three luminaries or the trinity of Heaven–
Kalinowski (1981) dates them to the second half of the fifth century. Schipper dates their
content to the third century (Schipper and Verelen 2004).
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Earth–man but in the context of the ritual it represents the three pneumas.
Number 5 stands for the five phases corresponding to the five viscera etc. In
the Demon Statutes these numbers are related to the heavenly measure of time
that forecasts the ascent of the Great Peace (605b4).
In the Yellow Book the same numbers represent man and woman and the term
3–5 refers to the sexual intercourse practiced regularly according to the
calendar. The sexes are also associated with colors that may tell us more about
the meaning of the numbers. Man is white – the color of primordial pneuma
that represents the Dao among the three pneumas (see Commands and
Admonishments); while the woman is yellow – the color of Earth, the center of
five phases. Three pneumas are mostly manifested as a trinity of gods:
Wushang 無上 (the Utmost) on the left (East), Xuanlao 玄老 (Mystic Elder) on
the right (West), and Taishang 太上(the Most High, i.e. the Lord Lao) in the
middle or at the back.87 However, if one takes into account the association of
the Mystic pneuma (Wushang) and the Primal pneuma (Xuanlao) with Heaven
and Earth, one could also imagine it as a vertical order. The Transition Ritual
also associates them with the “three primes” (sanyuan 三元) – the three planes
of the body centered around the three cinnabar fields (525a16). White thus
forms the center of the vertical trio while yellow is in the center of the
horizontal quintet. The colors could also be associated with the “enveloping
sky“(huntian 渾天) theory according to which the sky envelops the Earth in the
same way the white envelops the yellow in a primordial egg (Schafer 1977,
35).88 At the end of the ritual, the 3–5 are said to turn into the sun and moon.
But the Yellow Books emphasizes that the yellow and white existed before the
division of Heaven and Earth.
Another numeric title for the sex rites is “3–5–7–9”. The total sum of 3+5+7+9 is
twenty-four which refers to the number of the bodily spirits organized in the
three groups of eight (521a4). The Yellow Book shows the difference between the
3–5 and 7-9 on several occasions: “If you wish for life, pass through 3–5, not
through 7-9” (518b4), “the position of 3–5 is perfect, the calamities of 7–9 are
expelled” (520b17). The Demon Statutes of Lady Azure say:
To drive off the big calamities, the young know 3–5 and use it to rectify their bodies; the
elder practice 7–9 and the perfect pneumas divide – at the time of Great Peace they
overcome the world and become the seed people.
The east and west are also associated with genders: The Queen Mother of the West and the
King Father of the East. In the Master Embracing Simplicity, Lord Lao is listed together with the
87

Great One and the Mystic Woman (Xuannü 玄女). See Campany 2002, 207.
88 This image of the primordial state of the world is found also in the Inner Explanation (ZD 8,
544c10).
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除辟大厄卻，災患少知三五以治身，長行七九真炁分，太平度世為種民。
(608a15–17)
Both seven and nine are traditionally associated with the number of stars of the
Northern Dipper that are related to human faith. The Demon Statutes relate the
Northern Dipper to killing and the heavenly net of justice (601c4).89
3–5–7–9 is often used as a general label for the rites of merging pneumas but
according to the manuals it refers only to a specific type of the ritual, actually
the type which does not involve sexual intercourse. The Yellow Book prescribes
the 3–5–7–9 rites on the period between the tenth and the fifteenth day of the
month (519b5–9) and the twenty-eight day (521a3). The ritual seems to be
based on the ingestion of breath in the numerical sequence of 3–5–7–9.
According to the Demon Statutes, the practice is aligned with the “six seams”
(liuhe 六合) – six characters defining the year, day and hour by the jiazi system.
Another popular term is “yellow and red”. In the Yellow Court and the Central
Scripture, these colors represent the red solar and yellow lunar pneumas that
give birth to the transcendent child. This term appears only once in the Demon
Statutes and is not used in the Yellow Book and the Transition Ritual. From the
other sources it is known that the initiated believers wore the “yellow and red
contract” 黃赤券契 also called “yellow book contracts” 黃書契令 at the waists
(Masters, 159). The ritual that involved the transmission of the red pneuma is
described in the Transition Ritual. It relates the red color to the south, heart and
Zidan. The ritual is understood as the initiation that secures one’s fate among
the seed people. It is important to note that the initiation into the sexual rites is
not a general initiation into the ranks of the Tianshidao. The transmission of the
red pneumas to the commoners is actually banned by the Demon Statutes
(605a2).
The transmission of the red pneuma is just the first step of a complex practice
of sexual behavior regulated according to the calendar (522a9), the practice
involves balancing the 3–5 and the 3–5–7–9 so that “the rood does not get dry”
and one does not end up like a fish without water (520c7–9).

9.1 Transition
The initiation is described in the Transition Ritual by a very obscure language
which gave rise to several different interpretations. The biggest conundrum

Also the Buddhist text Bianhuolun claims that Daoists “circulate the 3–5 and stop the 7–9” (T
2110, 545c14).
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seems to be the number and status of the participants.90 The participants are
labeled either as teachers and disciples or as A an B (jia 甲 and yi 乙). The A
and B refer sometimes to disciples and teachers, at other times to genders.
Teachers and disciples can be of both genders.91 The lower limit of the age of
the participants is set to twenty years. The concern about using the ritual as an
excuse for having sex with young girls had already been expressed in the
Demon Statutes (604b17–18; Masters, 152).
The same passage of the Demon Statuetes also implies that the transmission of
the red pneuma was not performed by a married couple. This information is
supported by two other sources: The Yellow Book claims that Zhang Daoling
transmitted the teaching to his disciples Zhao Sheng, Wang Zhang, Wang Ji
and Wang Ying who then transmitted it to the three ladies – the term usually
used for the spouses of the first three Celestial Masters, Daoling, Heng and
Lu.92 On the other hand, according to The Protocol of the Outer Registers (DZ
1243) and The Most High [Lord Lao]‘s Scripture of the Divine Spells Piercing the
Abyss (DZ 335), the married couples are supposed to pass through the ritual
together. If these texts refer to the same ritual, it must have appeared as a
group ceremony involving the exchange of wives. This is actually supported by
Zhen Luan who, in his Laughing at the Dao, reports on the 3–5–7–9 ritual that he
witnessed at the age of twenty: It involved the exchange of wives in front of the
fathers and brothers of their husbands. He supports this description also by
quoting the now lost Daoist Statutes that discourage the libationers from
rejecting the ugly ones in favor of the attractive (T1203, 545c14; translated in
Kohn 1995, 147–150).

Schipper (1985 and 1993, 148–9), Michel Strickmann (1982a), Li Ling (1997), and Ge
Zhaoguang (2003) interpreted the ritual as performed by couples. Chang Chaojan supports the
view that the participants A and B were playing the roles of master and disciple. Lin Fushi
thinks the participants can be either couples or co-religionists. My understanding is based on
Chang (2002), Raz (2008, 2012, 177–209), the Masters (158–174) and on a personal consultation
with Gil Raz and Chang Chaojan (2013).
91 Rule no. 10 in Demon Statutes 3 bans “turning men into women so that yin and yang are
inverted and confused” (604b17–18). This could be understood either as a prohibition of
sodomy (Masters, 152) or as the confusion of the actions of A and B that involve much more
than the sexual intercourse.
92 According to the Demon Statutes 5 (608b21), the tradents of 3–5 and 3–5–7–9 were Zhao Sheng
and Wang Zhang. Chang Chaojan (2002) sees the character of Zhao Sheng as a marker of a
branch of the Tianshidao that did not claim allegiance to the lineage of Zhang Lu. Such
interpretation is contradicted by the fact that both the Yellow Book and the Transition Ritual refer
to the three masters and their wives with respect, Zhang Lu being one of them. The story of
transmission of the red pneuma from Zhao Sheng etc. to the wives can be also interpreted as
the attempt to legitimate an innovation by the authority of Zhang Lu, his father and
grandfather. For more information about Zhao Sheng, see the chapter 11.
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This behavior seems to have aroused jealousy that is addressed in the rule no.
15 of the Demon Statutes: “You must not be jealous of your co-religionists,
gossip about each other, or put no faith in the Three and Five, or comment on
the strengths and weaknesses of the heavenly pneumas“ (604c4; Masters, 153).
The Scripture of the Divine Spells emphasizes that only the families that
overcome jealousy and enter the initiation will be saved (see Masters, 165–
167).93
The aim of the ritual is expressed on many occasions: Merging of the yin-yang,
the distribution of the pneumas of life in the male and female bodies, striking
the participants off the death register, enrolling them in the “jade calendar of
long life” 長生玉歷, overcoming of the calamities and becoming the seed
people (e.g. 525c21–526a1). The initiands also pray to be delivered from the
celestial net and the earthly web – terms associated with the law enforcement
operated by deities and demons (525b6–14).94
The ritual takes place in the oratory (“quiet room”, jingshi 靜室) and is
organized in thirty parts. The first half of the ritual involves entering the
oratory and visualizing of different forces: The clerks and soldiers of the
registers held by the disciples,95 pneumas of the cinnabar fields, of the five
viscera, and the reigning phase (wangqi 王氣). A prayer for the transition which
follows that is conveyed to the celestial bureaus by the transcendent and
numinous officials dispatched from the bodies of the participants by a clerk of
the office of merit (臣身功曹吏出上仙上靈二官; 524c14).96 The local spirit
officials are invited to report on the behavior of the initiands. After
visualizations of the deities of the sexagesimary calendar, the gods of the three
pneumas and other forces, the disciples proceed to untie their garments while
inhaling the pneuma of life and exhaling the pneuma of death. Then the nine
palaces are deployed on the body of a woman by a man using his arms and
legs. This part is based on the system of eight trigrams and a diagram in which
man is represented by four vertical lines and woman by five horizontal lines
(526c14–527c8, see Kalinowski 1981).
93
94

This opinion is confirmed by the Bianhuolun (6th century, T52n2110, 545c14–546a12).
The Demon Statutes 5 sums it up as follows: “Now we receive the Three Heavens entering our

bodies, liberate me from the [earthly] web and [celestial] net – pay respect to Lord Lao.” 今見三
天入人身, 解脫網羅拜老君 (607b14). For the celestial net and earthly web see the chapter 10.
95 There are registers of several levels transmitted to the disciples according to their age. They
dispose of clerks and generals that inhabit the body of the register’s owner, protect it and
monitor the behavior. They are also used to convey petitions to the celestial bureaus. See
Schipper 1985, Kleeman 2000, Lagerwey 2006.
96 The transcendent and numinous officials are two types of spiritual forces carried by the
registers of seventy-five or one-hundred-fifty generals (ibid.).
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The next part changes the code of the ritual choreography for the symbolic
landscape known from the Yellow Court (527c9–528b9). Then the three deities
are visualized as rotating around the adepts’ bodies and returning to the
cinnabar fields. The pneumas of the five viscera and the four pneumas are
somewhat similar to the cosmogonic phases of Liezi (Tianrui 2) – great clarity
太清, great simplicity 太素, great beginning 太初 and great inception 太始 –
create nine pneumas together.
Then the ritual coitus takes place culminating in ejaculation on the “gate of life”
(528c12). This is followed by a recitation of a few verses that express the wish to
exchange the pneumas and essences – “the water flows to the East, clouds
return to the West” (Masters, 172) – to nourish the yang by the yin, and to
receive the pneumas from the gods (528c13–17).
The climax of the whole process is the conception of the Child Cinnabar, also
called Taokang 桃康, “peach vigor.” This happens through the merging of the
three pneumas into a chaotic hundun 混沌 state. It dwells in the North Pole,
wears a garment of five colors and a red cap. Attended by divine men and jade
women, it travels up to the Great Clarity and down to the utmost depths, tours
between the nine palaces, five viscera and six storages (large and small
intestines, stomach, bladder, gallbladder, and the thoracic, abdominal and
pelvic cavities). It leads the spiritual forces of the body and invokes them
according to registers so they do not leave the body. Thus all the bodily spirits
can reach transcendence in unity (529a8–15).
The ritual ends with another set of ritual choreography and recitations – “the
way of Heaven and Earth ends […] the 3–5 become sun and moon” (530a8–9) –
the celestial bodies that are reborn from below the Earth just like the seed
people. The three pneumas return into the bodies of the participants and the
pneumas of 3–5–7–9 are activated by the grinding of teeth twenty-four times,
the pneuma of the four seasons and their ruler, the Earth, are visualized. In the
end, the participants are struck off the register of death, express gratitude to the
deities and report the merits of the assisting forces (spiritual clerks and
soldiers).
The ritual of transmission is just the beginning of a complex system of
ritualized sexual behavior, organized according to the calendar. It involves a
transmission of the oral instructions on the “method of the great transition of
the eight lives” (basheng dadu zhi fa 八生大度之法), correct practice of 3–5 and
the distribution of the pneumas of 7-9 .The Yellow Book specifies which days are
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favorable for the sexual activity (3–5) and on which days the couples should
sleep separately and practice the 3–5–7–9.

9.2 Conclusion
We cannot be sure about the extent of similarity between the sexual rites of the
Demon Statutes and those described by the Transition Ritual and the Yellow Book,
but it seems that they shared two key elements: The initiation involving
intercourse with other people’s wives, and the regulation of the sexual life of
couples according to 3–5 and 3–5–7–9. The first type of practice must have been
a shocking activity from the point of view of the traditional morality. Its
implicit meaning is breaking the ties of the traditional family and creating a
strong border between the initiated and the commoners. The act of initiation is
a breakthrough of eternity in the middle of the rhythm of the normalized time
that is counting down towards the approaching death. The shameful and
secret nature of the ritual creates the experience of communitas and reinforces
the ties within the religious community. The practice of the 3–5 and 3–5–7–9
not only imprints the cosmology in the bodies of the community members but
also reintroduces the experience of the initiation into the rhythm of the social
world and thus contributes to the construction of the normative communitas that
is typical for liminal communities (Turner 1969).
It is interesting to see the emphasis that the Transition Ritual lays on the
difference between the forces of the world after the separation of Heaven and
Earth – the deities of time and space – and the primordial forces – mostly the
three pneumas. Even though it is written that the white and yellow existed
before Heaven and Earth, they are related to male and female principles, and
the trinity of pneumas forms a family of father, mother and child, associated
with Heaven, Earth and the Dao. Although this symbolism advocates the
procreation free of death, the metaphor is still deeply rooted in the traditional
social organization.97
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The same counts for the quasi family lineage of deities in the Central Scripture.
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10 DEMON STATUTES OF LADY
AZURE
Probably the earliest text mentioning the 3–5 and 3–5–7–9 explicitly is the
Demon Statutes of Lady Azure. The text comprises six juans which seem to be of
different origin and date. The main content of juans 1, 2, 4, and 6 consists of lists
of demons indicating their titles and their true names by which they can be
controlled. Juans 3 and 5 contain two sets of rules for the community. Lady
Azure appears in various parts of the text as a transmitter of the law for living
and for demons and also as a killer of demons associated with the North.98
The text is especially interesting for the study of Tianshidao millennialism for
the juan 5 presents a vision of imminent world catastrophe. It is written in the
form of a heptasyllabic poem similar to the Teaching of the Celestial Master and
the Yellow Court, therefore some scholars regard it as a product of the North
and date it before the exodus to the South that occurred after the destruction of
Chang’an by Liu Yuan in 317 (Yu Wanli 2001, 551–80).99 Other juans are also

Schipper (1985a) identifies Lady Azure with the Pole Star. The Demon Statutes once use the
term “Celestial One Lady Azure” (603b13) which might be a mistake for the “Great One”, a
deity identified with the Pole Star. The talisman in the tomb of Xu Fu, re-buried in 433, refers to
the Code and Orders of the Subterranean Lady Azure Imperial Edict 地下女青詔書律令 so in this
context the Lady Azure seems to be a chthonian deity in control of the demons harassing the
tomb. See Masters, 385–6; Wang Yucheng 1993; Zhang Xunliao and Bai Bin 2006, 846-51. The
earliest appearance of this name is in a list of the grave goods dated 352 (Liu Yi 2005, 121;
Master, 146, n. 52). Lai Chi-tim (2002, 253) is convinced that the edicts of Lady Azure deal with
the otherworldly bureaucracy and have nothing to do with the preserved text of the Demon
Statutes. The role of Lady Azure as a controller of demons remains unaltered.
99 Quoted from Masters, 146, n. 52. Kleeman sets the terminus post quem to 265 (ibid.). An
interesting problem related to the date and origin of this text is that it shares several topoi with
two works ascribed to Ge Hong (283–343) who lived in the South: The Biographies of the Divine
Transcendents and the Inner Chapters of the Master Embracing Simplicity. The former is known
to be more of an anthology of medieval hagiographies but the parts referring to the Tianshidao
seem to be among the earliest (Penny 1996; Campany 2002, 354–7). Juan 5 contains information
about the transmission of the sexual rites to Zhao Sheng and Wang Chang, two disciples
known from the biography of Zhang Daoling in the Traditions. It also contains the term “Great
Clarity” that gave its name to the alchemic tradition to which Ge Hong personally adhered.
None of the parts of the Demon Statutes refer to alchemy though. In the first juan, there are
terms like “the lower talisman of the Great Mysterious” that relates to the “talisman of the
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Great Mysterious” (Inner Chapters, chap. “Broad Overview”, Xialan 遐覽) and the “talisman of
Great Mysterious and pure life” by which Laozi healed Xu Jia (Traditions, chap. “Laozi”). The
second juan contains a distinction between the perfected and the earthly transcendents (see
below), that resembles the hierarchy of celestial transcendents, earthly transcendents and the
transcendents liberated by means of the corpse (Inner Chapters, chap. “On the Transcendents,”
Lunxian 論仙). These traces do not necessarily prove that the text was produced after the
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related to millennialism and show its harder and softer variations. Further on
one proceeds to the conception of demons and the related rules for the
community.

10.1 World Catastrophe
Without a prelude, the fifth juan begins with a description of the inauspicious
state of world affairs – the human relationships declined, the five cereals do not
grow, barbarians invade the country, sunlight and moonlight cease and the
demons roam throughout the world. The calamities are expected to culminate
in the year of gengzi (340?) that will lead to the annihilation of the whole
population except for eighteen thousand seed people. The seed people, chosen
by the Three Offices, will stay underground until the time of the Great Peace,
when they will be reborn and meet their mothers (or Mother?) in Heaven
(607c14–15).
The world catastrophe will bring the ascent of the “divine transcendent lord of
the Great Peace”, leader of the Five Thearchs (607b13). His name is written as a
cryptogram muzi santai 木子三台 (608a8).100 The catastrophe heralds the
beginning of a new world which is marked by the rebirth of the sun and moon
(607c13).
The believers are encouraged to join the seed people for their ranks are far from
complete. The way to deliverance is specified as the practice of 3–5–7–9
according to the six seams (see previous chapter) and the regulation of
intercourse by the 3–5, otherwise it is condemned as harmful lust (607b8).
The text emphasizes the unity as a leading principle of salvation: The members
should be like fathers and brothers to each other (607c18–19); the spiritual
forces of the body should reach transcendence simultaneously (608a10–11, see
the Transition Ritual); the inner and outer landscapes (jing 景, – see the Yellow
Court) should connect on the day of Great Peace. Those who fail to unite their
spiritual forces will be caught in the invisible web of justice:
Your longevity stems from your heart, 3–5–7–9 take one as their parent, only those
[who maintain] the pneumas in great order become the seed people and are liberated
from the [celestial] net and [chthonian] web.
exodus to the South, they might be also used as the argument for Ge Hong’s knowledge of the
lore of the early Tianshidao.
三台 (santai) or Three Steps is an asterism of the six stars forming the legs of the Great Bear.
On the Earth it corresponds to the Three Ducal Ministers of the Zhou court. The two characters
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together form zhi 治 (put in order, govern, cure). Anna Seidel identifies this figure with Li
Hong, a popular messianic figure of early medieval China (Seidel 1970).
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子之長生出子心，三五七九一為親. 唯炁大正為種民，解脫羅網具身神。
(608a20–22)
Juans 1 and 3 portray the ascent of the Great Peace in a similar way but also
add some new information that might be later innovations. In the first juan, Li
Santai is associated with the Southern Dipper, the ruler of life, while the
celestial net is associated with the Northern Dipper, the ruler of killing (601c4).
This juan does not use the term “seed people” but speaks about the “people of
Heaven“ (tianmin 天民) and defines them as those who have seen the names of
the demons, who spread the living pneumas of the Three Heavens and the life
of 3–5–7–9, together with the Lower Talisman of the Great Mystery 太玄之下符
(601b10).101
The second juan uses yet another term for the chosen – “the perfected” (zhenren
真人), the term to denote the inner Child in the Yellow Court. These are
compared to the “earthly transcendents” (dixian 地仙). The former are said to
fly up to Heaven on the day of Great Peace, while the latter will live out their
lifespan and get to see the Great Peace.102
On what basis is this hierarchy between the levels of salvation built? This
excerpt of the second juan might provide the answer:
If you are able to become a transcendent, you will convert a thousand citizens.103 If you
do not know the true name of the Father and Mother of the Dao, you are just a profane
person. Though a Daoist knows of the contract of the Yellow Book, if you do not know
the twenty-four gods, you are just a hypocrite. (Masters, 160–1)
The esoteric knowledge obtained by more than one level of initiation and the
performance of merits are two countable criteria for the classification. The sixth
juan informs us that the merits should be recorded by the libationers and those
who accumulated the merits will become the “celestial transcendents” (609a19–
610b1).104
Not only does the sixth juan offer a way to evaluate human behavior and
classify people according to their merits, it is generally focused on the
Compare with the translation in Masters, 176.
It is speculation but the difference between the perfected and the earthly transcendents may
be similar to that between the heavenly people of the first juan and the seed people that appear
in juans 5 and 6 and in the earlier texts.
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Compare with the Inner Chapters, chapter “Rejoinders to Popular Conceptions” (Duisu 對俗):
“Those who want to become earthly transcendents, need to do three hundred good deeds;
those who want to become celestial transcendents, need to present twelve hundred good
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deeds.”人欲地仙，當立三百善；欲天仙，立千二百善。
104 For another mention about the merit of conversions in juan 3, see 605a10–11.
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importance of human agency. The natural calamities are explained as the result
of the disorder in human affairs and the loss of harmony between Heaven,
Earth and man.105 The Great Peace is said to be near but some excerpts give the
impression that it will be established by people: The country will be in peace if
the rulers believe in the Way and the subjects practice good deeds. There are no
mentions of either Li Santai or the sexual ritual – two elements that promise
salvation not based on human endeavor.

10.2 Demons
Juans 1, 2, 4, and 6 provide a long list of demons classified into groups through
shared characteristics. The first juan gives an account of the beginning of the
spread of demons in the past (599a1–b6).106 The time after the birth of the
Heaven and Earth was a period of harmony when the world was ordered by
the primordial pneumas. The phrase “the six seams were as one” gives an
impression of timelessness, a world not depending on the sine-curve of the
calendar.
The breakpoint came in the “inaugural year of the Heavenly August reign
period” since when people adopted “hundred skills” and stopped believing in
the Dao, and that caused the spread of rebellions, epidemics, wild beasts, and
harmful insects and imps. The reign period seems to refer to Suiren, the
inventor of fire, and the first ruler of the mythical time of the Three August
Rulers, presented as the Golden Age by Confucian historians. The invention of
fire, a transcultural symbol of human civilization, destroyed the natural
harmony. That was just the beginning of a long process during which the
demons outnumbered the deities. Now on each day of the sexagesimal
calendar there are a thousand demons and only one deity.
The Most High Great Dao observed the devastation caused by the demons but
did not interfere because people were employing the demonic craft instead of
the Way. He held the Demon Statutes of Lady Azure in secret until the lower
antiquity, when the number of dead grew exceedingly. Then he showed mercy
and transmitted to Zhang Daoling eight scrolls with the names of demons
through which they could be controlled. To control the demons one has to
know their names, purify the body and harmonize the heart to be able to

The present state is directly called the “end of the world” (moshi 末世) which seems like a
borrowing from the Buddhist terminology. Kobayashi Masayoshi emphasizes the Buddhist
influence on this particular juan (Kobayashi 1996, 84–6). For the Chinese Buddhist
millennialism, see Zürcher 1981.
106 For the translation of this part, see Masters, 179.
105
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control thirty six thousand deities under Heaven. Otherwise he or she invites
their curse (601c1-3).
The names of the demons often resemble the deities of the common religion
pantheon and also resemble the Daoist deities. The ruler of the demons of the
six areas is called the Central August, there are demons of the Northern Dipper
and four other dippers organized by the five cardinal points, twenty-eight solar
lodges, Five Thearchs and Five Marchmounts, there are demons of the sixty
days of jiazi and other calendrical units, there are demons of Three Steps (santai)
which is a name of an asterism that also appeared in a name of the messianic
figure in juan 5, in the fourth juan there are two demons called the upper and
the lower general of Dao and so forth. This muddle of demonic and Daoist
forces can be explained by the following excerpt from the first juan:
The heavenly Dao uses demons to aid deities in deploying pneumas. People fear demons,
not the deities. They deceptively entrust names among them and make up their
positions.107
天道以鬼助神施炁。人畏鬼，不畏神，詭託名於彼，自號其位。(601b21–22)
The difference between the deities and the demons is not so easy to grasp
because both play a role in the order of Dao. The role of demons is quite
unclear, throughout the text they are mainly pictured as vicious creatures, but
it can be inferred that the suffering they cause functions as the punishment for
the human transgressions (Mollier 2006). But that does not mean the demonic
conduct targets only the culprits: “Rebellious killer demons roam throughout
the human world, madly propagating the hundred ailments“ (Masters, 179).
Those who want to escape the massacre must not only purify themselves and
correct their behavior but also need to learn how to write the names of the
demons of the sixty days and protect themselves with talismans (ibid.).
As was shown above, the focus on the human agency is stronger in juan 6 –
people are responsible for the decline of the world as well as building the Great
Peace, the natural world only reacts to their behavior. The demonology of this
juan fits to this view – the demons are described mainly as the executors of the
The phrase zi hao 自號 (call oneself) has the same meaning as zi cheng 自称 that is used in the
Demon Statues 6 and also in The Official Titles of the Canonical Petitions (Zhengyifawen
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Jingzhangguanpin 正一法文經章官品, DZ1218, see chapter 5.3) for the wilfull appropriation of
titles by the demons. Kleeman translates this sentence as follows: “The Heavenly Dao uses
demons to aid gods in deploying pneumas. People fear demons; they do not fear gods, so [the
Dao] deceptively employs a name from among them [i.e., demons] to refer to its own position”
(Masters, 71). He uses this line to support the theory of the “Old Demon” as the highest deity of
the early Tianshidao (see chapter 5.3, n. 62).
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law of Dao. They can make mistakes but their superiors can be summoned to
remedy the situation by punishing their subordinates (609b4–7). Many demons
listed in this juan are the demons of the fever classified by the earthly branches
and twelve months, others are demons of various sorts of death and tombs.
In the second juan one is confronted again with the muddle of demons, deities
and spirits. Firstly, one reads that people do not see the perfect deities, just the
chaotic demons (602a3) and in a manual for healing ritual, there is the
following incantation recited towards the North:
Lady Azure of the Celestial One kills myriads of demons, the nine pneumas of the Great
One capture the depraved spirits and demons. The spirits of the dead reach the Dao, in
tears they seek the Limitless.
天一女青煞鬼萬千，太一九炁收邪神鬼。死神至道，求無極叱叱。(603b13–14)
This excerpt shows concern for the fate of the dead which is probably related to
the fate of the living, for the ghosts of dead were feared for their ability to
harass their descendants (Hendrischke 1991). Here they are given a possibility
to reach the Dao which is a way to avert their violence.
The incantation that follows after this one is oriented towards the gate of Earth
(south-east):
The Great One sends me to kill the ten thousand demons, the demons will leave and the
deities will arrive.
太一使我煞萬鬼，鬼去神至。(603b16–17)
The incantation is repeated three times which causes the various spirits to
uphold and bring the celestial net to put the demons on trial without missing
any single one (603b18). The celestial net appeared already a couple of times,
usually as a label for the repressive justice from which the adept of
transcendence wants to escape. Here the fate of the commoners seems to be
similar to that of the demons – both can be caught by the net but both can strive
for salvation.
This juan also offers another set of demons, this time they are mostly associated
with various natural phenomena (stones, trees, rivers, etc.). The listing of the
demons is compared to the ancient Scripure of Mountains and Seas (Shanhaijing
山海經).
In the juan 4 one meets the demons of the dead, demons of tombs, dead
mediums and heretic Daoists, demons harassing the households, killers of the
livestock, demons of the four walls who cause the illicit sexual behavior,
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demons of childbirth and the demons thirsty for menstrual blood (the
embodiment of the essence). Also there are beings who are deities by day and
demons by night. All these can be repulsed by calling them by their real names.
The juan also offers a method for averting the military campaigns which shows
that the range of demonic conduct is not limited to the non-human sphere.

10.3 Statutes
In spite of their name, the Demon Statutes contain statutes that do not address
the demons but do address the believers. However, the celestial net catches
both of them and the demons execute the law enforcement. There are fourteen
of them at the very end of the fifth juan, and twenty-two in the third juan. The
first set is said to be transmitted by Lady Azure, the second is called Demon
Statutes of Lady Azure’s Mystic Capital. Lady Azure is related to the North as the
site of the deities in charge of human fate. She seems to be a punisher of both
demons and humans. The second set of the statutes specifies a penalty for each
type of transgression in a number of counts (suan 算) mentioned also by the
Xiang’er. These are taken off from the normal lifespan which is set at one
hundred years according to the first juan. The punishment is specified as
follows:
Heavenly trial, demons, rebels and five poisons are generated by the lack of faith and by
forgetting to keep the [moral] integrity and to practice good deeds.108
天考、鬼賊、五毒流行，皆生於不信，不念守一行善。 (604a3)
Those who obtain the first set of the statutes are said to enjoy longevity, while
the others will suffer at Taishan, the traditional abode of the dead (608b2–3).
Three rules focus on the sexual behavior: The adepts must not insult the male
and female spirits, must not be lustful and must not practice the sex rites when
exposed to the three luminaries (sun, moon and stars). Other rules ban any
communication with the spirits of the dead together with the ancestral
offerings to the “deadly pneuma” (guqi 故炁) and the free wandering (608b23–
c13).
The twenty-two prohibitions of the third juan mostly elaborate on the same
topics. Most of the rules are again addressing sexual behavior: Some deal with
the problems of the transtition rituals (10, 12, 19, 20, 21), some refer to general
issues like sexual restraint (5, 11), rape and misappropriation of the sons-in-law
(18). Other rules emphasize the importance of belief in the force of Dao (rules 2
and 15), the difference from the practice of the commoners (3, 17), the secret
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See Kleeman’s translation in Masters, 148.
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nature of the practice and knowledge (7, 21, 22), prevention of the inner fission
of the teaching (4, 15, 16) and the split of great families (13, 16), moral purity (5,
8, 11), concealing one’s merits (18), keeping harmony in society and family (6,
13). Two of the rules (1, 9) ban travelling.109

10.4 Conclusion
Juan 5 of the Demon Statutes is one of the clearest examples of what one calls
“hard millennialism” within the Tianshidao tradition. Its representation of time
is not divided between the dynastic sine-curve and the time of the Dao, as one
saw in the Commands and Precepts – history is interpreted clearly as a process of
decline, heading to a catastrophe. The sole positive moment is the revelation
which brings the possibility to escape from this trap. The Great Peace is not at
all utopian in a political sense but a time of radical transcendence, possibly the
end of time “as we know it” – the seed people are not expected to populate the
world, they shall ascend to Heaven. There is no hope in the human institutions
for the initiation through the sexual rites.
It is explicitly written that the seed people will be reborn in the future which
stands in contrast to the Commands and Precepts that predicted the living or their
children and grandchildren seeing the Great Peace. Although there is an
essential difference between the commoners and the believers initiated to the
rites of 3–5–7–9, there is a further level of exclusivism that is based on moral
purity to be judged by the deities. This problem of the invisible division within
the community is basically the same as in Commands and Precepts, it implies the
inner tensions and possible conflicts that are not handled by any effective
institutional structures.
Juan 2 seems to offer a solution to the problem of the radical exclusivism: The
celestial justice becomes more moderate in terms of extermination of the
unworthy believers – if they cannot reach the ranks of the perfected, they
become the earthly transcendents. This hierarchy is reflected also in the
practice of recording the merits, i.e. conversions. The salvation thus
corresponds with the position within the community gained by competition.
The demonology of juans 1, 2, and 4 corresponds to the hard millennialist bias.
Together with the focus on sexuality, the preoccupation with the demons
implies the perception of the world as a chaotic and capricious place. The
hazard can be averted only by the esoteric knowledge that reveals the hidden
structure of the world. The moral purity remains important too but the
Hanzhong belief in the mechanism of automatic punishment in the form of
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See the complete translation of the twenty-two statutes in Masters, 149–55.
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illness is weakened. This goes hand in hand with the mistrust towards the
institutions.
The most “down-to-earth” juan tending towards a softer version of
millennialism is the final one which attributes humanity with not only the
responsibility for the state of this world but also with the potential to
contribute to the future Great Peace. This juan also brings back some
indications of the belief in the mechanism of crime and punishment operated
by the demons. The fact that the sexual rites are not mentionned here is not a
direct proof of a decrease in their importance but such an interpretation would
match with the overall cosmology of this juan.
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11 UPDATED PROPHECY OF ZHAO
SHENG
This chapter presents a text that brought millennialism to an even higher level:
The Celestial Master of the Correct One gives Secret Instructions to Zhao Sheng
(Zhengyi tianshi gao Zhao Sheng koujue 正一天師告趙昇口訣, DZ 1273, below
abbreviated to Secret Instructions). The text claims adherence to Zhao Sheng and
anticipates the ascent of the savior surnamed Li just like the Demon Statutes. On
the other hand it rejects the rite of merging pneumas as being inefficient and
replaces them with a powerful talisman. An attempt is made here to
demonstrate the relationship between these innovations and the experience of
“failed prophecy” that is encoded in the text. Since this text has not at this time
been fully translated, its translation with a commentary will be offered in this
chapter.110

11.1 Zhao Sheng and Mt. Yuntai
In comparison to the early encyclicals that associate the authority of the
Celestial Master with the three parishes of Yangping, Lutang and Heming, this
scripture locates the story of the Celestial Master and his disciple Zhao Sheng
to the parish of Yuntai. This appears to be a marker of an opposition against
those in the community who derive their power from the three parishes or
even present themselves as heirs of the Celestial Master (Chang Chaojan 2002).
Mount Yuntai lies in northeastern Sichuan Province, approximately fifteen
kilometers to the northwest of present-day Langzhong County. According to
Zhang tianshi ershisi zhi tu 張天師二十四治圖 quoted in the Ershisi zhi 二十四治
圖 (Yunji qi qian 雲笈七籤 28), the Yuntai parish was the first of the lower eight
parishes in the system of 28 parishes matching the 28 solar lodges.111
Zhao Sheng was already mentioned in the texts related to the merging of
pneumas. He is also known from the hagiography of Zhang Daoling in
Biographies of the Divine Transcendents (Taiping guangji 8, 56–7).112 According to
this story that was attributed to Ge Hong, Zhao Sheng and Wang Chang were
two main disciples of Zhang Daoling who is portrayed here as an alchemist
who gathered a crowd of supporters to create resources to prepare the potion
according to the Yellow Thearch‘s Method of the Elixir of Nine Cauldrons (Huangdi

For basic reading on the topic of the failed prophecy, see Stone 2000.
Compare with the system of Lu Xiujing in chapter 13.3.5.
112 See the English translation in Campany 2002, pp. 349–356.
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jiu ding dan fa 黃帝九鼎丹法).113 Zhao Sheng appears there as a disciple coming
from the East who has to pass seven trials before the teaching of the Nine
Cauldrons is entrusted to him.114 During the final trial, both Zhao and Wang
throw themselves off the cliff at Mt. Yuntai 雲台 (Cloud Terrace) to show
loyalty to their master. In the end, the Celestial Master and his two disciples
rise up into the Heavens in broad daylight in front of a crowd of other
disciples.115

11.2 Time Twists and the Date
Secret Instructions stayed out of the focus of most scholars, unlike the texts
previously treated in this study.116 The reason seems to be its negligible impact
on the later development of the movement. The text was probably produced by
a minor group outside the Tianshidao mainstream. Aside from that, the text is
not easy to understand because the narration covers several different time
periods in a little confusing way. The text may be corrupted but the time twists
can be also understood as a result of a failure of one prophecy and a need for a
new updated revelation on the one hand, and an interesting example of a
millennial view of time on the other. An explanation for that will be offered
later.
As to the date of its creation, the text does not date itself by using the years
related to the reign eras. It mentions a couple of years in the sexagesimal
system – most of them are known also from other Daoist texts, mainly of the
Shangqing tradition.
1) The dialogue between the Celestial Master and Zhao Sheng takes place
in the year of renwu 壬午 – that is the traditional date of Zhang Daoling’s
appointment of the title of Celestial Master, CE 142.
2) A deluge is predicted in the year of jiashen 甲申. The same prophecy is
found in the Shangqing corpus for the year 384 (Annals of the Sage Who is

The method belongs to the Taiqing corpus (Pregadio 2005).
See Campany 2002, pp. 352–4. Stephen Bokenkamp (unpublished) compared the tribulation
with the 9 practices and 27 precepts in the Cannonical Precepts.
115 The exact date of this story is unclear but the terminus ante quem can be determined thanks to
the letter of Gu Kaizhi (344–406) in which he depicts the scene of the last trial of Zhao Sheng to
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the recipient. See Zhang Yanyuan (fl. 875), Mingdai linhua ji 名代曆畫記. The story is also
included in the Wushang miyao (DZ 1138) compiled in the late sixth century. One can therefore
be certain that Zhao Sheng was already a well-known figure in the Eastern Jin dynasty to
which the following text is dated (Schipper and Verellen 2004, 123–4).
116 The writer consulted the summaries of the scripture in Seidel 1969, Chang 2002 and
Schipper and Verellen 2004. All of these works date the scripture to the Eastern Jin but rather
oversimplify its millennial message.
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to Come, Lord of the Dao of the Upper Clarity 上清後聖道君列紀, DZ 442,
translated in Scriptures, 307–72).
3) According to the original prophecy, the selection of the seed people is
set to the year of jiazi 甲子, the first year of the sexagesimal cycle. The
text predicts the decline of the “Metal Horse” by that time and
Yoshitoya Yoshioko (1976, 101–3) decoded this cryptogram as the Jin
dynasty (265–420), for metal is the emblematic phase of this dynasty,
and the horse (ma 馬) forms part of the surname of the ruling Sima 司馬
clan. Since this year precedes the jiashen which was identified as 384, it
should be 364.117
4) According to the new prophecy, the selection of the seed people will
continue until the years of renchen 壬辰 and the following year of guisi
癸巳. In the Shangqing corpus (ibid.), year renchen (392) is the date of
ascent of the Sage Lord that plays a prominent role also in our text.
Since the text seems to be a reaction to an experience of a failed prophecy
related to the year of jiazi, it was probably written either in that very year, or
shortly before or after it.118
The extent of similarity between this text and the texts of Shangqing is striking.
There are terms like Six Heavens, Nine Heavens, Sage Lord, Three Ones etc. It
does not necessarily mean that the authors borrowed from it, it could even be
the other way around or both traditions might have acquired these from some
other source. The first possibility seems to be the most probable though. The
recipient of the Shangqing revelation, Yang Xi, was appointed intercessor
between Heaven and humanity in 364 which coincides with the date of this text
(Zhen’gao 19). This raises a question about whether the Shangqing revelation
could have also been a reaction to a prophecy related to the year of jiazi.

11.3 The Celestial Master of the Correct One
gives Secret Instructions to Zhao Sheng
The Celestial Master told Mr. Zhao Sheng: „I want to give you the oral instructions
but I cannot reveal them [to you].”
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This text is not the first to expect world transformation on jiazi year – the predecessors were

the Taiping Dao in 184 and also the Tianshidao priest Fan Changsheng 范長生(248-318) who
marked the year 304 as auspicious for Li Xiong to ascend to the throne of the Cheng-Han state
in Ba region (Masters, 192–3; Kleeman 1998).
118 Compare with the rich history of prophecies of the Jehovah’s Witnesses. The meaning of
each prophecy was reinterpreted in the years following expected cosmic events. See Zygmunt
1970.
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Sheng kowtowed a thousand times in the hope that [the Celestial Master] would show
mercy and tell him at least a word. The Master said: “Stop now. Wait until next year
and I will tell you.”
At noon on the seventh day of the first month of the renwu year in a closed room of the
Yuntai parish, Sheng kowtowed a thousand times. The Master said: “The Most High
[Lord Lao] has me and I have you. As a matter of fact, the official contracts and
essential teachings cannot be announced completely; Dao is manifold and its structure
is subtle and cannot be willfully passed on. The Nine Heavens are all established and
the Six Heavens were charged by spreading their rule.119 During the successive
generations, the Three Ways were disseminated.120 The rule turned from orderly to
chaotic and could not keep the pneuma of 3–5 balanced and in order. The upper Three
Heavens were angered, father and mother of no origin121 were observing from above
and sent the Most High Lord Lao to interrupt this period and establish the Way of the
Covenantal Authority of the Correct Unity.122
The Most High did not bring about the transformation so that I would demean the
small people. He gave me the true method to become the lord of hundreds of demons, [he
made me] open the twenty four parishes corresponding to the twenty four pneumas, he
bestowed on me the offices and registers to transform the people of the evil customs,
[and he let us] cultivate longevity by the Red Register of Huang-Lao. I say that the
Great Way [will be] completed forever.

In the ancient sources like the Annals of Mr. Lü and the Huainanzi, the Nine Heavens are a
horizontal counterpart of the Nine Continents. In later sources, the Nine Heavens are arranged
vertically. In the Lingbao scriptures, they are presented as the multiplication of the original
Three Clarities or Three Caverns (Pregadio 2008, 593). Although in this text, they seem to be
formed by the upper Three Heavens representing the correct pneuma and the lower Six
Heavens of the demonic pneuma. This concept is probably related to the imperial cosmology as
119

represented by Zheng Xuan 鄭玄 (129–200) who related it to the Five Thearchs and the August
Heaven (Wang Zongyu 1999). See the term in the text of Lu Xiujing in the next chapter. In the
cosmology of Tao Hongjing (456–536), editor of the Shangqing corpus, the Six Heavens are
used as a label of the demonic bureaucracy of the Mt. Fengdu, Daoist hell.
120 The Three Ways are mentioned in the Inner Explanation. They were established during the
mythical rule of Fu Xi and Nüwa and consisted of the Way of non-action, the Way of Buddha
and the Way of the Pure Contract. Kristofer Schipper (2000, 39) found that the third way is
related to the Way of the Great Peace. See next chapter.
121 This couple is probably related to the parental figures mentioned in the scriptures on
merging the pneumas (see previous chapter). See the “Pure and Reverend Father and Mother
of Three Heavens” in 538b.
122 Seidel (1969, 240) reads this sentence in this way: “When the Taishang Laojun left the world,
he established the ‘Dao of Orthodox Unity Enforced by the Oath’.” This reading is possibly true
but there is no trace leading us to think that Lord Lao had been present in the world before he
established the Tianshidao. However, there are other texts like the Transformations of Laozi and
the Inner Explanation of the Three Heavens that recount the avatars of Laozi from the time of the
Lower Antiquity until the Eastern Han.
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Before that, the Most High Lord Lao together with Yin [Xi] approached me at the ford
of Meng.123 Above the river he told me that in Heaven, there were constant cycles [of]
great epochs that advanced and intersected. Before, there was no rule of Three Heavens,
[people] purely revered the great gods of Father and Mother. Now he is personally
approaching the correct unification and manages the Three Heavens to rule above. He
will send Lord Li to be a pastor to the thousands of people below. I do not want to
intervene.
The commands of the upper offices are strict; they order the release of the stale pneumas
of the Six Heavens and the hundreds of demons of the Three Offices to purge the world
with great troops and great epidemics, tigers and wolves, various snakes and hundreds
of calamities. Injustice and cruelty will be common at that time. People will grieve over
the [suffering] at the underground springs.124 Good and evil will not be differentiated
and no one will be able to explain it. The circulation of Heaven and the fertility of Earth
will come to a halt. 240 000 folks will become the seed people.125 Those who have
attained Dao and divine transcendence earlier are not counted among them.
The Sage [Li] will order the Three Radiances to compare the figures [of human fate].126
They will reach the great rivers in the South, the northern shore in the North, the
eastern barbarians in the East, and Mengsi in the West. 100 000 names of people from
the past were already recorded in the Purple Books of the Great Mystery. The other 140
000 will be found among the people of three generations.
[Li] will send 12 transcendents riding flying dragons who will be followed by 24
officials and 12 jade maidens to tour the world and inspect the territories of provinces,
commanderies and villages to identify people of purity, chastity, compassion, filial piety,
loyalty, trustworthiness, simplicity and authenticity to fill the [ranks of the] seed people
with them. Therefore I first transmit the official titles and registers to transform and
control people’s character and bestow the Red Registers of Huang-Lao on them
afterwards, so that the good ones are distinguished to fill [the ranks of] the seed people.
Transcendent officials will be roaming around, examining and seeking the good people
distinguished by me to fill [the ranks] of the seed people.’
The time of the great epoch is drawing to close, the sun of the metal horse [Jin dynasty]
is already leaning towards the West on the year of jiazi. My appointment has not
The ford of Meng (nowadays Mengjin district in Henan, north of Luoyang) is known for
King Wu of Zhou who was conquered as tyrant Zhou there. It seems to be an important place
in Tianshidao geography for the Scripture on the Transformations of Lord Lao in Wuji Era (DZ 1195)
mentions it too. According to its translator, crossing this ford symbolizes transition to immortal
life (Dudink 2002, 83).
124 The underground springs are the famous Yellow Springs which is the place of afterlife
existence of the common people.
125 The number of the saved probably has to do with the number of jie seasons in the year, the
24 parishes and the 24 bodily pneumas.
126 The Three Radiances are the sun, moon and the planets.
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stopped, [human] merits are in accordance with the human ruler. This has been the
world condition but it will cease in this year of jiazi [364]. From that time on, the great
books [with the list of the seed people] will already be complete and it will not be
allowed to receive any more records. A flood will wash out the filth on jiashen year
[384].
天師告趙大夫曰：吾欲告子口訣，不忍言。昇叩頭千下，願見哀憐，賜昇一言。
師曰：且止，須明年相告。
至壬午年正月七日中時，於雲臺治閉房，昇叩頭千下。師曰：太上有吾，吾有汝，
然官契至要，難可具宣，道重理妙，不可妄傳。今九天俱立，使六天出治，隨世
分布三道。治正轉亂，不能中正三五之氣。上三天恚怒，無本父母臨，正使太上
老君絕世，更立正一盟威之道。
太上開化，不以吾輕賤小人。受吾真法為百鬼主者，使開二十四治以應二十四氣，
置署職籙，以化邪俗之人，黃老赤錄以修長生。吾言大道永畢。
太上老君前與尹相吾臨孟津。河上告吾天有常運大期行交，先不治三天，清遵父
母大神。今躬臨正統，理三天上治，使李君下牧萬民。吾欲不就事。
上官命嚴，命放六天故氣，三官百鬼，以大兵大病虎狼蛇虺百毒驅除天下，當爾
之時，枉暴者眾，銜痛泉壤，善惡不分，莫不可言。天帀地盈都停。二十四萬人
為種民，先得道神仙者不在其例。
聖人前敕三陽比算，南至大江，北至北濱，東至東夷，西至濛氾，已逆注十萬人
名上太玄紫簿，餘十四萬人於三代之中索之。
遣十二仙乘飛龍，官從二十四人，十二玉女周旋天下，考校州郡里域，求清貞慈
孝忠信朴實之人以充種民。使吾先授職籙化看人情，後授黃老赤籙，分別善人以
補種民。仙官周行考求吾所分別善人以補種民。
大期將盡，金馬甲子日既西傾。我立不停，德應人主。先為世相，此甲子為斷。
自此大簿既定，不須受籍，甲申大水蕩沃穢濁。
In the final paragraph, the switch of time starts slowly – the narrator changes
from the revelation towards a description of the situation under the Eastern Jin
(317–420). In the following paragraph, the switch is completed: He is describing
the tragic situation at precisely the time of jiazi and proceeds to a new, updated
revelation.
[But] the transcendent officials do not advance [even] by one cun in a day; there are no
seed people to be seen, just folks carrying the [registers of] the assigned parish [titles]
and of Huang-Lao at their waists who write many [petitions] to the hundreds demons
of the Three Offices. [People] are despising each other, making the pure scriptures
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turbid and chaotic. Many are wearing talismans, registers and [symbols of] the official
appointments at their waists and calling themselves the Perfected. They are selling the
techniques and singing their own praises, baffling the ignorant folks. Greedy for a cun
of silk, ten coins or a peck of rice, they want to grow fat [on them]. People yearn for the
kind of comfort they see in front of their eyes and do not care about the great fate which
will bring the plaints of the Three Offices upon them. They accept bribes of all sorts
without being ashamed. This is called robbery. People do not send offerings [of rice] and
charity which is regarded the same as if they committed a crime. To commit a crime and
act incorrectly is called wickedness and lasciviousness. The Three Offices record all of
that as evildoing and robbery [for which] one descends into the Three Muds and his
name is recorded in the Black Rosters [of the Dead].127
In the Purple Book of the Great Mystery, so far there is not a single person recorded. It
was like that also when I was in the office.128 The later generations were transmitting
the Yellow and Red as an ordinary thing [which] does not enable discernment [between
the worthy and unworthy].
[But] the Most High takes pity on the [people of] hundred surnames, the good folks who
like to study and who are like naked [i. e. newborn] babies. Therefore the Most High
wants to extend the former period that is rushing [towards the catastrophe]. The seed
people will be counted until the years renchen [392] and guisi [393]. This task has to
be managed quickly. Therefore the Talisman of the Great Mystery, Nine Lights and Ten
Thousand Names is released to enable selection and counting of the perfected and
unitary [disciples] and the selection of the seed people.
The Most High commands the 12 transcendents to roam throughout the world.
Whenever they see anyone wearing my Talisman of Ten Thousand Names and Nine
Lights at the waist, they will record his name in the Jade Register of the Great Mystery
according to the set number of seed people. Apart from this there is nothing else to
inquire about further.
At the ascent of the Great Peace, the Sage Lord [Li] will personally select and count
[people] according to their merit. He will disperse and send the generals of the armies of
hundred million demons together with hundreds of calamities to the world. They will
all protect the seed people and when it comes to the period of Great Peace, they will
preserve their complete families. If there will be any [demon] who will harm them, he
will be investigated and immediately decapitated.

Three Muds refer to the three types of unfavorable incarnation: In the world of animals,
hungry ghosts or in one of the hells. Black Rosters are listing those who will not attain salvation
128 This sentence proves again that a leap in time took place.
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Now is the time of Three Calamities when [people] attack each other and the parties rise
[against each other].129 The Great Peace comes at the end of the metal horse and until
that time the world is not a place for a virtuous man to dwell in. I cannot stand going
first through the Door of Earth, [so I] will rise in Heaven in day light.130 I should wait
for a divine potion.”
仙官乘龍日不進寸。不見種人，但見佩黃老職治之人與三官百鬼，文墨紛紛，更
相毀鄙，濁亂清文，多佩籙職，自稱真人，賣術自榮，妖惑愚人。貪尺帛十錢斗
米聚斂。人物求目下之安，不顧大命將至三官條狀。受贓不恥，名曰劫盜之物；
信義不送，亦同其罪；中犯不正，名曰奸淫。三官皆錄為奸盜，身入三塗，名編
黑籍。
太玄紫簿，未得一人。吾親在事尚復如。後世當以黃赤相傳以為常事，不可分別。
太上憐愍百姓，愛念善人，甚若赤子，且上期急促太上求申，至壬辰癸巳為料種
民應備事急，今出太玄九光萬稱生符，以簡料真一，甄別種人。
太上救十二仙官遊行天下，見有佩吾萬稱九光符者，便以種民定數注上太玄玉籙，
壹無所復問。
至太平之時，聖君自當簡料隨德，分敕天下億鬼兵將百毒，皆衛護種人。使至太
平之世，舉家完全，如有毀傷，檢校所得即斬。
今三災之世交爭方興，太平在金馬之末，年歲尚爾，世非賢人所處。吾不忍先經
土戶白日昇天，當須神丹。
The Celestial Master’s speech ends here and the following part describes his
ascent to Heaven. Notice how the time is distorted: The dialogue is taking place
in 142 CE but the flight to Heaven is motivated by the situation in the fourth
century.
Therefore he withdrew from the world together with [Zhao] Sheng and [Wang] Chang.
They collected essence, stone-like marrow, jades and gem-stones, nets of pearls, phoenix
brain, mushrooms and flowers, strange and extraordinary [things], and following the
four seasons they became able to mix them into a potion that was finished after 1 000
days.131 Each of them then ate a gauge of it, their bodies became colorful, they instantly
grew wings with feathers and begun glowing like metal. The Most High sent
”Three calamities“ is another Buddhist term denoting various calamities appearing at the
end of the kalpas, the great are fire, water and wind calamities, the small are the calamities of
war, illness and hunger.
130 Door of Earth – tuhu – is probably the same thing as dihu which refers to the afterlife
destination of ordinary mortals.
131 According to Biographies of the Divine Transcendents, the master enstrusted the teaching of the
Nine Cauldrons firstly to Wang Chang and then predicted that another disciple who was
worthy of it (Zhao Sheng) would come from the east (Campany 2002, 352).
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transcendent officials riding cranes and deer to welcome him on his ascent to the green
Heaven. [Master] soared on his wings and easily circled in the sky. The two disciples
Ying and Zhi mounted dragons and rose together and Zhao Sheng followed.132
When they reached the Limitless Cliff, the dragons leaped and started to hesitate and
hang around the celestial path in the midst of dark clouds. [Master] turned back and
called Zhao Sheng: “Now I am ascending to my position, [but] many tasks have piled
up – selecting the living and setting out the dead. The time of the great cycle is near
and I cannot return it to the middle. We will meet again at the time of Great Peace, you
will manage the parishes and make announcement to all the pure and trustworthy men
and women, all the disciples and the loyal and authentic ones:
The great cycle is already rushing to close in. Make merit with loyalty and reliability
and do not covet fortune and voluptuousness because everything born from Heaven has
an end and a beginning. Laozi is making corrections according to time, and everything
[he does] responds to the great cycles.133 People live until 120 and then must return to
the Door of Earth.134 As to those who [practice] the ten refinements and nine turns,135
their names are listed in the Purple Books of the Great Mystery, at the time when their
fate comes to an end, they will also pass through the Doors of Earth [but] their cloud
and white souls will ascend immediately to the Purple Palace to assist the Sage Lord.136
When the age of the Great Peace comes, [their] cloud souls and essence returns to their
old bodies, the white bones will stand up again and the blood and pneuma will flow
again. It will be like sleeping at night, going to bed with the dusk and waking up in the
morning. [Thus] the transformation is demonstrated by the worldly situation.
At this moment [you should] understand that this talisman is perfect. Even if you
receive a position in a parish or the Great Essential Purple Golden Vajra of Huang-Lao
you will not meet the Talisman of the Nine Lights and Ten Thousand Names, you will
not avoid banishment from the Three Offices, you will die at the Yellow Springs, you
will not be able to pass the Door of Earth, your bones and flesh will turn to ashes and
decay and your cloud and white souls will be subjugated and tortured by the Three
These disciples are mentioned in the Yellow Book as the transmitters of the rituals of merging
pneumas (ZD 8, 518b15).
133 Anna Seidel (1969, 240) reads this sentence as referring to the transformations of Laozi
known from other scriptures: “Laozi transforms himself following the [junctures of] time; all
[his manifestations] correspond to the Great Circuits [of time].”
134 The age of 120 years appears several times in the Scripture of the Great Peace where it is called
“higher longevity”, that is the fulfilment of the human potential.
135 Ten refinements and nine turns originally refer to alchemic processes, see for example
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Huangdi jiuding shendan jingjue 黃帝內經神丹經訣 (DZ 885). Yang Xi’s Declarations of the
Perfected (Zhen’gao 真誥, DZ 1016) mention the nine turns of the yang elixir and Tao Hongjing’s
commentary explains it as a rite of a bedchamber. Lingbao wushang duren shangpin miaojing (DZ
147) elaborates on the refinement of pneuma of ten directions. For the association of the ten
refinements see Yunji qi qian 雲笈七籤 28 (ZD 29, 245b19).
136 Purple Palace is the abode of Shanging deities.
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Offices; the suffering can hardly be expressed in words. Therefore those who do not
want to save themselves by means of corpse [i. e. suffering death] should mix a divine
potion, but they [still] still need the Talisman of Nine Lights and Ten Thousand Names.
Without this talisman your names cannot enter the Book of Life of the Great Mystery.
The talisman is like the imperial seal for the Son of Heaven, the golden axe for the Three
Dukes or the silk ribbon seal for the feudal princes.
If there are pure and worthy gentlemen of ambition who die without seeing the
talisman when alive, [you should] pursue the dead and transmit [the talisman] to them.
At the time of Great Peace [their] dead bodies will come back to life and appear together
with the Sage Lord.
I tell you that I cannot bear not speaking about this talisman and not passing it to
disciples. It is nothing that can be seen in the world. If you receive this talisman of
mine, you only have to cultivate pure behavior and that is enough. [Practice] charity
and filial piety, loyalty and chastity, diligence and frankness, self-preservation,
trustworthiness and authenticity, and entrust yourselves to Dao. The inspecting
officials will come to your door every day to observe your minds.
In case of emergency, at the moment when you are anxious about your life, just correct
your mind and turn to Dao and hold the Talisman of Nine Lights and Ten Thousand
Names and the most revered will save you.
The beneficial day when it is the right time for the Sage to be so modest [to come] is
close but he has not come yet, as was reported. When the Sage will descend on us,
people will not have to go through the Door of Earth anymore. They will naturally gain
the longevity of 18 000 years. Only the Sage Lord will select and count those who
belong there. Those who obtain the Talisman of Nine Lights and Ten Thousand Names
before the renchen and guisi years will all fill the rank of the seed people. Those who
obtain it afterwards will not attain it anymore. All the officials will gather at the Purple
Palace and the transcendent officials will return to the celestial bureaus and will not
accept any more people.
These are benevolent secret words from the mouth of the Sage. Normally, the secret
talismans should not be revealed. But the matter is urgent and I cannot help emptying
my sack and revealing my mind. I send one assistant minister and one transcendent
jade maid to accompany this talisman [so that] those who are not pious, loyal, chaste,
frank and trustworthy are prevented from seeing it. The minister and the jade maiden
will darken and block their minds which will make them unable to receive the talisman.
The minds of the appropriate people will be opened by the deities so they will be
concerned about seeing it and will diligently seek and request it. [If] 100 people have
received the [method of the] Three Ones, [only] one man will receive the Ten Thousand
Names and Nine Lights [talisman]. If 1 000 will receive the Three Ones, ten people will
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receive the Ten Thousand Names and Nine Lights [talisman].137 The numinous powers
of your bodies and the world will together keep this this talisman as a secret so that it
will rarely be seen.
People of this time do not understand my words. Look at myriads of those who receive
the Way in the later generations, there is practically no one who is wearing this
talisman at the waist. Now I will give it to you, it is my ultimate [method]. You will
lead the later people and select and recommend those loyal, good, pure, chaste and
single-minded among them. Do not show it even to those who give 1 000 cash for the
transmission as it is according to the code and contracts. After 30 years, I will send
people to receive you.”138
Zhao Sheng kowtowed and bowed two times, accepted the order and left.
便與昇長避世隱居，採精石髓玉瑰羅珠鳳腦芝英，奇異絕殊，隨四時能合千日丹
成，各服刀圭，身變五色，毛羽立生，體融金光。太上遣仙官乘鶴鹿來迎，昇天
翠羽登騎輕翔英稚二生，攀龍俱舉，趙昇侍從。
俱至無極之崖，青雲之中，躍龍踟躊，徘徊天路。顧呼趙生:吾今即位，眾事敬
積料生別死。大運期近，不得中還。以太平為期，汝且還料理治中，普告清信男
女諸弟子，忠貞者。
大運巳促勤。以忠信為務，勿貪財色，夫天生萬物皆有終始。老子隨時改易，皆
應大運。人生滿百二十，要當還土戶。十鍊九轉名上太玄紫簿者，命終亦經土戶，
魂魄即登紫府，侍衛聖君。須至太平之世，魂精還其故形，白骨更起，血氣更流。
始(如)經宿昔之間，暮卧朝起。化示世情。
當斯之時，明此符真。雖受職治，黃老大要紫黃金剛，不見九光萬稱之符，不兔
三官驅除，死沒黃泉，不得過土戶，骨肉灰腐，魂魄付三官拷楚，荼毒難言。不
欲尸解者，當合神丹，故須九光萬稱生符，不得此符不得名上太玄生簿，此符如
天子有玉璽，三公有黃鉞，諸侯有印綬。
若有清賢志士死者，生時未見此符，追授死人，至太平之世，死尸更生，與聖君
同出
吾說，此符口不忍言不忍以付弟子，非世所見。得吾此符，但當修行潔己，慈孝
忠貞，精誠自守，信真任道，考官日日門至戶達，視看人心。
若有厄急，懸命漏刻，但正心向道，把九光萬稱符至尊救度人也。

For the Three Ones, see Robinet 1993, 120–31.
Thirty years after jiazi means in 394, that is one year after the accomplishment of the
transformation.
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此際會之恩聖君屈節, 日近所稟未至。 聖君垂出，不復經土戶，自然得壽萬八千
歲。但聖君當簡料其中各有所在爾，其是壬辰癸巳前得吾九光萬稱符者，皆在種
人之例。壬辰癸巳後受符無復及也。眾官集紫府仙官還天曹，復不得受人也。
此是聖人心口中祕言，祕符平常不忍出也。今事促不得不空囊傾心也。遣侍郎一
人度世玉女一人隨此。不慈不孝不忠不貞不誠不信之人脫得見吾此符，侍郎玉女
迷塞其心，不使得受，應合之人，神開其心趣，得見勤苦求請。三一有百人，萬
稱九光有一人，三一有千人，萬稱九光有十人。爾形影天下眾靈，共祕此符，故
使希見。
世間不明吾言，子看後世萬人受道者，約無一人得佩此符者。今以付子，是吾極
耳。子勑後人推擇忠良清貞一心者，依科盟授千金勿示也。三十年吾遣人迎汝。
趙昇稽首再拜，銜命奉辭。

11.4 Conclusion
The story is composed of two prophecies both considering the same point of
time that represents the transformation of the world: The time of the Great
Peace during which the Sage Lord Li saves the 240 000 seed people while the
rest of the population perish in the world catastrophe. The two prophecies are
related to the two main characters: Zhang Daoling received the original
prophecy and his disciple Zhao Sheng received the updated version. They
represent two ways of attaining salvation – one that failed and another one
which brings a new hope.
Zhang was appointed to build bureaucratic structures to convert people and
help them gain power over the demons. His method of selection is based on the
Red Register of Huang-Lao – huanglao chilu 黃老赤籙, literally “red register of
Yellow [Thearch] and Old Lord [Laojun]”. One associates this register with the
ritual of merging pneumas for its name contains the colors emblematic of this
ritual and because these rituals are criticized together with the other ways
related to Zhang Daoling. Both the merging of pneumas and the bureaucratic
utensils such as registers, talismans, and petitions are deemed ineffective in
terms of setting apart the seed people at the time of world catastrophe. That is
caused by a sacrilegious practice of revealing and amending the esoteric texts.
The original prophecy predicts the end of the selection of the seed people for
the year jiazi and relates it to the decline of the Jin dynasty. After this date has
arrived, there is no motivation for proselytizing or entering the ranks of
Tianshidao, only the calamities are to be expected. The original prophecy did
not fail in the classical way that is related to the cognitive dissonance between
the prophecy and its realization. However, it must have felt like a failure of
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heavenly justice from the point of view of the regular members of the
community, and especially the new members. Therefore it needed an
adjustment.
Zhang Daoling is not represented only as the head of the old community, he is
also portrayed as an alchemist who does not want to take part in the dirty work
related to the Great Peace and chooses an escape from the world in a rather
selfish way typical for the individualist xian that is well known from the
compendiums like the Biographies of the Divine Transcendents and the Arrayed
Biographies of Transcendents. He could have almost been a villain of the story if
he had not opened the new way for salvation by issuing a new powerful
Talisman of the Great Mystery, Nine Lights and Ten Thousand Names. But it is
his disciple Zhao who brings it personally to the people.
The roles of Zhang Daoling and Zhao Sheng in this text therefore resemble the
juxtaposition of Buddhist arhats and bodhisattvas – the former represent the
individualist or even selfish salvation of the “lesser vehicle”, the latter embody
the altruistic effort typical for the “great vehicle.” Yet another similarity with
Chinese Buddhism lays in the possibility of transferring the talisman to the
dead ancestors. The salvation of Zhao Sheng is not the same as the universal
salvation of Mahayana though. It is still limited to 240 000 individuals of which
140 000 were already selected.
The updated soteriology is not based on the rituals of Yellow and Red that are
closely related to the hierarchical relationship between masters and disciples. It
depends solely on the possession of a talisman which creates a more egalitarian
community for the initiated. The moral purity of the members is taken for
granted, as the depraved are not able to see and obtain the talisman. The
members are urged to refuse all the methods of salvation available on the
religious market of their day. Only alchemy is tolerated as a method of direct
ascent to Heaven but it has to be consecrated by the talisman.
This cosmology is the purest example of a strong group / small grid culture
bias among the texts explored in this dissertation. The hierarchy of libationers
and registers is discarded or sidelined, the group boundaries are strengthened
by issuing a new secret talisman. The decision making is yielded to the outer
agents and one has no information about the way the communication with
them is conducted – using spiritual mediums seems to be a plausible option.
The predicted transformation of the world is painted in a catastrophic way for
the humanity is irretrievably depraved. Therefore an effort to change the world
is seen as futile and all the hope is pinned on the messianic figures.
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The problem of representation of time in the Secred Instructions text is especially
interesting for it involves not only the conception of time on the level of
cosmology but also the way of narration. The background for the plot is
formed by the clockwork time according to which everything is operated –
Lord Lao talks about the “constant cycle of great epochs that advanced and
intersected,” Zhang has to wait until the year renwu to share the revelation with
Zhao, the process of transformation is planned for the years jiazi, jiashen etc.
However, this mechanical rhythm of time is repeatedly exposed as
malfunctioning, the gods and their human agents need to adjust it. Lord Lao is
sent by Father and Mother to rectify the rule of Six Heavens by establishing the
rule of Three Heavens. Lord Lao creates the Tianshidao and reveals the future
to Zhang. But the plan for salvation fails because of the corruption of the
community. Lord Lao takes pity and changes the plan again. Zhang makes
disciple Zhao announce the message of new hope. The demonic apparatus of
Six Heavens demonstrates the deathly technocratic nature of bureaucracy
operating strictly according to the calendar. Its atrocity has to be corrected by
the empathic figures of saviors related to the primordial life-giving powers of
the Three Heavens who are not bound by the clockwork time and space for
they created it.
The decline of the world is aligned with the doom of the dynasty – both are
related to the clockwork time and the text shows no intention of begging for
imperial support. It focuses primarily on the end of the world together with all
human institutions – both state and religious offices will turn to ashes.
The cultural bias of the author(s) may help us understand the puzzling way of
narration including the leaps in time. Steve Rayner studied the communities
that also belonged to the strong group / small grid type, namely the cargo cults
of Melanesia and The Workers’ Institute of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong
Thought, a small Maoist commune existing in Brixton from 1974 to 2013
(Rayner 1979; 1982). According to Rayner, these groups create small and closed
social worlds and execute strict control over the time regime of their members.
Their cosmologies thus tend to represent both time and space in a shrunken
form: Both past and future collapse into the present moment, long periods of
time can be skipped without a problem. The history is short and unequivocal
so that it leaves no place for discussion and fission. The future prospect mirrors
the past, the ultimate goal is defined exactly and the time between now and
then is shrinking.
If one is to interpret the text through Rayner’s findings, the leap between the
years 142 and 364 can be understood as skipping all the historical details that
are not important for the narrative. The historical chronology represents the
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time regime of Six Heavens from which the gods and heroes of Three Heavens
are liberated. The future is reduced to the ascent of the Sage Lord and gaining
access to the supreme talisman is presented as an urgent matter of the highest
importance.
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12 BARRIER OF PRECEPTS
The Demon Statutes and the Secret Instructions strengthened the strong group
through the vision of the ascent of Great Peace in the imminent future. These
prophecies depended on a set date of the end of the world and thus can be
related to the experience of failure. However, there are examples of texts that
attempted a more sustainable arrangement of Tianshidao community. One
type of such texts are scriptures focusing on the individual discipline embodied
in the precepts or jie 戒, such as one of the Texts of Law of the Correct Unity: The
Scripture of Precepts and Codes Taught by the Celestial Master (Zhengyi fawen tianshi
jiao jieke jing 正一法文天師教戒科經, DZ 789, below abbreviated to Precepts and
Codes) and the Canonical Statutes of The Most High Lord Lao (Taishang Laojun
jinglü 太上老君經律, DZ 786, below abbreviated to Canonical Statutes).139

12.1 Scripture of Precepts and Codes Taught
by the Celestial Master
In the Daoist Canon of Zhengtong Era (1436–50), this text was added to the
encyclicals of the 2nd century (see chapter 7), although it probably dates from a
later time.140 There are some overlaps with the Commands and Precepts in terms
of cosmology based on the concept of Three Pneumas and Three Heavens.
Another similarity is its gravitation towards the ideas of Laozi and the Xiang’er
commentary. Chapter 79 of Laozi is paraphrased: “In the Way of Heaven, there
is no partiality; it is always on the side of the good man,“ 天道無親惟與善 (ZD 8,
320c2), and interpreted in the way typical for Xiang’er: “The Way of Heaven is
fair and correct, it rewards good with life and punishes evil with death,” 天道
平正，以生賞善，以死罰惡 (ZD 8, 318c19–20).This text also preserved a line
that offers an explanation of the meaning of Xiang’er as a title: “Laozi thinks
about you” (Laozi xiang er) – “when people do not think about the Way, Dao
does not think about people” 人不念道，道不念人 (ibid., 319c5–6).
The text includes a list of five precepts but it mainly consists of an account
about their general function. This is related to the basic cosmic principles: The
power (de 德) that enables Dao to maintain the harmony between Heaven and
For the former, see Schipper and Verellen 2004, 120–1; Zhang Songhui 1994. For the
translation of the latter and its relationship to other scriptures, see Hendrischke and Penny
1996.
140 See Schipper and Verellen dy2004, 120–1. The text was reworked in Taishang dongxuan
139

lingbao zhonghe jing 太上洞玄靈寶中和經 (DZ 1120) and Taishang lingbao shengxuan neijiao jing
zhonghe pin shuyi shu 太上靈寶昇玄內教經中和品述議疏 (DZ 1122).
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Earth and to establish the Great Peace under Heaven is the central harmony
(chonghe 沖和 read as zhonghe 中和) that “does not know mutual overcoming”
不知相剋 (ibid., 317a8). This principle is linked to the rule of inaction (wuwei)
that secures longevity and is shown in contrast to activity (you wei 有為):
All worthy people who want to eliminate harm and cease evil need to diligently abide
by the teaching and the precepts; the precepts cannot be violated. Dao champions
inaction; when people amass transgressions it is simply because of their activity and the
covetousness for profit of all sorts. Those who are inactive like Dao can live long.
Heaven and Earth model themselves on the Dao and merge with Dao [in a trinity]. The
Men of Dao model themselves on the inactivity of Heaven and therefore attain divine
transcendence. Dao leaves nothing undone and people are able to cultivate their actions
by holding and following the teaching and precepts. Those who amass good deeds are
supported by their merits, their bodies are in communion with Heaven, and the
blessing flows to their children and grandchildren. Where the worthies find pleasure,
the ignorant do not listen and the scholars make great efforts to show their diligence.
諸賢者欲除害止惡，當勤奉教戒。戒不可違。道以無為為上，人過積，但坐有為，
貪利百端。道然無為，故能長存。天地法道無為，與道相混。真人法天無為，故
致神仙。道之無所不為，人能修行執守教戒。善積行者，功德自輔，身與天通，
福流子孫。賢者所樂，愚者所不聞，學者勉自殷勤。 (Ibid., 317c22 – 318a7)
As in the Xiang’er, precepts form a barrier against the evil. The five precepts
forbid indulging in sexual activity that labors on the spiritual forces and harms
the essence, losing decency in social interactions, being greedy, and indulging
in emotions, especially in anger. The anger shocks the celestial spirits and
terrestrial demons and also harms the five viscera:
Those who practice the Way have clerks and soldiers of the celestial bureaus in their
bodies. If they frequently violate [the precepts] and stare angrily because of their
ambitions, their spiritual forces do not hold the clerks and soldiers who ascend to the
celestial bureaus and recount their crimes and transgressions. When the transgressions
are amassed and the crimes become ripe, one is removed from the living on the left
account and registered in the right tally among the dead. When the transgressions are
small, one is held accountable but if the crimes are many, the disasters reach the
children and grandchildren.
又奉道者身中有天曹吏兵。數犯瞋志，其神不守，吏兵上詣天曹，白人罪過。過
積罪成，左契除生，右契著死禍。禍(過)小者罪身，罪多者殃及子孫。(Ibid.,
318a19–23)
On the other hand, the celestial clerks and soldiers are moved by good
behavior and descend on their own to protect the adept (ibid., 320a1–6). The
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celestial justice is again compared to the celestial net, in which the individual is
trapped like a fish (ibid., 319c6). The goodness of the adepts is measured in the
following hierarchy:
[Those who gain] the upper virtue attain divine transcendence, [those who gain] middle
virtue attain a double lifespan, [those who gain] lower virtue will prolong their lives
and will not die prematurely.
天師設教施戒，奉道明訣。上德者神仙，中德者倍壽，下德者増年，不横夭也。
(Ibid., 318a8–9)
This hierarchy is not visible in the world of the living, this is a similar situation
to the Commands and Precepts, in addition, there are no signs referring to a
hierarchy in terms of social structure. All adepts are refered to as the “worthy”
(xian 賢), and they are distinguished from the commoners (suren 俗人) by their
refrainment from the consumption of meat and alcohol related to the offerings.
The exemplary practitioners are called “Man of Dao,” and those who mediate
the celestial truth are honored with the title “Sages” (shengren 聖人). The words
referring to the community structure, such as “libationers” or “registers,” are
not used in this text.

12.2 Canonical Statutes of the Most High Lord
Lao
The title is related to the fact that it puts together codes related to Daodejing
(and the Xiang’er commentary), the Taiqing tradition, and the precepts of Lady
Blue. The first one is represented by the “nine practices” (xing 行) derived from
the original Laozi and the “twenty-seven precepts” of the Xiang’er (Scriptures,
48–58).141 The last two are not extant in the preserved text. However, the core of
141

See the Cannonical Statutes of the Most High Lord Lao 太上老君經律 in Taishang jingjie 太上經戒

and Yaoxiu keyi jielü chao 要修科儀戒律鈔 (Scriptures, 49–50). The nine practices are non-action
無為, supple weakness 柔弱, preserving the feminine, not acting first 守雌勿先動, no fame 無名,
pure stillness 清靜, good deeds 諸善, no desire 無欲, knowing to stop at enough 知止足, and
yielding 推讓 . The twenty-seven precepts are as follows: “Do not delight in deviance, delight
and anger are the same 戒勿喜邪，喜與怒同 Do not waste essence or pneumas 戒勿費用精氣
Do not harm flourishing pneumas 戒勿傷王氣 Do not eat bloody animals, delighting in their
delicious flavor 戒勿食含血之物，樂其美味 Do not long for a meritorious reputation 戒勿慕功
名 Do not practice false arts, pointing to shapes and calling them the Dao 戒勿為偽技，指形名
道 Do not forget the rules of the Dao 戒勿忘道法 Do not make tentative moves 戒勿為試動 / Do
not make undisciplined movements 勿為妄動 / Do not be moved by objects 勿為物動 Do not
lust after jewels and goods 戒貪寶貨 Do not study deviant texts 戒勿學邪文 Do not lust after
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the preserved text is the 180 Precepts (translated in Hendrischke and Penny
1996). Maeda Shigeki noted a reference to the 180 Precepts in the Daoist Code of
Lu Xiujing and also argued that this date is not necessarily related to the whole
of the Cannonical Precepts (Maeda 1985).142 He set the date of the preface to the
180 Precepts as not older than the Liang 梁 (502–57) and Chen 陳 (557–89)
dynasties since it mentions the 170 chapters of Taipingjing which matches the
number of chapters related to the version of certain Zang Jing 臧競 mentioned
in Falin’s 法琳 (572–640) Treatise on Discerning the Correct (Bianzhenglun 辯正論).
Maeda identifies this Zang with Zang Jing 靖, master of Zhou Zhixiang 周智響
who “rediscovered” the Taipingjing under Chen. From this argument, Benjamin
Penny assumes that the preface originated in the Chen dynasty (Penny 1995, 5).
While the number of chapters sets only a terminus ante quem, one finds an
argument for the possibility of an earlier date of the preface – the content of the
preface (ZD 8, 581c–2b, Hendrischke and Penny 1996, 20–2) is very similar to
the historical narrative of the Commands and Precepts (see chapter 7.4.1). Both
texts include the story of converting the barbarians and also the story of
Taipingjing. They identify it as a text presented to Gan Ji by Lord Lao during
the Zhou dynasty (although Gan Ji is supposed to have lived during the Later
Han). Both texts also criticize Gan Ji for disappointing Lord Lao.
If one takes a look at the differences between the two narratives, they lay
among other things in the outcome of Lord Lao’s anger. While in Commands
and Precepts he presents the later generation with Daodejing and other related
texts, in Canonical Precepts he returns to Gan Ji and criticizes him for the chaos
resulting from the behavior of the libationers. This implies that Gan Ji is

lofty splendor, seeking it by force 戒勿貪高榮強求 Do not seek fame and renown 戒勿求名譽
Do not be led into error by ear, eye, or mouth 戒勿為耳目口所誤 Always dwell in humble
lowliness 戒常當處謙下 Do not become irritated easily 戒勿輕躁 Be deliberate in all matters, do
not let the heart become flustered 戒舉事當詳，心勿惚恫 Do not indulge yourself in good
clothes or fine food 戒勿好衣美食 Do not overindulge 戒勿盈溢 Do not because of poverty and
meanness demand wealth and status 戒勿以貧賤強求富貴 Do not perform evil acts 戒勿為諸惡
Do not observe many taboos 戒勿多忌諱 Do not pray or sacrifice to the spirits 戒勿禱祀鬼神 Do
not be obstinate 戒勿強梁 Do not be convinced of your own correctness 戒勿自是 Do not argue
with others about who is right; avoid an argument before it arises 戒勿與人爭曲直，得諍先避之
Do not proclaim yourself a sage or claim fame 戒勿稱聖名大 Do not delight in weapons 戒勿樂
兵“ (Masters, 92–3).
142 These precepts are also similar to the corpuses of precepts of the Shangqing dongzhen zhihui
guanshen dajiewen 上清洞真智惠觀身大戒文 (DZ 1364) and Taishang dongxuan lingbao sanyuan
pinjie gongde qingzhong jing 太上洞玄靈寶三元品戒功德輕重經(DZ 456). See Penny 1995, 5 – 8.
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regarded as a representative of Tianshidao, while he was strictly separated
from it by Commands and Precepts. The libationers are reprimanded for acting
superiorly, exhibiting the prestige borrowed from Lord Lao, and arguing about
what is true and what is false which goes against the original purpose of the
teaching –helping the state and saving lives. Although Gan Ji takes all the guilt
of the libationers on himself, Lord Lao replies that instead of being interested in
the fate of a few libationers, he is rather preoccupied with the lives of the
common people. Although it is claimed that following the precepts leads to
longevity, Lord Lao notes that leading a moral life for just one day is more
valuable than living for ten thousand years without following the precepts. The
ultimate benefit of holding the precepts is defined as becoming a celestial
official (tianguan 天官) after liberation by means of the corpse.
The 180 Precepts themselves seem to be primarily addressing the libationers.
The admonitions coincide with the criticism of libationers in the preface. They
should show contempt or favoritism neither towards their disciples (precept 21
and 81) nor to their patients (51). They should not place themselves above the
others or abuse their authority (44, 45, 46, 60, 153) and hold discussions about
what is true and what is false (93) or criticize the teachers (54). The libationer
should not pray for his own salvation but on behalf of the 10.000 families and
for the Great Peace under Heaven (152).
However, even more precepts are designed to form a boundary between the
insiders and outsiders. They prohibit engagement in military and political
affairs (16, 17, 18, 20, 39, 40, 51, 75, 115), nepotism (146), writing legal plaints
(127), and the consumption of meat (8, 24, 49, 172, 173, 176, 177), garlic and the
five pungent roots (5). These prohibitions are moderated by other precepts that
allow exceptions (20, 51, 175). However, there are no exceptions when it comes
to engaging with the common religious practice like making offerings to ghosts
(118), performing geomancy (77) and divination (78). The libationers also
should follow strict separation of the sexes (161, 162, 164). This boundary
between the insiders and outsiders is symbolically expressed by a purification
ritual of accepting the precepts mentioned in the preface and by the belief in
their protective power that is activated by chanting the precepts (179). A very
important feature similar to texts like Xiang’er, Commands and Precepts, and the
Precepts and Codes is advocating the wuwei passivity, here expressed for
example by the precepts that demand “turning the other cheek” (167, 168, 169).
As Benjamin Penny noted, some of the prescriptions, mainly those related to
eating and sharing a table with the laics (26, 74, 90, 131), seem to be inspired by
Buddhism, and the genre itself is probably related to the translations of vinaya
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(Penny 1995, 2). The earliest translations date to the 3rd century but they
became widespread mainly in the beginning of the 5th century.

12.3. Conclusion
In both texts, there are two tendencies important for defining the cultural bias.
The first is delineating the boundary between the insiders and the outsiders,
the second is the emphasis laid on a passive attitude that limits the
employment of power related to status in the human relationships. In the
Precepts and Codes, the only hierarchy is the invisible one and all the adepts are
regarded equally in the striving for salvation. This egalitarian attitude reminds
one after the Secret Instructions which criticize the libationers in a way similar to
the criticism of arhats in Mahayana Buddhism (see chapter 11.4). However, in
the Canonical Precepts, this attitude is used to correct the behavior of the
libationers instead of abolishing the hierarchy. The model for such reform is
found in the Buddhist monasticism. As Benjamin Penny notes, the Buddhist
example is followed only to a limited extent - the libationers do not create
monastic orders and stay in the households (Penny 1995, 16).
The employment of the term Great Peace marks the endeavor to create a
sustainable way of life – in the Precepts and Codes, the precepts are representing
the central harmony (Dao) that establishes the Great Peace, in the Canonical
Precepts the libationer is working for the benefit of all people and praying for
the Great Peace. Great Peace becomes a this-worldly and realizable goal again.
The overall goal of these texts can be described as the ideal of normative
communitas. They advocate restrictions for the sake of consolidation of a social
arrangement devoid of the pressures of the high grid and they are also free of
power struggles typical for the strong groups with weak grid. The answer to
every conflict becomes less activity (wei). The boundaries of the group are also
weakened by certain rules which make it flexible when it comes to dealing with
the power structure of the outer world.
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13 NEW ORTHODOXIES
The beginning of the fifth century brought several attempts to strengthen the
hierarchy within the structures of Tianshidao. The texts which represent such
ambitions are the Scripture of the Intoned Precepts of Lord Lao (老君音誦誡經, DZ
785, below abbreviated to Intoned Precepts) written by Kou Qianzhi (365–448),
and The Abridgement of the Daoist Code by Master Lu (Lu xiansheng daomen kelüe
陸先生道門科略, DZ 1127, below abbreviated to Daoist Code) written by Lu
Xiujing 陸修靜 (406–77). Kou and Lu were not only preoccupied with
rebuilding the religious communities but also with their relationship to the
state. This makes them similar to a slightly earlier text, The Inner Explanation of
the Three Heavens (三天內解經, below abbreviated to Inner Explanation) written
by a certain Xu 徐.
Xu venerated Liu Yu (r. 420–2), the first Thearch of the Song dynasty, his
version of the Tianshidao was presented as a teaching that surpassed or
incorporated other Daoist techniques, it was considered to be a practice that
was more suitable for the Chinese than Buddhism. Kou came to the court of the
Northern Wei in 424 to present a new revelation of Lord Lao. Taiwudi accepted
him and helped him disseminate his teaching as a state religion. Lu received
several invitations to the Liu Song court where he presented the first Daoist
canon in 471 and was provided with an abbey by Mingdi (r. 465–72).
Another common feature of the endeavors of Xu, Kou, and Lu is the search for
the correct attitude towards Buddhism. In the fourth and fifth centuries, both
North and South were experiencing a rapid growth of sangha which was
supported by people of all social classes including the emperors. For the
Daoists, Buddhism became a source of inspiration and also a rival in the
competition for imperial support. As we will see Xu, Kou, and Lu represent an
interesting variety of strategies which aimed to make Daoism appear as a
higher religion.
Another problem that put the Tianshidao in a difficult position was the
rebellion of Sun En 孫恩 in the South-East at the end of the fourth century. En
inherited a parish of many believers from his father Tai 泰 who had taken over
the parish of a certain Du Jiong 杜炅143 The Biographies of Cavern Transcendents
(Dongxian zhuan 洞仙傳, quoted in DZ 1032, 111/7a-b) says that Du Jiong’s
parish consisted of over ten thousand households which might be an
For Sun Tai and Sun En, see Jin shu 100/2631-33; Eichhorn 1954; Miyakawa 1971, Masters,
212–5.
143
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overstatement. The masses of followers grew together with Sun Tai’s army
which made him suspicious in the eyes of regent Sima Daozi who had him
executed in 398. His followers interpreted his death as the ascension to
transcendence. His son then gathered forces on an island and attacked Kuaiji
(present day Zhejiang) in 399. The region was administered by Wang Ningzhi
王凝之, another devout follower of the Tianshidao who instead of taking a
defensive action asked Dao for help and received a promise of demon soldiers
that would cause the bandits to destroy themselves (The Book of Jin 80/2102-3).
Soon after, Ningzhi was killed by En. En kept terrorizing the coastal region
from the sea. Eight commanderies rose in his support and killed their
governors. In the end, En was conquered and threw himself into the ocean in
402. Some of his followers believed he turned into a “water transcendent” and
followed him. It took another decade to destroy the remnants of the rebels led
by Lu Xun 盧循 (d. 411), his brother-in-law.
No details about the cosmology of the rebels are available but this case can
serve as an illustration of a variety of cosmologies that worked inside the
movement we call the Tianshidao. On the one hand there were the rebels
comprising both elites and peasants who saw themselves as the agents
preparing the world for the ascent of the Great Peace. On the other hand we see
a government official who believes that the appropriate attitude of a believer is
to entrust himself fully to the web of justice of the Dao.

13.1 Three Heavens and the Liu Song Dynasty
The credit for defeating the rebellion was to a large degree ascribed to Liu Yu
劉裕, originally a local official who had made a career in the army and later
fought with the usurper Huan Xuan (defeated in 404) as well as with the
“barbaric” states in the North and West. In 420 he established the Song dynasty
and reigned until 422. After a long time, the throne was seized by a man who
did not belong to one of the “great families” that had dominated the politics of
the Wei and Jin dynasties. Having a relatively humble background, Yu resorted
to different ways of legitimation. He claimed his ancestor was Liu Jiao 交,
younger brother of the founder of the Han dynasty. Also he received Buddhist
monks who brought him thirty-two jade disks and a golden disk from the
central marchmount, Mt. Song. This was interpreted as an auspicious portent
sent by Heaven and as well as a sign recommending support for the sangha.144

The monk is called either Fayi 法義, or Huiyi 慧義 or Huiyi 惠義 by different sources. See
Songshu 27, 29a; Gaoseng zhuan 7; T 50n2059.7, 368c; Mather 1979, 120; Liu Yi 2002, 277.
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It is usually mentioned that one of the main motivations for the production of
the Inner Explanation is to gain the support of Liu Yu.145 It lists the auspicious
portents sent by Heaven to the court of Song and emphasizes the might of the
“dragon seed” of the Liu clan. The heritage of the Han dynasty does not serve
only this end, it is also used as a source of positive and negative examples of
the relations between the states and the Daoists. Han Wudi is taken as an
example of a ruler who is interested only in the individual transcendence and
fails to uplift the teaching to the position of a state doctrine. Dao sent Dongfang
Shuo 東方朔 to his court but he only employed him as lower officials. In
contrast, Guangwudi, founder of the Later Han, is portrayed as a talented ruler
but it is made clear that he would not have succeeded if the Dao had not
helped him in a crucial battle. The Han dynasty declined largely because of the
selfishness of the later Han rulers.
The desired connection between the throne and the forces of Dao is illustrated
in the history of employment of Laozi in the position of Teacher of the State
(see the Commands and Precepts) under various names. The same title is
attributed to the son and grandson of Zhang Daoling. Daoling himself is
portrayed as an adviser who made the Thearch and all the dukes adhere to the
Way. The interconnection between the state and the Tianshidao is embodied in
the tax of the five pecks of rice which in Xu’s interpretation represents the
offering to the Five Thearch – the deities worshipped in the state cult of the
Han.
The text offers certain anthropology that corresponds to its adherence to the
authority of Liu Yu. People are defined by the conjunction of inborn nature,
fate, and the spiritual forces. They are born with different dispositions and
determined for different positions. Humanity is placed in the traditional
Confucian relation with Heaven and Earth, in which it represents the Dao and
the spiritual forces, while Heaven and Earth secure the support for it. It is
stressed that the position of humanity, Heaven, and Earth is fixed and rebelling
against it brings calamities. I see it as an explanation of the rise of Liu Yu to the
highest post in the empire on one hand, and the solidification of the social
hierarchy on the other.
Apart from the attempt to build ties with the Thearch, the text also comes with
the apology of Tianshidao and criticism of the other religious traditions. The
Correct Unity is related to the primordial Three Heavens that stand in contrast
to the Three Ways related to the Six Heavens – an ancient system of
communication between the human and superhuman spheres created by Lord
145

The first chapter of the text was translated in the Scriptures, 204–29. See also Raz 2012, 232–45.
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Lao at the time of Fu Xi.146 This system was based on the separation of peoples
of different pneuma: People of the Central Kingdom have the pure and correct
yang pneuma and adhere to the Way of Inaction (wuwei), the barbarians of
eighty-one regions have the yin pneuma and practice the way of the Buddha,
and the inhabitants of the southern regions of Yue and Chu have thin pneumas
of both kinds and practice the Way of Pure Bond (qingyue 清約). It is said that
the three ways originate from Laozi. Kristofer Schipper identified the way of
inaction with the teaching of the Daodejing and the way of the pure bond with
the Way of the Great Peace (Schipper 2000).147 Later in the fifth century, Lu
Xiujing defines the pure bond as follows: “The gods do not eat or drink, the
master does not accept money” (DZ 1127). The Inner Explanation gives an
account of the origins of the Three Ways: 1) Laozi gave the Upper, Central and
Lower Scripture (Daodejing and Laozi zhongjing) to Yin Xi; 2) he converted
people in Kashmir to Buddhism and made Yin Xi be born as Buddha
Sakyamuni; 3) when Laozi realized that people made offerings to ghosts and
that the mediums (wu) did not recognize the truth, he transmitted the Scripture
of the Great Peace to Gan Ji.
The system of the three ways collapsed because people of different pneumas
started to intermarry and the three teachings became intermingled. A striking
example is the acceptance of Buddhism by Han Mingdi (57–75 C. E.). Soon
afterwards the Dao takes an emergency measure again – he meets Zhang
Daoling as the Newly Appeared Lord Lao and entitles him the Master of the
Three Heavens of the Balanced Pneuma of the Correct Unity.
Zhang then makes an oath with Huandi (see chapter 4.3.6 – Inscription to Laozi)
sanctified by the blood of a white horse and in the presence of the Three Offices
and the general of the Year Star (counter-Jupiter). Huandi and Daoling swore
to respect the laws of the Three Heavens, to ban the offerings to demons which
will starve the demons to death, to limit offerings to the ancestors and to the
god of soil to five times in a year, to make people confess their sins using the
bureaucratic methods of the Tianshidao from the age of seven, to make the
masters not accept money and refrain from drinking alcohol. The oath also
expresses the belief that the diseases which cannot be cured by physicians must
be cured by confessions, the old method of Hanzhong.
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For the study of the origin of the Six Heavens, see Wang Zongyu 1999.
Schipper found a similar classification of the teachings in the hagiography of Yin Xi (Wenshi

xiansheng Wushang zhenren Guanling neizhuan 文始先生無上真人關令內傳, quoted in Sandong
zhunang, DZ 1139. The third teaching is called the way of the pure bond of the Great Peace 太平
清約之道 (Schipper 2000, 39).
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Other religious rivals, the schools of Shangqing and Lingbao, are considered in
a less explicit way. The cosmogony outlined in the very beginning makes clear
that the deities of the Tianshidao existed even before the primordial gods and
scriptures of Lingbao.148 The deities of the Great Clarity, among others the 1200
officials (see chapter 5.3), are identified with the perfected that according to
Shangqing tradition dwell in the sphere of Upper Clarity. The superiority of
Shangqing is denied and its practices are criticized as the selfish “lesser
vehicle”, using the argumentation borrowed from the Mahayana criticism of
the older Buddhism.
The majority of the text concerned Buddhism. It is repeated that Buddhism was
created by Laozi but at the same time emphasized that it is not suitable for
people in China. As a yin teaching for yin people, Buddhism is naturally
inferior to Daoism (and its followers seem to be suitable for subjugation).
Buddhists repeatedly pass through death while the Daoists ascend to Heaven.
The author does not only praise the Tianshidao, he criticizes its followers for
confusing its teaching with Buddhism and the Way of Inaction. The old-school
Daoism that was in the Period of Division cultivated mainly by the Mysterious
Learning (xuanxue 玄學) is also ranked as one of the obsolete ways of the Six
Heavens and should be replaced by the Correct Unity.

13.1.1 Conclusion
The Inner Explanation offers a historical narrative comparable to that of the
Commands and Precepts. Both take into account the political history and the
history of the Dao since the dawn of the world, both tell the story of the
creation of Daodejing, The Scripture of the Great Peace and Buddhism. As we have
seen, the Commands and Precepts put together two different representations of
time – the declining time leading to the catastrophe related to the religious
practice and the sine-curve of the dynastic history leading to the bright future
under the rule of Cao Wei. The Inner Explanation also takes into account the
idea of decline and relates it mainly to the end of the period of Six Heavens
during which Laozi resorted to creating the Three Ways. That period ended
after the revelation to Zhang Daoling brought to this world refreshment from
the very primordial forces. From that time until the time of Liu Song, people

Namely, the Elder of the Way and the Inner Force (Daode Zhangren 道德丈人) is said to
precede the Primordial pneuma related to the Lingbao god Celestial Venerable of the
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Primordial Beginning (Yuanshi Tianzun 元始天尊), and the deities like the Most High Lord Lao,
the Most High Elder, celestial Thearchs and lords, nine old rulers of the Transcendent Capital,
the Elder of the Nine Pneumas, the 1200 officials of the Great Clarity and a billion other
pneumas“ (Scriptures, 207).
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confused the system of Three Heavens with that of Six Heavens but it was
thought that the new era would bring ultimate rectification. The sine-curve
reappears as the Han rulers who failed to administer the land according to the
new orthodoxy, are now given a new opportunity to do it.
The important difference from the Commands and Precepts lays in the much
more optimistic tone of the Inner Explanation. The criticism of the Tianshidao is
very limited and is supplemented by accusations of the mediums representing
the local cults and of those who combine the “Chinese way” with foreign
practice. The text predicts neither calamities nor a Great Peace – it seems that
the Great Peace is happening here and now. The text thus presents a kind of
presentism that renounces all of the religious practice of the past and exhorts
building a new orthodoxy that would unite the state with the religious
communities.
This cosmology of “the best of times” seems to go hand in hand with the
anthropology of the Inner Explanation – the power goes into the hands of the
most talented, human nature corresponds with the fate, man cannot help but
represent the Way. This is very different from the cosmology of the Demon
Statutes 5 where mankind represents mainly the demonic chaos and the
ultimate goal of the individual is to escape from the world.
Even though the scripture is called “inner”, that is esoteric, it is obviously
addressing the outsiders as well as the insiders. On one hand it tries to attract
the attention of the ruler by its focus on raising the grid by legitimating the
status quo through celestial justice. One the other hand it strengthens the group
by building a massive wall between “them” and “us” based on basically a
racist discourse.149

13.2 Intoned Precepts and the Reform of Kou
Qianzhi
The auspicious gift of Heaven to the founder of Liu Song was found by
Buddhist monks on the Central Marchmount at the time when Kou Qianzhi
was practicing the arts of transcendence at the same place, according to the
“Records on the Buddhists and Daoists” contained in the Book of Wei (Wei Shou
魏收, Weishu 魏書, dated to 554). Mt Song was a strong political symbol as it
represented the center and was located near Chang’an, the ancient capital that
was controlled in turns by the southerners and the northerners.
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The symbolism of the Five Marchmount is fully capitalized in the texts of the
steles erected on Mt Song and Mt Hua, the Eastern Marchmount, by the
officials of the Northern Wei in 439.150 The steles venerate on one hand the
martial success of Taiwudi, the ruler of the Xianbei ethnicity who conquered
the Sixteen Kingdoms and unified the North, and on the other hand the
religious authority of the new Celestial Master Kou Qianzhi who dwelled on
both marchmounts and received the revelation from the “upper deities”
(Zhang and Bai 2002, 580; Lagerwey 2007). Taiwudi is entitled the “true ruler of
the Great Peace” 泰平真君 (the era of the same name was declared in the
following year), Kou is said to have been authorized to administer the people
and spirits of the Nine Provinces, i.e. the whole of China.
According to the Book of Wei, Taiwudi and Kou supported each other at least
from the time of Kou’s arrival to the court in 424, this was interpreted as an
auspicious omen. Taiwudi sent people to make the imperial lao 牢 offering at
Mt Song and had a temple built for Kou and forty priests who held a banquet
for several thousand people there once a month.151 In 442 he received the
registers and talismans from Kou in an even larger temple called the Celestial
Palace of the Wheel of Stillness Jinglun tiangong 靜輪天宮.
The steles explain this alliance as a distribution of the power between yang –
Heaven and the Thearch – and yin – Earth and the Celestial Master. The cult of
the Five Marchmount becomes a platform for the alliance between the two,
legitimated by the history: The Five Marchmounts are integrated into the
cosmogony of the Changes – they control the yin transformations and form a
counterpart to the five planets that are in charge of the distribution of yang.
Their cult is related to Yu, Shun and Wu, the Sage Kings of the past. In contrast,
the dynasties of Han, Cao Wei, Jin and the Sixteen Kingdoms are criticized for
negligence towards this practice.152 The mélange of Confucian and Daoist
history is interesting in the comparison with the narratives of the Demon
Statutes (and also older examples like the Huainanzi) in which the sage rulers
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The date was set by Ou Yangxiu. Zhongyue Songgao lingmiao bei 中嶽嵩高靈廟碑 was

damaged, but reconstructed according to the similar text of the Huayue miaobei 華嶽廟碑 by
Shao Mingsheng 1962 and 1965. See Zhang and Bai 2006. The author of the text might be Kou
himself or his ally at the court of Northern Wei, Cui Hao.
151 Commentary on the Water Classic describes the Temple of Veneration of the Void (Chongxusi
崇虛寺) as a building of three levels with a round shape resembling the Hall of Lights (see
chapter “Commenteary to Ta River Tashuizhu” 漯水注).
152 The rulers of the defeated Sixteen Kingdoms are also blamed for sponsoring the heterodox
cults and Buddhism which lead to the spread of poverty, ignorance and negligence of the
correct cults prescribed by the Book of Rites. This rhetoric seems to be a prelude to the
persecutions of Buddhists in the following years.
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are blamed for the beginning of the decline. Here the Fuxi and Shennong are
venerated as the founders of the laws based on the patterns of Heaven.

13.2.1 Officials of Earth and the reform of Tianshidao
The Marchmounts were not just a suitable platform for the alliance between
Kou and the ruler, they became crucial for Kou’s thinking in general. Kou
claimed to have been given the title Resuming Celestial Master 係天師 which
used to be reserved for Zhang Lu (Buddhists and Daoists). The Intoned Precepts
state clearly that Kou recognized neither Lu nor his father Heng as the
inheritors of Daoling’s authority. Kou was chosen for this position on the
recommendation of the Governor of the Numinous and Transcendent Officials
Guarding the Earth in the Area of Mt Song 嵩嶽鎮土之靈集仙官主 (ZD 8,
563c15–6). The transcendent officials or the “perfected officials of Earth“ play a
crucial role in Kou’s narrative on the decline of the original institutions of
Zhang Daoling for they are said to have replaced the parish officials after
Daoling had ascended to Heaven (ibid, 563b13). The officials of Earth are
organized according to the levels of state administration – provinces,
commanderies and districts. They monitor spirits and men and keep records on
the households. They are also in charge of the communication between men
and the celestial bureaus but often they do not deliver petitions because they
do not want to be held responsible for petitions written in a chaotic way (ibid,
566b14–9).
The overall message of the officials of Earth is that the Tianshidao
administration is not only illegitimate but also ineffective. The Intoned Precepts
describe its structure as chaotic, the community members are accused of
spreading false scriptures and transmitting the registers, talismans and
contracts without permission while converting the commoners to gain more
sources for religious taxes and the fees for the ritual practice. He also criticizes
bribing the spirits with offerings, exuberant banquets that became playgrounds
for competitions, and the automatic inheritance of the offices.153 The
autonomous communities must be reformed and their texts eliminated. The
only scriptures the Intoned Precepts mention with respect are Daodejing and the
Master Embracing Simplicity. The criticism is just a preparatory step for reform
and the preserved fragment of the Intoned Precepts offers information on several
of its aspects.
The communication with the transcendent domain is regulated: The number of
petitions is limited to one per month but the believers can express their wish
For the banquets, see Stein 1972a; 1972b; Mollier 2000; Kleeman 2005; Campany 2005. For
Kou’s reform, see Lagerwey 2007.
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for forgiveness of the transgressions, for salvation of the ancestors, for welfare
of the family, for promotion in the office, and for protection against the trials,
slanders and illnesses through oral prayers accompanied by burning incense.
Sending a petition is effective only when it follows the protocol and is based on
creating a merit in advance. One unit of merit is defined as fasting for one
hundred days – a very Indian way fitting among many other borrowings from
Buddhism. The fees for sending petitions are defined exactly and paid in the
form of writing utensils. Other types of religious levies are abolished.
The community should gather in the parish centers three times a year on the
occasion of three assemblies (ibid. 565b19–c15) during which the parish
registers are updated. The assemblies, as well as the banquets, the system of
parish offices and the hierarchy of registers (see below) do not seem to be the
invention of Kou but his text presents one version of their organization.
An assembly is an occasion for holding a banquet (chu 廚). These are also
subjected to strict rules that define the consumption of food and alcohol. Only
vegetarian food was served and it was to be consumed before noon. The
participants pray and burn incense at specified times of a day. Among other
things they are supposed to pray for the ruler and the people. The celestial
officials are believed to participate in these feasts.
The seating at the banquet is organized according to hierarchy defined by the
parish offices and the system of registers. The parish offices are defined
according to their function inside or outside the community. The titles cease to
be automatically hereditary. Only the central parishes are sanctioned to bestow
the official titles. The system of twenty-four parishes related to the locations in
Shu is replaced by the twenty-eight parishes corresponding to the solar lodges
xiu.154
Kou is famous for fighting against the proliferation of the merging of pneumas.
His text calls it licentious and bans people from wearing the contracts of yellow
and red at waist. However, it does not proscribe the bedroom arts for the
couples when they are instructed by a pure and correct master (ibid., 569b20–2).

13.2.2 Restricted transcendence and new justice
The reform of the Tianshidao structures probably was not the main thing that
attracted the Taiwudi to Kou initially. The Thearch was probably more
The hope to return to the original sites of the twenty-four parishes seems to be present in the
community of that time, see also Demon Statutes (ZD 8, 601c12) and the Scripture on the
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translated in Dudink 2002).
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interested in his skills of making potions because he bestowed the title of the
Erudite of the Transcendents (xianren boshi 仙人博士) on him.155 But the art of
alchemy, popularized by the work of Ge Hong, and the reform of the church
are closely linked in the Intoned Precepts. The potion or the instructions for its
production are not something that a mortal could produce on his or her own, it
must be presented by a transcendent being (ibid., 567c20–1). The manmade
potions can prolong one’s life but cannot make one ascend to Heaven. The only
way to meet a transcendent is by accumulating merit and meditating at the
communion with the spirits (nianding tongshen 念定通神, ibid., 567c 14). This
encounter was apparently understood as a realizable goal since it was said to
happen within eight years of practice.
The hagiography of Kou itself provides a good example of his view of the
alchemy. According to the Buddhists and Daoists, he practiced the Way on Mt
Song together with a certain Cheng Gongxing 成公興 who was originally his
servant until Kou recognized that his mathematical skills were better than his
own. Cheng is said to have been a student of Shi Tanying 釋曇影, student of
Kumarajiva (350-409), the famous translator of Buddhist texts. Cheng once
offered a potion with a disgusting appearance and smell to Kou who declined.
Cheng then told Kou he should give up the way of alchemy and focus on
following the precepts and offer his service to the ruler. Later on, Cheng
predicted his own death and asked Kou to wash his body. After he died, two
Buddhist monks came, Cheng was resurrected, took a Buddhist robe and bowl
from them and left (Buddhists and Daoists 50).
The Intoned Precepts retell the story of Zhang Daoling and claim that he was
given the potion by Lord Lao because at his time it was not possible to establish
a “ruler of thousand years”. When Kou met with Lord Lao, he begged him for a
potion but Lord Lao declined, saying that the potion could be transmitted only
when the time was right for him to descend among the people (see below). The
difference in the attitude of Lord Lao implies that Kou lived at a time ripe for
establishing a thousand year long rule, in contrast to the first Celestial Master.
The transcendence advocated by the Intoned Precepts is surely not to be
understood as ascension to Heaven in broad daylight. It is said that one’s

His acceptance at the court was probably related to the good reputation of his brother Zan
who led the refugees from Chang’an after the attack of Liu Yu. To learn more about the Kou
family, see Liu Yi 2001.
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lifespan is fixed and cannot be changed by conversion or any other kind of
initiation (ZD 8, 565a14–6).156
Kou’s system is not focused solely on the morality of the individual, it
encompasses the fate of the whole family, probably responding to the common
belief in the influence of the dead over their descendants. His doctrine
introduces the Buddhist transfer of merit from the living to the dead. This
practice helps the dead to escape from the torments in the “earthly prisons”
and to ascend among the transcendents. This practice is related to the beliefs
that the baleful stars terrorizing the dead. Instead of paying the libationers
huge fees, the believers are encourage to create merit by holding assembly with
the worthy, burning incense for the dead and only then are they supposed to
send a petition for deliverance from the stars (duxing 度星).
One of the most important borrowings from Buddhism is of reincarnation as a
possible but undesirable prospect of life after death. The karmic retribution
thus becomes the explanation for one’s allotted lifespan. The vision of justice
thus appears as a mixture of the earlier Tianshidao ideas, some traditional
common beliefs, and a few elements of Buddhism. The whole system seems to
be operated by the officials of Earth – an elaboration of the earthly web that we
saw in earlier texts. They operate the karmic retribution after life as well as
during the earthly life by infusing pneuma in the parishes.
The focus on morality brings back the belief in illnesses being caused by
transgressions and of cure through confession. The rite of confession is
described in detail, one will only emphasize that the confession takes place in
the presence of other community members who are instructed to pray for the
ill (ibid, 568b17–c13).

13.2.3 The millennium
Strangely enough, the belief in the cycle of rebirth combined with the potions
of transcendence did not replace the idea of seed people. This rank is reserved
for those who abide by the precepts and who are reported on by the officials of
Earth. The time of their comeback is not defined as the Great Peace and one
assumes that this term is reserved for the political meaning in Kou’s thought.
Their resurrection is planned for the end of the set cosmic cycle (yunshu 運數).

Kou himself is said to have gained transcendence by means of the corpse – he predicted his
withdrawal and prepared two seating mats for the transcendents. After his death, his corpse
changed size on two occasions and diffused a pleasant scent. Prior to that, he warned his
students that it would not be easy to reach transcendence after his death. The story probably
takes into account the decline of state Daoism after the reign of Taiwudi (Buddhists and Daoists
55).
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When the cycle comes to an end, Lord Lao descends from his luxurious palace
on Mt Kunlun to inspect the world of people with a huge cohort of
transcendent beings. Lord Lao is described as a mighty monarch rather than a
mere adviser or a student of transcendence, as we saw him in earlier texts. His
superpowers include tilting the celestial net and compressing the veins of the
Earth, rotating Heaven and Earth is as easy for him as turning his body, he can
also make the sun and moonlight go out (ibid., 564c10–9).
Lord Lao promises to eradicate all evil people and to present the potion to the
good ones. He will also repair the world and establish a new order together
with a new canon. However, right in the following sentence, his vision
becomes less radical. He claims to correct the evil and prolong the lifespan of
everyone who gets to see him. He will also examine the rulers, maintain the
position of the good ones and replace the wicked ones with sages (ibid., 564c7–
9).
The text expresses indignation over the rebellions of people claiming
connection with the Dao, namely those led by people who call themselves Li
Hong or Liu Ju. These names were used by the leaders of the popular uprising
(Yang Liansheng 1956, 42; Seidel 1970).

13.2.4 Buddhism
The borrowings from Buddhism were not limited to cosmological concepts like
the karman, the text also reveals knowledge of the Buddhist vinaya, the rules
concerning the banquets resemble the pattern of posadha and so forth. The
preserved fragment does not offer a general theory or evaluation of Buddhism
though. Some blame Kou for the support of the infamous persecution of
Buddhism starting in 444 (e.g. Zhang and Bai) but his role is far from clear – the
Book of Wei holds Cui Hao 崔浩, the minister and a friend of Kou,
responsible.157 The adherence of Taiwudi to the new Tianshidao could have
been motivated by the displeasure about the growing influence of Buddhism in
his land. The situation improved for sangha after the execution of Cui Hao in
450.

13.2.5 Conclusion
If we look at the Intoned Precepts through Kou’s motivation of cooperation with
the court, his reform seems to aim at limiting the autonomy of the Tianshidao
communities (weakening the group) and at creating a centralized system
harmonized with the state (raising the grid). The prohibition of fees and taxes
reduces their economic power, the control over the hereditary titles reduces the
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power of the lineages, the abolition of the twenty-four parishes breaks the ties
with localities.
The political level corresponds with the cosmological ideas: The escape from
the world through merging the pneumas is no longer an option. The
transcendence turns into a gradual process of promotion that needs to be
authorized by the seniors. Both the community organization and the
otherworldly bureaucracy appear as a copy of the state (or yang) administration
– this draws the Tianshidao closer to the religion of the grave securing writs
(see the Introduction). The transcendents and the officials of Earth mirror the
common view of the high officials and the minor clerks: The high officials are
bound to the center and only visit the localities, just like the transcendents visit
the Earth. They are promoted on a vertical scale for their erudition and moral
integrity. The petty officials work on a local vertical plane, just like the officials
of Earth. They handle the practical issues and are prone to making errors and
even harassing the people. Their yin counterparts do not deliver clumsy
petitions for they are afraid of being held accountable for them, and they
terrorize people by infusing the pneumas in the same way demons do.158
On the top of this hierarchy stands the Thearch, corresponding to the majestic
character of Lord Lao.159 The Thearch and the high officials represent the world
detached from responsibility for the moral decline of the common folk. The
ruler is responsible only for the good, the people and the petty officials are to
be blamed for the evil.
The similarity between the ruler and Lord Lao helps one to understand the
representation of time in the Intoned Precepts. Lord Lao operates according to
the rhythm of macrocosmic time, not according to the time of the common folk
characterized by the decline which occurred from the time of the sage rulers.
The revelation of the arrival of Lord Lao is formulated like a prophecy but
actually it only amplifies the present situation – Lord Lao descends to Kou,
destroys the heterodox practice, supplants it with the new orthopraxy, his
cohort presents the believers with the transcendent potion. As the ruler of the
Great Peace, Taiwudi has nothing to be afraid of when Lord Lao comes to
inspect his empire.

For the infusion of the demonic pneumas, see Scriptures, 230–60.
Compare this to the representation of the Northern Wei Thearchs in the state Buddhism –
they were venerated as the embodiments of Buddha himslelf (Li Gang 2010, 244–6).
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13.3 The Daoist Code of Master Lu
The Abridgement of the Daoist Code by Master Lu (tr. by Nickerson 1996b) is a very
valuable source of information about the Tianshidao because it consists not
only of criticism of the community like the early encyclicals but also of
prescriptions for different aspects of religious practice.
The text is presented as a digest of essential rules for the community, yet it
obviously adds some innovation to the tradition by relating it to the more
recent school of Lingbao. However, it is not always easy to define which
elements are adopted from the older texts and which are innovated. In any case,
creating such a concise digest necessitated making deliberate choices between
all of the prescriptions preserved in the older texts of different backgrounds.160
To understand the cultural bias of this text, one offers a brief introduction of
the author’s life and the cosmology represented by his other texts.161 Lu’s
biography is not included in the official histories although he was a prominent
representative of Daoism who enjoyed the favor of the court. One learns about
his life from a few paragraphs in The Biographies of the Students of Dao (Daoxue
zhuan 道學傳) written by Ma Shu 馬樞 (522–581) and translated by Peter
Bumbacher (2000, 204–19). The text is hagiographic by nature so the parts
referring to his supernatural birth and departure will be omitted. Also the
account on his success in the debates at the imperial court might not be reliable.

13.3.1 Life of Lu Xiujing
Lu (courtesy name Yuande 元德 – “original inner force“, pen-name Jianji 簡寂 –
“unadorned silence”) was a member of a prominent clan in Dongqian, Wuxing
county (modern Zhejiang). The clan claimed descent from Lu Kai 陸凱, a
Counselor-in-Chief of Sun Hao 孫皓 (r. 264–280), the ruler or Wu. Lu
abandoned the official post, his wife and children to study the Dao in recluse.
He was summoned to Wendi (r. 424–52) of the Liu Song dynasty but left the
capital after the violent death of the Thearch.
Lu then settled on Mt. Lu, one of the southern centers of Buddhism, and
became a master of the Temple of Unadorned Silence. In 467 he was
summoned again to the court, by that time led by Mingdi (465–72). There he
participated in the disputations between the Buddhists and the adherents of
the dark learning (xuanxue) and excelled over both sides. The Thearch provided
The text also includes a commentery that might be written bu Lu himself (Penny 1995, 3).
This introduction relies heavily on secondary literature. As to the biographical information,
the writer follows Bumbacher 2000; Bokenkamp 2001; Pregadio 2007; Raz 2012. The part on
Lu’s views on salvation and ritual are based on Bell 1988; Bokenkamp 2001; Raz 2009.
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him with the Chongxu guan 崇虛觀 (Abbey for the Veneration of Emptiness)
built in the north of the capital.162 Later, when the Thearch fell fatally ill, Lu
performed the Fast of the Three Primes to heal him. The Thearch recovered but
died the following year. Lu himself died in the capital and was returned to Mt.
Lu for burial.

13.3.2 Lingbao canon
Lu’s attitude towards the Tianshidao is a conundrum. He is mostly known for
composing the first Daoist canon consisting of three parts related to the
Shangqing, Lingbao, and Sanhuang tradition. What remained from the catalog
is a curtailed version of the Index of Scriptures and Writings of the Three Caverns
(Sandong jingshu mulu 三洞經書目錄) from 471 (preserved in the 6th century
Tongmen lun 通門論, Dunhuang manuscripts P 2861.2 and P 2256). No texts in it
originate from Tianshidao which made some scholars assume that Lu belonged
to the Tianshidao in his youth when he wrote the Daoist Code but later adhered
to Lingbao (see for example Raz 2012, 120 and 246). Others do not see the
identification with both labels as a problem – Stephen Bokenkamp suggests
that Lu refers to certain Lingbao elements in the Daoist Code as well
(Bokenkamp 2001). Also his texts devoted to Lingbao mention Zhang Daoling
as a receptor of important revelation (see below). Terry Kleeman does not see
Lingbao as an alternative to the Tianshidao on the social level. Together with
other traditions like Shangqing and the movement of Piercing the Abyss
(Dongyuan 洞淵) it was “integrated into the Celestial Master system of registers,
forming new, more exalted levels that promised increased spiritual power and
access to newly discovered regions of the sacred realm” (Masters, 217–8). From
my point of view, i.e. on the level of the representations of the time and the
cultural bias, it seems that Lu’s attempt to rectify the Tianshidao does not
contradict his Lingbao project, as will be shown below.
Formation of the canon was clearly an attempt to create a new orthodoxy. Lu
Xiujing was building ties with the court probably in the hope of gaining
political support for his project. He presented the above mentioned canon of
the Three Caverns to the throne in 471. Earlier, in 437, Lu wrote the Catalogue of
the Lingbao Scriptures (Lingbao jingmu 靈寶經目) which was not preserved at this
time and one has no records about it being presented to the Thearch.
Nonetheless, a preface to it was preserved (Yunji qiqian 雲笈七籤, DZ 1032, ZD
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Compare with the biography of Kou Qianzhi. According to Taizhen ke, there was a Hall of

Veneration of the Emptiness in every diocese (quoted in Yaoxiu keyi jielü chao 要修科儀戒律鈔
DZ 460, 10.1a; see Raz 2012, 249, n. 129).
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29, 50), this praises the Liu Song dynasty in a manner similar to that in the
Three Explanations.163

13.3.3 Cosmogony and reconsidering the revelation
This preface provides us with Lu’s view of cosmogony that is patterned on a 35 structure – three cosmic eras are followed by five kalpas. The scriptures of
Lingbao are said to have existed already in the first aeon. Later, at the time of
Six Heavens, sacred texts were transmitted to the Great Yu of the Xia dynasty,
to the Celestial Master, and to Ge Xuan, the uncle of Ge Hong. The three eras
and the three transmitters correspond to the structure of the canon which
divides the Shangqing, Lingbao and Sanhuang scriptures into three caverns
(dong 洞 also meaning “to understand”).
The preface also presents an interesting interpretation of the millennial
prophecies of the fourth century. It claims that in the thirty-sixth dinghai 丁亥
year after the blessed reign of Tang (i.e. Yao) in the year of gengzi 庚子, the land
will suffer from wars and rebellions.164 The descendant of dragon seed will
continue the mandate, expel the weak rulers and put the perfect scriptures into
practice (ZD 29, 50b8–12; tr. in Bokenkamp 2001, 192). The year gengzi is the
year 400, dragon seed refers to the Liu clan and the descendant is the founder
of Liu Song (see the Inner Explanation). The rectification of the teaching during
the Liu Song is described as the replacement of miscellaneous and
contradictory teaching with the perfect teaching of Lingbao.

13.3.4 Ritual and salvation
This post-millennial worldview is reflected in a new soteriology that is closely
related to Lu’s ritual. Lu refutes the rites of yellow and red in the Ritual of
Salvation (Taishang dongxuan lingbao shoudu yi 太上洞玄靈寶授度儀, DZ 528) and
shifts focus to the rites aiming at universal salvation in the Buddhist fashion
(Raz 2009):
Above they allow to ascend to Transcendence and achieve the Dao; in the middle, they
bring peace to the kingdom and families, extend longevity, ensure good fortune, and
foster fulfillment of the Dao of wuwei; while below, they eradicate transgressions of
this and previous lives, rescue one from difficulty, dissolve disease and disasters, and
save all living things through releasing the dead from suffering. (Observations on the
Lingbao Retreat, Lights, Beacons, Rules, Punishments, Lamps, and Vows; Dongxuan
To learn more about the formation of the canon, see Ōfuchi Ninji 1974; 1979; Schipper and
Verellen 2004, 5–52.
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A similar prophecy is proclaimed in Shangqing housheng daojun lieji 上清後聖道君烈紀 (DZ
442).
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lingbao zhai shuo guang zhu jie fa deng zhuyuan yi, 洞玄靈寶齋說光燭戒罰燈祝願
儀, DZ 524, tr. by Bokenkamp 2001, 191).
Lu innovated both theory and practice of the rituals. He rationalized the ritual
behavior in a Confucian way and interpreted it as the re-enactment of the
primordial models that leads to the spiritual self-awakening of the practitioners
(Raz 2009). On the practical level, Lu created long and complex compositions
divided into sequences by repetitive lighting and extinguishing the incense
burner.
I see this new rhythmical arrangement of the rituals as correspondingto Lu’s
vision of time that matches with a compartmentalized conception of salvation.
On the level of time representations, the sustainability won over the vision of
decline. Since the prophecy has been fulfilled, there is no further need to
separate people into the categories of seed people and the walking corpses, i.e.
no need for the rites of merging pneumas either. There are various time
regimes related to various levels of human experience: The cosmic time is
divided into long cosmic eras and kalpas, the time of the state is divided into
eras and dynasties, individual salvation is achieved in the long rhythmical
process of reincarnation. The project of salvation is thus achieved in different
time regimes but is unified by one all-encompassing liturgy.

13.3.5 Daoist Code
Now let us take a closer look at the Daoist Code. Lu’s main motivation to write it
seems to be rectification of a disorder in the religious community or
communities of his time. Lu criticizes mainly the employment of the practices
related to the common religion, the lack of attendance of the Three Assemblies,
disloyalty to the masters, corruption of the priest hierarchy, chaos in the
household registers, untidiness of the calm rooms, the disarray of the ritual
vestment, and the failure of observing the 180 precepts (see 9.2). The depraved
Daoists are warned about the heavenly punishment and encouraged to “return
to the good, spit out evil, and take an oath with the Three Offices” (Nickerson
1996b, 359).
The text does not mention topics like merging pneumas, seed people and the
related idea of the future transformation of the world. The Great Peace is
mentioned only when referring to the family and the state. The Great Peace on
this earthly level is to be achieved through spreading the teaching by using
disciples instructed during the Three Assemblies (Nickerson 1996b, 352).
The vision of the declining time is employed to describe the time of the Lower
Antiquity before the revelation of the Correct Unity to the first Celestial Master
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(Nickerson 1996b, 352). This time is characterized by the mingling of men and
demons and the loss of the 3-5. The demons usurped the official titles, calling
themselves “Generals” and “Ladies”, together with the authority to dispense
blessings which gave them power to exploit people and demand expensive
offerings and temples.
To put an end to this practice, the Most High gave Zhang Daoling the Way of
the Covenantal Authority of the Correct Unity. Zhang established the twentyfour parishes and thirty-six “quiet huts”. His priests, in this text always labeled
as the “Daoist literati” (daoshi 道士), numbered 2 400. Their offices are
compared to the yang offices of the state. This structure was created to kill the
demons, to rectify the order of 3-5, to disseminate the virtues of kindness and
filial piety, and to “assist the state and support the mandate” (Nickerson 1996b,
352).
The relation with the unseen world is regulated by the pure bond: “The spirits
do not eat or drink, the masters do not accept money.” Actually, the mortals
are allowed to make offerings but only on those days and to those powers that
are specified according to their rank. Lu states this specifically in a Confucian
fashion:
Only the Son of Heaven sacrifices to Heaven, only the Three Dukes sacrifice to the Five
Marchmounts, only the Feudal Lords sacrifice to the mountains and rivers. The people
give cult to their ancestors on the auspicious days of Five La [in the first, fifth, seventh,
tenth and twelfth months] and sacrifice to the Soil God and the Stove God only in the
second and the eight months. (Based on Nickerson 1996b, 352.)
Any offering that goes beyond that is labeled “excessive cult”.
Lu prohibits healing by medicine, acupuncture and moxa. The only way to
prolong the lifespan is by means of confession and the use of talismans and
drinking water mixed with the talismanic ashes. In general, the lifespan should
depend solely on moral credit. This moral credit or “virtue” (de 德) is classified
as high, middle or lower – only the high virtue guarantees transcendence, the
lower stages double one’s lifespan or prolong it (Nickerson 1996b, 352–3).
The majority of the text is devoted to the organization of the community,
namely to the regular assemblies and the hierarchy of ranks. The Three
Assemblies are described as the meetings of men with the celestial officials and
earthly deities at the parish centers. They take the form of feasts without
alcohol and meat. Their main purpose seems to be updating the household
registers and the spread of teaching. The correct registration of the believers
and the submission of the pledges are described as the essential means of
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protection against the demons for they guarantee the presence of the celestial
officials that guard the house (Nickerson 1996b, 352).
The ranks of the believers are to be distributed solely on the basis of one’s merit
and talents. If one reaches twenty-seven “virtues” 德 (that is three “merits” 功
or nine “diligences” 勤), he or she becomes a “clerk of the registers” 籙吏 – a
novice. The registers feature various numbers of “generals” 將 and are used in
the petitioning ritual. A novice advances from the register of ten generals to
that of one hundred and fifty generals. If a holder of the register on one
hundred fifty shows the talent to proselytize, he can become a priest of
unassigned pneumas 散氣 and climb up the ladder of the parish offices – from
the alternate 別 to the roving 遊, lower 下 and accompanying 配 parishes, the
twenty-four parishes classified as the lower eight, middle eight and higher
eight, and the three highest parishes of Yangping, Lutang, and Heming
representing the Three Pneumas (Masters, 328).165
Other parts exhorted the priests to follow the one hundred and eighty precepts
and clarify the regulations on the ritual vestment and the calm rooms. The
garment is compared to that of the profane types of clothing and should follow
the standards of the ancient kings – Lu even quotes from the Confucian Classic
Book of Filial Piety. Clothing expresses the differences between the social roles
and classes. The calm rooms are to be kept clean and plain, no embellishment is
allowed. The construction should stand apart from the house and be equipped
only with an incense burner, incense lamp, petition table, and a scholar’s
knife.166

13.3.6 Conclusion
As was said above, the Great Peace according to Lu is something that can be
built within the family and the state. That implies that the world is not
condemned, it only needs rectification. This is supported by the representation
of time that emphasizes sustainable order of the 3-5 that used to be there before
the decline during the Lower Antiquity and that is being re-established since
the revelation to Zhang Daoling.
The overlap of the ancient order and the new one is the reason for chaos in the
present time. The chaotic forces are portrayed as demons again but in this case
they do not seem as strong as in the Demon Statutes where they basically
Compare with Nickerson 1996b, 356.
In his hagiography, Lu is said to have refused the luxurious accommodation offered by
Mingdi and instead lodged in the quiet room for the guests of the imperial retinue of cavalry
and sailors (Bumbacher 2000, 211). This implies that the quiet rooms were part of the court and
used by its servants.
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occupy the world. Lu is limiting this demonic influence only to the practices of
local religion and the mediums. To escape their influence, the adept does not
need to escape the world, he only needs to separate himself from this practice.
The separation from the common religious practice corresponds with the
purification on the level of garment and maintenance of the calm rooms. The
demons occupying the positions not assigned to them do not represent an
essential evil but a mere corruption of the system.
The criticism of the local “demonic” deities goes hand in hand with the attempt
to build a hierarchical structure. The universal goes against the local or, in the
words of J. Z. Smith, utopian prevails over the locative (Smith 1978). In the
words of Mary Douglas, the grid reduces the millennial tendencies of a small
group. The grid orientation is noticeable also in the fight against mediumism.
The mediums are bypassing the hierarchy by direct communication with the
spirits and corrupting the rules by creating taboos ad hoc.
On the other hand, Lu is criticizing the practices that actually seem to be
related to the worldview that is not based on the strong group but on a vision
of cosmos as a complex system: Geomancy, hemerology and the medical
practice of moxa and acupuncture. They represent the technocratic vision of
space, time and body that is detached from morality and approaches certain
mode of fatalism. The cosmos is understood as an inhumane clockwork
mechanism in which the individual is trapped. Lu’s project is based on
overcoming the alienation by the empowerment of the individual. The adept is
given a place in the cosmic hierarchy which allows mobility based on
meritocracy. The trust in the system is built on regaining control over
individual fate within something that might be called a “clockwork cosmos
with a human face.”
Lu’s strategy resembles that of Kou Qianzhi in terms of an ongoing tendency
towards bureaucratization of the community. Lu prescribes the petitioning as
the sole means of communication between men and Heaven. Bureaucracy
seems to be a middle way between the extreme forms of group/grid
orientation. Also it is a way towards the centralization and integration that
suits Lu’s position of authority and meets his need of strengthening the ties
with the state.
Bureaucratization is noticeable also in the use of the word “Daoist literati”
instead of “libationer.” The latter is associated with the rebellious history of the
Tianshidao and also contains the word jiu – “liquor” which becomes a symbol
of corruption. The former associates the class of scholar-officials that draws
authority and charisma from the proclaimed moral integrity, a protective wall
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against the corruption. Lu’s ideal of a priest takes this ideal from the context of
state service to a higher level of cosmic hierarchy. The priests wear garments
similar to that of the state officials but they neither drink nor take money and
the unadorned fashion of the quiet rooms expresses their willingness to stay
away of the worldly corruption.
Those who seek a career in the priesthood ranks seem to stand higher than the
common members of the Tianshidao who are counted as households, not as
individuals. Although the families formed the basis of the Daoist and Buddhist
communities, the family was probably the biggest source of the conflict of
interest in the culture of imperial China. It would be interesting to know if Lu
abandoned his family before or after he wrote the Daoist Code. Such a radical
decision might have been related to his adherence to the Lingbao tradition.167
The worldview of Lu’s texts belonging to the Lingbao corpus is compatible
with the soteriology of the Daoist Code. The Daoist Code is based on meritocracy
that might bring about the transcendence or a long life, and is focused on the
inner functioning of the community while it claims the Great Peace on the level
of the family and state as one of its goals. The universal salvation of Lingbao
expresses this goal in a more concrete form. It overcomes the difference
between the practitioners and the common population and between the living
and dead. The Daoist Code shows the evil as mere corruption of the ideal
system, therefore it is compatible with the optimistic prospect of embracing the
powerful texts of Lingbao.
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For the history of Daoist monasticism see Kohn 2003 and Pettit 2013.
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14 CONCLUSION
This work is an attempt to present the diversity of the Tianshidao cosmologies
in terms of their transformative potential, relationship towards the institutions
(both inner and outer), and the use of bureaucratic imagery. The different ways
of channeling the transformative potential were presented hand in hand with
the various shades of millennialism and the cultural bias.
All the texts involve some kind of change. It takes a catastrophic form in the
cosmologies that represent ambivalent or hostile attitudes towards the
institutions – be them institutions of the state or those of Tianshidao. The world
catastrophe is portrayed in two ways. In the cosmologies characterized by the
lowering of group and the competitive exclusivism (encyclicals) it is the
heavenly purge as a necessary response to the chaotic behavior of the believers.
The catastrophe is accepted as justice. In the texts representing the collective
exclusivism and enforcement of the group (Demon Statutes, Secret Instructions) it
is presented as an automatic restart of the cosmos that can be survived only by
the initiated. The catastrophe represents the inhumane and demonic aspect of
the world. Both prophecies were heading towards a failure but that is not to
say that the transformative potential comes in total vain – the focus is shifted
from building institutions to self-cultivation or to strengthening the communitas.
The softer versions of millennialism involving the vision of improvement of the
world and society are aligned with the trust in the positive potential of the
institutions. The Hanzhong community was creating its own social world,
therefore it was living this kind of transformation. The Xiang’er represents a
more individualist approach that is distanced from the institutions but positive
about their possible change which should be realized by employment of the
Men of the Dao in the government. Although the text advocates transformation
on a large scale, the way to it is described as individual self-cultivation. In the
Three Heavens, the transformation is presented as having taken place, in this
way it is similar to the presentist cosmology of the Intoned Precepts. However, it
does not advocate any change in the structures of state and Tianshidao, its only
goal seems to be gaining priority over the concurrent teachings. In the Daoist
Code, the active attitude towards the institutions is restricted towards the
Tianshidao and one’s family. The positive transformation of the state
institutions is presented as being parallel to the private salvation. The
progression on the individual level was made visible through the competitive
system of collecting merits. The case of Kou Qianzhi is interesting because it
combines the vision of the positive change with the catastrophic rhetoric
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typical for the “unstable diagonal.” The world catastrophe accents the radical
break with the old practice that has already taken place and marks a positive
new beginning which is combining high grid with the strong group.
Another significant point of difference between the texts of the soft
millennialism and the texts representing the hard millennialism is the
authorship. The Daoist Code and the Intoned Precepts were written by people
who occupied a position of authority while the encyclicals, Demon Statutes, and
Secret Instructions seem to be produced by revelation, probably by means of
medium.
In all of the texts representing different types of cultural bias, one finds the
bureaucratic imagery in various constellations. It seems to fulfill a role of a very
versatile metaphor in terms of covering various types of worldviews and social
experiences. In the culture of the modern West, bureaucracy is associated with
a rather limited range of meanings. It is seen predominantly as a tool – a
rational instrument designed for ordering the world. This function can be
presented in a very positive way and sometimes even related to the
transcendent spheres. For Hegel, the bureaucratic State embodied the highest
achieved stage of evolution of the Spirit. In the Catholic church, the
bureaucratic organization is mediating the salvation. However, as an
instrument, bureaucracy is often seen to be prone to defects, as a necessary evil,
a machine that suppresses individuality and makes one a mere component
subjected to the routine. This feature is often targeted in a satirical way
emphasizing its inhumane character. This view is very much aligned with the
cultural bias that became predominant in the arrangements of Western
modernity – the individualist approach in which the subject appears as a free
man seizing control over nature by means of reason which creates its model of
the world based on the Euclidean space, the linear futurist representations of
time, and the mathematical logic that interconnects them.
The Kafkaesque depiction of bureaucracy demonstrating its alienated facet can
be seen as a metaphor for the high grid and weak group type of arrangement –
the individual is subjected to the bureaucratic machinery that he or she does
not identify with. A structurally similar message is expressed also in the
culture of early medieval China. In some texts, the spirits and the priests act as
corrupt officials, seizing titles and oppressing their subjects. They are pictured
as being disobedient and prone to making mistakes in the paperwork and of
avoiding responsibility. They are similar to the petty officials responsible for
the management of rather unpopular things like census, taxes, and corvée labor.
These people were recruited from the local community and were more likely to
be met in person. Since they spoke the local dialects, they were easier to
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communicate with. But they represented the undesirable aspects of the central
government and also were more prone to corruption and nepotism. Moreover,
the whole bureaucratic system can be perceived as hostile since it demands
totalitarian control and employs various techniques of repression. This aspect
resonates in the vision of the celestial net and the earthly web. The bureaucratic
culture must have felt isolated from the lives of the illiterate masses. The Daoist
emphasis on written texts creates a similar barrier between the literates and
illiterates, the initiated and the outsiders.168
While the bureaucracy serves as a metaphor of the high grid arrangements in
the modern West, in early medieval China it can also express a liberation from
such arrangements. As was already noted, the transcendents draw association
to the high officials as seen from the point of view of the local population. Once
the local scholar obtains promotion to the offices in the center, he stands above
the minor local officials and also loosens his ties to the locality and his relatives.
While the imperial officials represent the central power, the transcendents
represent the vertical link to the universal order of the Dao. The interaction
between the Daoist official and the demons associates the missions of the
imperial officials in the barbarian provinces as was noted by Jean Levi (see the
Introduction). The imperial officials are well travelled and the transcendents
can travel long distances in an instant. Travelling also recalls the association
with the wandering scholars (youshi 游士) of the Eastern Zhou times (770–256
BCE) such as Confucius. At the same time, the transcendents reflect the social
type of the “exemplary hermits” who refused official appointment to cultivate
their character in recluse.169 These people were seen as interiorizing the moral
ideals in a similar way to the transcendents who embody the Way.
Moreover, the bureaucratic imagery can represent the arrangements
characterized by strong groups. Some cosmologies integrate the individual into
a group defined by access to transcendence in terms of leaving the corrupt
world and entering the Heavenly ranks which guarantees their future salvation.
These are the cosmologies of strong group and low grid. There are also
cosmologies of strong group and high grid that integrate the individual into
the established bureaucratic structures that connect the levels of Heaven, Earth
and humanity. Humans are seen as active agents in this system – instead of
merely worshipping the transcendents they are incorporated into the
transcendent bureaucracy; instead of being anxious about the polluting
potential of the netherworld they master ways of influencing the fate of their
Peter Nickerson borrows Derrida’s term “violence of the letter” for this implicit conflict
(Nickerson 1996a, 468).
169 For the exemplary hermits see Vervoorn 1990.
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ancestors through their official powers and gain salvation for themselves. The
difference between the strong group/low grid and the strong group/high grid
cosmologies can be also aligned with the types of official insignia in use. All of
them create a basic boundary between “them” and “us” but while the grouporiented Secret Instructions of Zhao Sheng use the tallies as mere signs of
affiliation to the group of the chosen, the grid-oriented cosmologies of Kou
Qianzhi and Lu Xiujing use the registers to express hierarchy.
In general, the bureaucratic imagery amplifies the characteristics of the
imperial bureaucracy that transcend the local human experience. While the
imperial bureaucracy aims for expansion, the invisible one already appears as a
universal order providing power to subdue the particular and implicitly
chaotic. Imperial bureaucrats are mortal but they are replaceable and the whole
system is renewable, hence it appears as everlasting. The transcendent
bureaucrats live as long as Heaven and Earth. Through maintaining and
exchanging documents, both the imperial and netherworld bureaucracies
accumulate knowledge that exceeds the knowledge of the individual or of a
local lineage. The transcendents know about things occurring in distant places
as well as in the past or future. The conflict between the bureaucratic
universalism and genealogic localism is reflected in the cosmological difference
between the powers emanating from the original pneuma representing the
everlasting, renewable order on one hand, and the local spirits of the dead on
the other.170

14.1 The signifier and the signified
As the bureaucratic imagery is used as a metaphor expressing the worldviews
of various cultural biases, the signifier (bureaucratic terms) cannot be separated
from the signified (state administration, institutional order). Therefore one is
able to see the link between the bureaucratic imagery of the Tianshidao and the
actual current state of imperial offices as being rather strong, no matter how
abstract the meanings carried by the metaphor may be. The development of the
Tianshidao cosmologies thus cannot be explained only by the processes taking
place within the movement, it needs to take into account the development of
the state institutions and the social arrangement in general. To some extent it
mirrors the social structures (institutional order/disorder) of the time of their
production. The mirror image whilst being similar is often distorted, the
reflection is more of a playful mimesis rather than a simple copy. A brief and
rather crude attempt will be made here to illustrate the relation between the
Nickerson interprets the Tianshidao project as harmonizing the society by opposing the local
conflicts channeled by geomancy among other things. (Nickerson 1994).
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bureaucratic imagery, state offices, and the offices of Tianshidao in the
previously analyzed texts. The political history is summarized from the studies
of Ch’ü T’ung-tsu (1961), Tanigawa Michio (1985), Charles Holcombe (1994),
Rafe de Crespigny (2008), and Mark Edward Lewis (2007; 2009).
The crisis at the end of the Later Han is described as being triggered by
monopolization of the high offices by the great families providing the imperial
consorts and the fight for power with the eunuchs. The powerful families
gradually seized more of the land and the farmer families became their clients,
mainly in order to avoid taxes. The powerful families managed to consolidate
their power by gaining control over the system of selecting the local officials
which was partly based on recommendation.171 Despite the high level of
nepotism, the emerging class of scholar-officials also emphasized the
knowledge of the Confucian classics and the moral standards derived from
them. The Later Han saw the rise of the eremitic scholars who were also
admired by the rulers (Vervoon 1990). After Huandi’s counter-attack against
the influence of the powerful families and the replacement of the palace
officials by eunuchs, the scholars presented the situation as a conflict between
the “pure stream” and the lowly eunuchs and the relatives of the imperial
consorts.
The Xiang’er, whether it was written during the Later Han or after its fall,
reflects this crisis and the rise of the eremitic ideal. The crisis was so deep that
the Dao had to manifest itself in the form of Lord Lao. It brings a presentiment
of a necessary upcoming change in the body of the institutions which is
channeled into a vision of a transformation of the bodies of the “Men of the
Dao” while those who stay loyal to the contemporary habits become the
“walking corpses.” The voluntary refusal of an official career and criticism of
exhibiting one’s education and merits shows the disillusion with the official
system. The cultivation of the autonomous interiorized morality is advocated
instead. On the contrary, the text does not champion extreme individualism
characterized by locating the Dao within the adept’s body, the social
consciousness and interest in the imperial policy is very important for it. The
old system which is based on the competition between the officials is presented
as doomed but a wise ruler is expected to ascend, to recognize the virtuous
who cultivate the Way in recluse, and to employ them as his officials. This
ambiguity or an attempt to find a middle-way reflects the time of change and
hesitation.
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The state offices were either inherited or assigned to the local authorities or designated for

the “filial and incorruptible” (xiaolian 孝廉) supposedly chosen from the masses.
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Towards the end of the Late Han, the regions fell into anarchy. This was not
only because of the Yellow Turban rebellion, but also the politics of “fighting
the barbarians with barbarians” which led to the loss of control over the foreign
troops employed in the imperial army. The farming population was often
indebted or even landless and sought protection around the powerful families
and in the fortified villages. Since the central government lost the power to
maintain order, an opportunity to seize the power was created. This
opportunity was grasped by the founders of the Wudoumidao. Its terminology
reflects the change from chaos to order: Among their parish (zhi - “to
administer”) offices one sees many supervisors and overseers. They recruited
the “demon troopers” and turned them into officials in a contractual
relationship with the bureaus of the Correct Unity, whose power exceeds that
of the imperial court. The Wudoumidao probably resembled more the broad
military structures that started to play the key role in politics of that time,
rather than an elite group of educated officials. The title of “libationer” is
associated with the high importance of the local communities at the time of the
decay of the central government.
The regime of the Cao Wei attempted to consolidate power and regulate the
influence of the powerful families. As a means of stabilization, Cao Cao
established colonies along the Yellow River and in Guanzhong plain that
provided taxes and military forces. In 220 a new system of Nine Ranks (jiupin
九品) was established and lasted until 583 (see Ebrey 1987, 4; Holzmann 1957).
It was supposed to sort the individuals into nine categories solely according to
their talent which was evaluated in the form of “pure criticism“ (qingyi 清議) by
the arbiters on the level of commanderies and provinces. Some historians (e.g.
Kawakatsu 1950, see Holcombe 1994) see these reforms as an answer to the
frustration of the unemployed absolvents of the Imperial Academy and a
continuation of the legacy of the Pure Stream. The discourse on the talent was
strongly influenced by the generation of the Pure Stream, according to the
literary stereotype of the day, the most talented scholars were avoiding the
official careers, for example the notorious extravagant Seven Sages of the
Bamboo Grove. The obsession with talent and the ways to recognize it is also
apparent in works like the A New Account of the Tales of the World (Shishuoxinyu
世說新語 (translated in Mather 2002) and in the treatises On Human Character
(Renwuzhi 人物志) written by Liu Shao 劉紹 (lived under the reign of Cao Rui,
226–39).
This culture left an imprint also on the Tianshidao texts of that time. In the
encyclicals, the salvation is not based on entering the ranks of an egalitarian
army-like structure, the real elite has to emerge from it through the selection of
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the seed people. The emphasis on purity seems to reflect a culture in which the
“pure criticism” became the method of deciding about one’s career. The
criticism of the Tianshidao office holders seems to be closely associated with
the criticism of the corruption of the old regime, while the new regime is
praised in the end in the Commands and Precepts. The ideal conduct is that of
cultivating morality in recluse as prescribed by both Xiang’er, and the Scripture
of the Yellow Court and supported by the current ideal of the eremitic scholars.
It seems that the system of Nine Ranks was originally established to strengthen
the belief in meritocracy and to enable the local talents to reach the high offices
but that goal was not achieved. During the Cao Wei and the Jin dynasty which
adopted it, the system became monopolized again by the officials of the great
families. Over the decades, the ranks became more or less hereditary. The
criteria switched from practical knowledge to talent in the fields of calligraphy,
music or philosophical conversation. The elite created a closed community
defined by aristocratic behavior ostentatiously different from the common
mores (Eberhard 1970, 15). The great families were often extended as the
farmers often chose to register under their protection instead of paying taxes to
the state.
The bureaucratic imagery of texts of this period reflects the alienation between
the masses and the officials. On one hand, the bureaucratic hierarchy is
presented as corrupt in both the Demon Statutes and the Secret Instructions. The
Demon Statutes presents a vision of the offices seized by the demons and offers
an experience of liminality and communitas in the form of merging pneumas.
This ritual can be read also as creating a community similar to the extended
families of the day. The Secret Instructions refuses the efficacy of Tianshidao
offices, the written documents are replaced with oral instructions and the
hierarchical registers are replaced with a talisman that is egalitarian but given
only to a limited number of people, just like the privilege of the high offices.
The life of the high officials also finds reflection in the visions of transcendents
– the scriptures are borrowing more from the lore of the Biographies of the Divine
Transcendents.
The age of the accumulation of power in the hands of the great families came to
an end with the establishment of the Northern Wei and Liu Song dynasties.
South and North, the bureaucracy again became an instrument of consolidation
of the central power. The land estates became smaller, most of the military
forces came under imperial control, and employment of the members of the
great families decreased.
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The new orthodoxies offer solutions to the crisis of social roles within the
communities, solutions based on maintaining or reconstructing the hierarchical
order. This attitude might be inspired by a restored trust in the imperial
hierarchy – it is complemented with loyalty to the throne. The idea of yin and
yang bureaucracy seems ambitious in terms of comparing the imperial
bureaucracy prone to corruption with the priestly one defined by purity. It also
shows an attempt to demarcate the spheres of influence, the Tianshidao
structures voluntarily renounce the political ambitions. The Tianshidao
institutions lead the way to salvation, while the government seeks the Great
Peace. In the context of redistribution of the land, the Great Peace in this
political sense seems to be referring to the literal meaning of the word taiping –
great equality/balance.

14.2 Rationalization, secularization, and
interiorization
The time between the decay of the Han and the establishment of the Sui 隋
(581–618) and Tang 唐 (618–907) is usually seen as a time of crisis characterized
by the search for new ways of maintaining social order and by the emergence
of new spiritual movements. In their monumental publishing project covering
the history of religion in China, John Lagerwey and his colleagues expressed
their vision of the basic principles of religious evolution going hand in hand
with the political history (Lagerwey and Kalinowski 2008; Lagerwey and Lü
2010; Goosaert, Kiely, Lagerwey, 2015; see also Lagerwey 2018). The
introduction to the last volume summarizes the findings of the previous
volumes: “As may seem from the introduction to the earlier volumes, it
gradually became clear that the features typically associated with the
production of ‘modernity’ – rationalization, interiorization and secularization –
in fact characterize every age of radical change” (Goosaert, Kiely, Lagerwey
2015, 1). The authors define the religion as a “system of values in practice,” the
rationalization is defined as “ever wider scope of the abstract ideas used to
organize social and political ideology and practice,” the interiorization is the
“individual integration through practice of these ideas,” and secularization is
the “diffusion of comparable values into various autonomous realms” (ibid.
footnote 2).
The Intoned Precepts and the Daoist Code fit well into this vision. They
systematize community practice and create rules based on abstract principles –
i.e. they rationalize the tradition. The rationality they represent is based on a
meritocratic hierarchy that connects both human and invisible offices. On the
top of the system the Dao rules as the highest god while it also denotes the
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Way on which the individual walks, the Way that integrates the individual and
that promises survival and promotion. The rationality of Kou and Lu advocates
the written over the oral, it champions the universal vertical order over the
particular horizontal local identity. E.g. Kou Qianzhi replaced the system of 24
parishes related to the localities of Shu and Ba with the translocal system of 28
xiu. Secularity also occurs in their system. Lu Xiujing inherits the belief in the
unity of heavenly and human justice that was traced already in the records on
the Wudoumidao, but he limits it to the interconnection of individual health
and morality and the system of promotions, while the judicial and executive
powers remain in the hands of the imperial officials.
The approach of John Lagerwey et al. to the history of religions is strongly
related to the tradition of understanding religions as systems – be them the
“conceptual systems” of Émile Durkheim or the “cultural systems” of Clifford
Geertz. These editors do not necessarily identify all religions as systems but the
above quote suggests that they take them as entities tending towards
systematization during the process of social change. Their view of social
change implies the need for secularization in the sense of disintegration of the
functions of a rudimentary institution into the net of institutions in a complex
society. If one borrows again the terminology of Berger and Luckmann, this
process involves conflicts between the institutions and their legitimations. The
institutional order is created by integrating the separate institutions with their
individual genesis and legitimations into one system, the “symbolic universe”
that works as an ideology that operates like an umbrella interconnecting the
institutions (Berger and Luckmann 1969). In practice, the interiorization is
reached by the alignment of the institutional system with this overarching
ideology.
A religion can produce such overarching ideology – a rationality that
interconnects the structure – as well as the practical means of its interiorization.
Secularization makes religions predictable and prevents the religious
authorities from attempting to take over the system at the same time. If one
relates the processes of rationalization, secularization, and interiorization with
the grid/group theory, they seem to maintain balance between grid and group
which is shared by the cosmologies of the “stable diagonal” (see the
Introduction). They imply the integration of an individual into the social body
(group) and acceptance of one’s role (grid), they also relate the social structure
to the functioning of the cosmic order. They may also provide a relief from the
pressure of the social structure but restrain it to the individual level.
Nevertheless, it would be inaccurate to reduce the systematic cosmologies in a
functionalist way to the ideologies supporting the dominant institutional order.
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By way of metaphorical thinking and also by creating space for active
participation they are able to transform the social worlds from within. Entering
the ranks of Tianshidao officialdom and thinking about the heavenly spirits as
officers transforms the general assumptions about the bureaucracy in general.
The resulting ideal of bureaucracy may work as a corrective to the state
bureaucracy.
On the other hand, does the theory of rationalization, secularization and
interiorization help one to make sense of millennialism? In the teleological
context of inevitable systematization the millennial cosmologies of the Demon
Statutes and Sacred Instructions appear as short-lived outbursts of deviance and
irrationality, as well as premature experiments, dead-ends and false prophecies.
Millennialism in general goes against the values of rationalization,
secularization and interiorization. It envisions concrete, total and radical
transformation instead of abstraction, compartmentalization, and the use of
metaphor.
However, this should not lead one to reduce the significance of the
discontinuous cosmologies to a symptom of the “age of radical change” taking
place between the fall of one system and the establishment of another one.
Their value should not be reduced to the stepping stones on the way to the
system as the ultimate goal of the process.172 As Victor Turner noticed, when it
comes to questions like “who are we” or “where are we heading,” the structure
may work as an instrument but also become an obstacle (Turner 1974).173 The
cosmologies advocating stabilization and systematization present themselves
as final solutions but they often collapse or appear as oppressive and show that
the “whole is false” again. The façade of stability is concealing the continual
change taking place behind it. The cosmologies of the “unstable diagonal” offer
a vision of radical change. Although their prophecies may end up in failure,
they contribute to creation of concrete social arrangements that may persist or
be periodically re-produced. These arrangements and cosmologies offer
alternatives to the dominant order in terms of experiencing time, space, and
relations to humans and other beings – see for example the rituals of merging
pneumas that was practiced until the seventh or eighth century (Raz 2008, 120).

The failed prophecies are interpreted in this way also in the field of new religious
movements – the moments of crises that enable reorganizing the community. See for example
the account on the history of failed prophecies in the Jehovah’s Witnesses (Zygmunt 1970).
173 John Lagerwey also emphasizes the role of the antistructure but in a different way. For him
it is a source of revelation that triggers the change of the imperial system. It is represented by
the “liminal fangshis, […] separate Daoist communities” and so forth, inspiration coming from
the margins, or from “beyond within” (term of Verellen 1995). See Lagerwey and Lü 2010, 48.
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The new possibilities of social organization are only one of their possible
outcomes.
One’s assumption is that the systematic cosmologies are appreciated not only
by the representatives of a given institutional order but also by the historians
who need to give a coherent account about them. From the point of view of the
textual studies of religions, the systematic aspect of religion appears more
important but on the level of personal experience with a religion, the logical
coherence is often not the most important means of interiorization. Not only
are ritual, economic and other aspects included there, these discontinuous
cosmologies reflect the cultural bias that stems from a concrete social
experience. Some cosmologies/cultural biases simply do not express a specific
preference for a particular system but they always emphasize some points of
continuity and discontinuity that channels the social experience and also help
to transform this experience. Instead of “systems of values in practice” they
may be seen as mere configurations of values that are more or less related to
the practice. This character of some cosmologies corresponds to their play with
the time representations, as we have seen in the case of Commands and Precepts
and other texts that combine several models of time related to concurrent social
worlds.174 In the Demon Statutes, the clockwork time is not only representing
the world to overcome but also a mechanism that can be understood and to
struggle with. These texts reflect the fact that the individual is operating in
various arrangements instead of positing that the world works by one
universal order.
The Tianshidao, as well as other religious traditions, contains cosmologies
offering various attitudes towards the institutional order. They sometimes
contribute to the social world – they create it (see the case of Wudoumidao) or
they search for symbiosis with an already existing structure, or they stand
apart from it without attempting to integrate. One finds such both attitudes
Another interesting example of combining several time representations related to differnt
arrangements is found in the Scripture on the Transformations of Lord Lao in Wuji Era (Laojun
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bianhua wuji jing 老君變化無極經, DZ 1195), translated, dated and introduced by Adrianus
Dudink (2002). The poem is switching between several levels: Macrocosmic history of Lord Lao,
political history, and autobiography. In the first part, Lord Lao is travelling around the world,
intervening in the religious history. In the second part, the author describes his travels and life
disturbed by the political history, namely the exodus from Chang’an in 317. A remarkable
feature of both travels is river crossing. Water functions as a metaphor to pneuma, its
circulation between East and West is likened to the circulation of pneuma in the body and
during the ritual of merging pneuma. The poem presents the problem of the Great Peace from
the individualist perspective – its ascent seems to be distant and one needs to preserve oneself
to be able to see it. At the end, the author announces a retreat to the mountains and forests.
Interpretation of this text is worth a special chapter but because of the lack of time has to wait
for another opportunity.
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represented also in the later development of Tianshidao and related traditions,
as can be shown in the examples of the Petition Almanach of Master Red Pine
(Chisongzi zhangli 赤松子章曆, DZ 615) as analysed by Peter Nickerson (1990)
and The Most High Scripture of the Divine Spells Piercing the Abyss (Taishang
dongyuan shenzhou jing, 太上洞淵神咒經, DZ 335) studied by Christine Mollier
(1990).
The Petition Almanach of Master Red Pine represents a deeper level of
secularization. It is a ritual manual for solving various kinds of real life
problems on a daily basis. It seems to reflect the actual ritual practice provided
by the Tianshidao officials to the local population. According to the analysis of
Peter Nickerson, it can be described as the syncretism of Tianshidao
bureaucratic rituals and the popular mantic practices.175 The Daoist officials do
not integrate their clients into the ranks of Tianshidao, instead they are separate
from them and become something like a guild. The bureaucratic ideology is
reduced to the magical power of bureaucratic practice used in ad hoc situations.
When compared to the Daoist Code, it seems that Lu’s ideal of Tianshidao as
integrating whole local communities which were organized on the basis of
meritocracy failed here. However, the tradition found its place in the
compartmentalized world of the individual and also in the religious market of
that time.
In contrast, the Most High Scripture of the Divine Spells Piercing the Abyss
represent an anti-secularization millennial movement. Its versions are
preserved in Dunhuang (P 3233 and P 2444) and the earliest strata of the text
dates to the Liu Song. It established a community separate from the Tianshidao
but based on some of its institutions (parishes, quiet rooms). The members did
not enter the hierarchy of registers, they addressed each other as older and
younger brothers and were all holding the same sacred scripture which
worked as a talisman and a register of 390 000 spirits at the same time. The new
members were initiated in a form of ritual healing and practiced the merging of
pneumas to become the seed people. The world catastrophe is pictured in the
text as an invasion of demon hordes and a world deluge in the year of jiashen.
After that, the world is saved by Li Hong in the year of renchen.
Fortunately, both the systematic and anti-systematic tendencies were preserved
in the Daoist Canon of Zhengtong Era (1436–50). When judging Daoism

Petere Nickerson portrays the Almanach as complying with the Daoist Code because it uses
the mantic practice only for the diagnosis and not as a means of exorcism or propitious
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offerings (Nickerson 1994, 59–62). See also his translation in the Scriptures, 261–74 and Verellen
2004.
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according to this edition, it does not appear as a system but as a very vague
label used for a pile of disparate phenomena. Inspired by Ann Swindler (2001),
Robert Campany suggests that one should regard the religious identities as
“imagined communities” and religious tradition as “repertoires and resources”
organized around certain “scenes or situations of action”, often narrative in
nature (Campany 2003, 317–8). The image of repertoire is a very useful one but
it should not lead to the conception of Daoism as a mere container of disparate
elements. The attempts of systematization of the structure of authority, ritual,
and the texts are important parts of it, integrating the disparate parts into
various structures. These structures also construct selective memories, as Gil
Raz has shown when focusing on the retroactive creation of traditions in form
of canons (Raz 2012).
These projects of systematization may create institutions or ideas that have a
long-lasting effect within the tradition. In Tianshidao some of these institutions
are for example the petitioning rituals that already existed in some form in
Hanzhong. Peter Nickerson identifies this as a core practice of the Tianshidao
(Nickerson 1996a, 9). Terry Kleeman identifies the core with the system of
registers which is mentioned in the Intoned Precepts and described in detail in
the Daoist Code (Masters, 218). This system became a foundation for the priestly
career upon which was built the system of the “inner register” (Lagerwey 2006;
Masters, 274–82) practiced under the Tang, and the registers in general are still
to be found in the practice of Daoist masters today (Schipper 1993, 60–71). John
Lagerwey (2007) finds the continuity of the religion in the image of the
chthonic bureaucracy that keeps records of good and bad deeds of humanity,
preserved by the Intoned Precepts. This idea later emerges for example in the
Ming system of division of jurisdiction between the imperial (yang) and
chthonic (yin) bureaucracy (see also Feuchtwang 1992) and in the “temples of
blessing and merits” (fudegong 福德宮) in contemporary South China and
Taiwan.
However, the persistence of these institutions within the tradition should not
lead one to an automatic conclusion that they form an essence of the tradition.
Their importance differs among different communities and individual
members, and also with the course of time. It is possible that the core
institutions of Wudoumidao were abolished by the millennial communities but
it is also possible that the hierarchical and egalitarian cosmologies co-existed
within the same communities, each contributing to particular types of social
arrangement and ritual practice. The cosmologies representing various types of
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cultural bias became parts of the repertoire and were either preserved, recycled
or forgotten.176

The values preserved and transformed by the Tianshidao might have contributed also to the
political or administrative culture of medieval China (Tanigawa 1985).
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